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THE COSMOPOLITAN





T.S.Q.

PART I

INLAND





CHAPTER I

UNSPEAKABLE,
unlikeable, worse than all,

unsketchable. A woman has no more

formidable rival than her idea in the head

of an imaginative young man, and Maurice

Durant had been rash enough to fall in love

with Miss Tancred before sight.

He was rash in everything. When the Colonel

asked him down to Coton Manor for a fortnight,

he accepted the invitation (with much pleasure)

by return, and lay awake half the night with

joyous anticipation. He was in the train steam-

ing into the Midlands before he realized that

he knew nothing of his host beyond a vague

family tradition. He was his (Durant's) god-
father ; he was a retired Colonel of militia ; he

had given him (Durant) a hideous silver cup ; but

this was the first time he had given him an invi-

tation. There was something more, too. Durant
had spent the last seven years exploring every

country but his own, and he was out of touch

with family tradition ; but now he thought of

it he had he certainly had a distinct recol-
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THE COSMOPOLITAN

lection of hearing his father say that of all

his numerous acquaintance that fellow Tancred

was quite the most intolerable bore.

He had been a little precipitate. Still, he

said to himself, England was England, and if

there was any fishing on the Colonel's land, or

a decent mount in his stables, he thought he

could pull through. Mrs. Tancred was dead ;

he did not certainly know that there was a Miss

Tancred, but if there were he meant to flirt

with her, and if the worst came to the worst

he could always sketch her (the unsketchable !).

He had had plenty of time for anticipation

during the slow journey on the branch line

from the junction. The train crawled and bur-

rowed into the wooded heart of the Midlands,

passed a village, a hamlet, a few scattered

houses, puffed and panted through endless

lengths of arable and pasture land, drew up
exhausted at the little wayside station of

Whithorn-in-Arden, and left him in that prosaic

wilderness a prey to the intolerable bore.

As ill-luck would have it, he had arrived at

Coton Manor three hours before dinner. At
the first sight of his host he had made up his

mind that the Colonel would have nothing to

say that could possibly keep him going for more

than three minutes, yet the Colonel had talked

for two hours. Durant had been counting the

buttons on the Colonel's waistcoat and the
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minutes on the drawing-room clock, and won-

dering when it would be dinner-time. Once

or twice he had caught himself looking round

the room for some sign or token of Miss Tan-

cred. He believed in her with a blind, unques-

tioning belief, but beyond a work-basket, a

grand piano, and some atrocious water-colours,

he could discover no authentic traces of her

presence. The room kept its own dull counsel.

It was one of those curious provincial interiors

that seem somehow to be soulless and sexless

in their unfathomable reserve. It was more
than comfortable, it was opulent, luxurious

;

but the divine touch was wanting. It made
Durant wonder whether there really was a

Miss Tancred, much as you might doubt the

existence of a God from the lapses in his crea-

tion. Still, he believed in her because there was

nothing else to believe in. He had gathered
from the Colonel's conversation that there was
no fishing on his land, and no animal in his

stables but the respectable and passionless pair

that brought him from the station.

Could it be that there was no Miss Tancred ?

Durant, already veering towards scepticism,

had been about to plunge into the depths of

bottomless negation when the Colonel rose

punctually at the stroke of seven.
" My daughter," he had said,

" my daughter
will be delighted to make your acquaintance."
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And Durant had replied that he would be de-

lighted to make Miss Tancred's.

There was nothing else to be delighted about.

He had divined pretty clearly that Miss Tan-

cred's society would be the only entertainment

offered to him during his stay, and the most

outrageous flirtation would be justifiable in the

circumstances ; he had seen himself driven to

it in sheer desperation and self-defence ; he had

longed hopelessly, inexpressibly, for the return

of the absconding deity ;
he had looked on Miss

Tancred as his hope, his angel, his deliverer.

That she had not been at home to receive him
seemed a little odd, but on second thoughts he

had been glad of it. He would have distrusted

any advances on her part as arguing a certain

poverty of personal resource. Presumably Miss

Taucred could afford a little indifference, a

touch of divine disdain. And if indeed she

had used absence as an art to stimulate his

devotion, she was to be congratulated on her

success. His dream had been nourished on this

ambrosial uncertainty.

Upstairs in his bedroom mere emotional belief

in Miss Tancred had risen to rational conviction.

The first aspect of the guest-chamber had in-

spired him with a joyous credulity. It wooed
him with its large and welcoming light, its four

walls were golden white and warm, and in all

its details he had found unmistakeable evidences
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INLAND

of design. There was an overruling coquetry
in the decorative effects, in the minute little

arrangements for his comfort. A finer hand
than any housemaid's must have heaped that

blue china bowl with roses, laid out that writing-

table, and chosen the books in the shelf beside

the bed. A woman is known by her books as

by her acquaintance, and he had judged of the

mind of this maiden, turning over the pages
with a thrill of sensuous curiosity. This charm-

ing Providence had fitted his mood to perfection

with these little classics of the hour, by authors

too graceful and urbane to bore a poor mortal

with their immortality. Adorable Miss Tancred !

He was in love with her before sight, at half-sight.
For at the sound of a punctual gong he had

hurried out on to the stairs, a door had opened
on some unseen landing, he had heard a woman's

step on the flight below ; he had listened, he

had watched, and as he caught the turn of her

head, the rustle and gleam of her gown, some
divine and cloudy colour, silver or lavender or

airy blue, he had been radiantly certain that

his vision had passed before him. Down there

somewhere it was making itself incarnate in

the unknown. He felt already its reviving pre-

sence, the mysterious aura of its womanhood.
Hitherto his imagination had been guided by

a profound sense of the justice that is in things.

Destiny who had brought him to this deceitful
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place owed him compensation for the fraud,

and an apology in person was really no more

than his due. What if Miss Tancred were she,

the supremely feminine, Destiny herself ?

Under the echoing gallery the drawing-room
had opened and closed upon her, and he had

followed, his nerves tingling with the familiar

prophetic thrill.

And this was Miss Tancred ?

To begin with, he had never seen a woman
more execrably dressed. No doubt it is the

first duty of a woman's gown to clothe her,

but apparently Miss Tancred's gown had a Puri-

tan conscience, an almost morbid sense of its

duty. It more than clothed her, it covered her

up as if she had been a guilty secret ; there was
concealment and disguise in every crease of the

awful garment. In its imperishable prudery it

refused to define her by ever so innocent a

curve ;
all its folds were implicated in a con-

spiracy against her sex. The effect, though

striking, was obviously unstudied and inevitable,

and he argued charitably that Miss Tancred was

attired, not after her own mysterious and per-

verse fancy, but according to some still more

mysterious and perverse doom. Happily she

seemed unconscious of her appearance, and this

unconsciousness had saved her.

For Miss Tancred was plain ;
and the irritating

thing about her plainness was that it, at any
8
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rate, was not inevitable. She had had a hair's-

breadth escape of being handsome in a some-

what original and eccentric way. And so her

plainness was insistent; it would not let you
alone, but forced you to look at it, worrying

you with perpetual suggestions of the beauty
it might have been. Her black hair grew low

on the centre of her forehead, whence it rose

describing a semicircle above each temple ;
she

had a short and salient Roman nose, black eyes,

and straight black brows laid like an accent on

the jutting eyebones. Her mouth there might
have been hope for her in her mouth, but for

its singular unreadiness to smile ; there was no

hope for her in her sallow skin, the dull droop
of her eyelids, her whole insupportable air of

secrecy and reserve. A woman has no business

to look like that.

There could be no hope for any woman whom
Maurice Durant had pronounced unsketchable.

He was tolerant with the tolerance of a clever

young modern painter, trained to look for

beauty (and find it too) in the most unlikely

places. He could find no beauty in Miss Tan-

cred. She was useless for his purposes. Those

lips had never learned to flirt, to chatter, to

sing, to do anything spontaneous and natural

and pleasing.

He shook hands with her in a paralytic

manner, battering his brains for a reply to her
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polite commonplaces. Inwardly he was furious.

He felt that he had been duped, tricked, in-

famously cheated of his legitimate desire ;
and

he hated the woman as if she, poor soul, had

been personally responsible.

It had bored him to listen to the Colonel, and

he was sure it would bore him still more to talk

to Miss Tancred ; but for ten minutes he did his

best to sustain a miraculous flow of sparkling

monologue. If Miss Tancred was going to bore

him, at any rate it would not be by her conversa-

tion. Some plain women he had known who
had overcome plainness by vivacity and charm.

Not so Miss Tancred. Being plainer than most
she was bound to make a more than ordinary

effort, yet she had adopted the ways of a con-

summately pretty woman who knows that

nothing further is required of her. Did she

think that he would go on for ever battering his

brains to create conversation out of nothing,

when she clearly intimated that it was not worth

her while to help him ? Never in his life had he

met a woman who inspired him with such invin-

cible repugnance. He found himself talking to

her at random like a man in a dream, and so in-

different to her opinion that he was not in the

least distressed at his own imbecility ;
and Miss

Tancred, like a lady in a dream, seemed to find

his attitude entirely natural ; perhaps she had

read a similar antagonism in the faces of other
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men. (As it happened, repugnance was an emo-

tion that Durant had frequently felt before, and

certain emphatic lines about his nose and mouth
had apparently been drawn there on purpose to

express it.) Anyhow Miss Tancred made no

attempt to engage his attention, but turned her

dull eyes to the Colonel, as if appealing to him

to take the burden of Durant's entertainment

on his own shoulders.

This the Colonel was perfectly prepared to

do. It was evidently an understood thing that

Miss Tancred should sit there, in that depressing

attitude, while her father monopolised their

guest. Durant hastily classified his host and

hostess as the bore active and the bore passive.

If Miss Tancred had ever had any interest or

property in life she seemed to have made it over

to the Colonel, together with a considerable

portion of her youth. The Colonel wore his

sixty years well out of sight, like an under-

garment ; you even felt that there might be

something slightly indecorous in the suggestion

that he wore them at all. He was alive to the

finger-tips, alive in every feature of his aristo-

cratic little face. He seemed at first rather

uncertain how to take Durant, and looked him

up and down as if in search of a convenient

button-hole ;
he smiled innocently on the young

man (Durant soon learned to know and dread

that smile) ; nothing could have been more
11
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delicate and tentative than his approach. He
had been silent for the last few minutes, lying
low behind a number of the Nineteenth Century,
for if he were a bore he had the dangerous
power of masking his deadly qualities in an
unreal absorption. At the signal that followed

Durant's last desperate remark the Colonel's

tongue leaped as from an ambush.
His first conversational manoauvre was a feint.

He inquired, with a certain affected indifference,

what sort of weather Durant had met with on
the journey down, and what sort he had left

behind him in London ; and then he seemed
inclined to let the weather drop. But before

Durant could get a word in edgeways he had
taken it up again and was handling it like a

master. Now he was playing with it, hovering
round it lightly, with a tantalising approach and

flight ; now he had gripped it tight, there was
no more wandering from the point than may
be seen in the vacillations of a well-behaved

barometer ; the slender topic seemed to grow
under his touch, to take on the proportions
of his own enormous egotism ;

he spoke of

last autumn and the next parish as if he were

dealing with immensities of time and space.

And now the Colonel was merged and lost

in his theme ; he was whirled along with
the stream of things, with moons and meteors,
winds and tides, never for an instant com-
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promising his character as a well-behaved

barometer.

Never for an instant forgetting that he was a

Tancred, with a pedigree dating from the days
of feudalism. And after all he looked such a

gentle little fellow that Durant could almost

have forgiven him. He was so beautifully
finished off. You could only say of him that

he was fastidious, he had the prejudices of his

class. He scorned to make conversation a sordid

traffic in ideas. At any rate Durant felt himself

released from all obligation to contribute his

share.

He had given it up, and was wondering how
on earth they were to get through the evening.
Various dreadful possibilities occurred to him ;

music (Miss Tancred and Beethoven on the grand
piano) ; family prayers ; cards ;

in some places

they sat up half the night playing whist, a game
that bored him to extinction. Thank heaven, as

there were but three of them, it would not be

whist. Meanwhile it was past eight and no
dinner bell.

As if in answer to his thoughts the Colonel

turned sharply to his daughter.
"
Frida, are you sure that you wrote to Mrs.

Fazakerly?"
"
Quite sure."

"And are you equally certain that she is

coming ?
"

13
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"
Quite certain. Unless she has been taken ill."

" What did you say ? Taken ill ? Taken ill ?
"

" I did not say she was taken ill, papa ;
I

said nothing but illness would keep her from

coming."
"
Ah, a very different thing." He turned to

Durant, blushing and bridling in his stiff collar

as if the important distinction had been a

subtlety of his own.

He curled himself up in his chair, and Durant

caught him smiling to himself, a contemplative,

almost voluptuous smile ; was it at the prospect
of another victim ?

Who the devil, he wondered, is Mrs. Fazakerly ?

14
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MRS.
FAZAKERLY did not keep him won-

dering long. Already she was tripping
into the room with a gleeful and inquisitive as-

surance. A small person, with a round colourless

face and snub features finished off with a certain

piquant ugliness. Her eyes seemed to be screwed

up by a habit of laughter, and the same cheerful

tendency probably accounted for the twisting of

her eyebrows. Mrs. Fazakerly must have been

forty and a widow. She was dressed with dis-

tinction in the half-mourning of a very black

silk gown and a very white neck and shoulders.

She greeted Miss Tancred affectionately, glanced
at Durant with marked approval, and swept the

Colonel an exaggerated curtsey, playfully imply-

ing that she had met him before, that day. It

struck Durant that nature had meant Mrs.

Fazakerly to be vulgar, and that it spoke well for

Mrs. Fazakerly that so far she had frustrated

the designs of nature. He rather thought he

was going to like Mrs. Fazakerly ; she looked

as if she would not bore him.

If Mrs. Fazakerly was going to like Durant, as

15
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yet her glance merely indicated that she liked

the look of him. Durant, as it happened, was
almost as plain for a man as Miss Tancred was
for a woman ; but he was interesting, and he

looked it ;
he was distinguished, and he looked

that too ; he was an artist, and he did not look it

at all ; he cultivated no eccentricities of manner,
he indulged in no dreamy fantasies of dress.

Other people besides Mrs. Fazakerly had approved
of Maurice Durant.

Unfortunately the Colonel's instant monopoly
of the lady had the effect of throwing Durant

and his hostess on each other's mercy during

dinner, a circumstance that seemed greatly to

entertain Mrs. Fazakerly. Probably a deep

acquaintance with Coton Manor made her feel

a delightful incongruity in Durant's appearance

there, since, as her gaze so frankly intimated,

she found him interesting. He was roused

from a fit of more than usual abstraction

to find her little grey eyes twinkling at him

across the soup. Mrs. Fazakerly, for purposes of

humorous observation, used a pince-nez, which

invariably leapt from the bridge of her nose in

her subsequent excitement. It was leaping now.
" Mr. Durant, Miss Tailored is trying to say

something to you."

He turned with a dim, belated courtesy as his

hostess repeated for the third time her innocent

query,
" I hope you like your room?"

16
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He murmured some assent, laying stress on his

appreciation of the flowers and the books.
" You must thank Mrs. Fazakerly for those ;

it was she who put them there."
" Indeed ? That was very pretty of Mrs.

Fazakerly."
" Mrs. Fazakerly is always doing pretty things.

I can't say that I am."

In Miss Tancred's eyes there was none of the

expectancy that betrays the fisher of compli-
ments. If she had followed that gentle craft she

must have abandoned it long ago ; no fish had
ever risen to wriggling worm, to phantom min-

now or to May-fly, to Miss Tancred's grovelling
or flirting or flight ; no breath of flattery could

ever have bubbled in men's eyes those icy
waters where she, poor lady, saw her own face.

Durant would have been highly amused if she

had angled ;
as it was, he was disgusted with her.

It is the height of bad taste for any woman to

run herself down, and the more sincere the de-

preciation the worse the offence, as implying a
certain disregard for your valuable opinion.

Apparently it had struck Mrs. Fazakerly in this

light, for she shook her head reproachfully at

Miss Tancred.
" If Mr. Durant had been staying with me, I

should have packed him into the bachelor's bed-

room with his Bible and his Shakespeare."
Miss Tancred, accused of graciousness, ex-

T.S.Q. 17 C
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plained herself away.
" I put you on the south

side because you've just come from the Mediter-

ranean ; I thought you would like the sun."

Why could he not say that it was pretty of

Miss Tancred?

The Colonel had pricked up his ears at the

illuminating word.
" What sort of weather did you have when

you were in Italy ?
"

It was the first time that he had shown the

faintest interest in Durant's travels. He seemed

to regard him as a rather limited young man
who had come to Coton Manor to get his mind
let out an inch or two.

Durant replied that as far as he could re-

member it was fine when he arrived in Rome
two years ago, and it was fine when he left

Florence the other day.
The Colonel shrugged his shoulders. "

Ah, I

don't call that weather. I like a variable baro-

meter. I cannot stand monotony." As he spoke
he looked at his daughter. In a less perfect

gentleman there would have been significance

in the look. As it was, it remained uncon-

scious.
" The Colonel," Mrs. Fazakerly explained,

"
is

studying the meteorology of Wickshire."

It seemed that Mrs. Fazakerly was studying
the Colonel, that it was her business to expound
and defend him. She had implied, if it were

18
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only by the motion of an eyelid, that all they
had heard hitherto was by way of prologue ; that

the Colonel had not yet put forth his full powers.
Her effervescent remark was, as it were, the

breaking of the champagne bottle, the signal

that launched him.

Meteorology apart, the Colonel, like more than

one great philosopher, held that science was but

another name for ignorance.
" But with meteorology," he maintained,

"
you

are safe. You've got down to the bed-rock of

fact, and it's observation all along the line.

I've got fifteen little memorandum books

packed with observations. Taken by myself.
It's the only way to keep clear of fads and
theories. Look at the nonsense that's talked

in other departments, about microbes for

instance. Fiddlesticks ! A microbe's an ab-

straction, a fad. But take a man like myself,
take a man of even ordinary intelligence, who
has faced the facts, don't tell me that he hasn't

a better working knowledge of the subject than

a fellow who calls himself a bacteriologist, or

some other absurd name."

Durant remarked meekly that he didn't know,
he was sure. But the Colonel remained implac-
able ;

his shirt-front dilated with his wrath ; it

was wonderful how so gentle a voice as the

Colonel's contrived to convey so much passion.

Meanwhile Miss Tancred sat absorbed in her

19
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dinner and let the storm pass over her head.

Perhaps she was used to it.

" Fiddlesticks ! If you don't know, you ought
to know ; you should make it your business to

know. If I've got cholera I want to be told

what'll cure me. I don't care a hang whether

I'm killed by a comma bacillus or
"

"A full-stop bacillus," suggested Mrs. Faza-

kerly.

"The full-stop bacillus for choice put you
sooner out of your agony."
"For shame, Mr. Durant; you encourage him."
"

I, Mrs. Fazakerly ?
"

"
Yes, you. It was you who brought the

Nineteenth Century into the house, wasn't it?

Depend upon it, he's been reading something
that he's disagreed with, or that's disagreed with

him."

Durant remembered. There were things
about bacteriology in that Nineteenth Century,

and about hypnotism ; the Colonel had appa-

rently seized on them as on fuel for a perishing
fire.

Heedless of the frivolous interruption, the

little gentleman was working himself into a

second intellectual fury.

"Take hypnotism again there's another ab-

straction for you
"

Here Mrs. Fazakerly threw up her hands.
" My dear Colonel, de grdce I If it's an abstrac-

20
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tion, why get into a passion about it ? Life isn't

long enough. You're worrying your brain into

fiddlesticks fiddlestrings I mean, of course.

This child doesn't look after you. You ought to

have something tied over your head to keep it

down ; it's like a Jack-in-the-box, a candle

blazing away at both ends, a sword wearing
out its what's-his-name ; it's wearing out your
friends, too. We can't live at intellectual high

pressure, if you can."

The Colonel softened visibly under the de-

licious flattery of her appeal ; he smiled at her

and at Durant ;
he came down from his heights

and made a concession to the popular taste.
"
Well, then, take influenza

"

" We'd very much rather not take it, if it's all

the same to you."
"Take what?"
"
Why, the influenza the bacilli, or whatever

they are. Or do the bacilli take you ?
"

" My dear lady, you don't know what you're

talking about. The bacilli theory is is is a

silly theory."
And Durant actually smiled

;
for his own brain

was softening under the debilitating influence.

He would not be surprised at anything he might
do himself ; he might even sink into that sickly
state in which people see puns in everything and

everything in puns ; it would be the effect of the

place.

21
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"Well, it made you very ill last winter, that's

all I know."

Thewrinkles stopped dancing over the Colonel's

face ; his shirt-front sank
;
he was touched with

an infinite tenderness and pity for himself.
" Yes. But I had a fit of the real thing. It

left me without a particle of muscle legs mere

thread-papers, and no brain
"

"
Cherry-tart, Mr. Durant? "

The voice was Miss Tancred's. It was keen,

incisive ; it cut the Colonel's sentence like a

knife. But if she had meant to kill it, the un-

filial attempt was foiled.

" No brain at all, Durant." He held up a fore-

finger, demonstrating on the empty air. "That,

mind you, is the test, the mark of true influenza

the ut-ter, absoZufe collapse of brain power."
"
Imbacillity, in short."

Having emitted this feeble spark, Durant's in-

tellect went out altogether. Trusting to his face

not to betray him, he inquired gravely if it was

long since the Colonel's last attack of influenza.

But he had trusted rather too much to his

face. A painful flush spread over it when he

found Miss Tancred looking at him with a lucid,

penetrating gaze. She had recognised his guilt ;

it was impossible to tell whether she had

measured the provocation.

He, at any rate, had discovered the secret of

her silence ; it was not stupidity, it was shame.

22
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The spectacle of the Colonel's conversational

debauches had weaned her for ever from the

desire of speech. For the rest of the meal he

too sat silent, building a cairn of cherry-stones
at the side of his plate ; an appropriate memorial

of a young man bored to death at a dinner-

table.

23
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"
^1 T yTELL now," said the Colonel, rousing
VV himself from a brief nirvana of diges-

tion,
" I hope that you will not be dull." He

said it with the confidence of a man who has

just laid before you a pretty convincing sample
of his social powers.
Durant started ;

he was alone with the Col-

onel and the wine, and had just made the dis-

covery that when the Colonel's face was at rest

he was very like an owl.
" To-morrow we'll go exploring together. I

should like to take you over my little property."
As a matter of fact, the property was consider-

able ; but Durant noticed that its owner applied
the endearing diminutive to every object that

appealed specially to his egotism. It was a

peculiarity of the Colonel that he was ready to

melt with affection over the things that belonged
to himself, and was roused almost to ferocity by
whatever interested other people.

" I daresay it will be good for you to see some
24
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fresh faces and to be put in touch in touch

with fresh ideas."

You would have said that Durant had been

sitting for seven years with his feet on the fen-

der while the Colonel roamed the world.

Durant agreed. He was being hypnotised by
the hooked nose and the round hazel eyes with

their radiating wrinkles. He had been five

hours in Coton Manor, it felt like five years,

and the evening had only just begun.
His host stared at him, fidgetted nervously for

five minutes, plunged into nirvana again, emerged,
and with a shame-faced smile suggested that the

ladies would be getting impatient. In the draw-

ing-room his nervousness increased ; he went on

like a person distracted with an intolerable

desire ; he sat down and got up again ; he

pirouetted ; he played with ornaments ;
he

wandered uneasily about the room, opening and

shutting windows, setting pictures straight and

lighting candles ; he was a most uncomfortable

little Colonel of militia. And with every move-
ment he revolved nearer and nearer to a certain

table. The table stood in the background ;

Durant recognised it as the kind that opens and

discloses the magic circle, the green land of whist.

The table had a sweet and sinful fascination for

the Colonel.

Durant had just pulled himself together, and

determined that he could bear it if they didn't
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play some infernal game, if they didn't play

whist. And now it seemed that whist was what

they played, that whist of course was what Mrs.

Fazakerly was there for. The Colonel looked

from the table to the group, from the group to

the table ;
there was calculation in his eye, an

almost sensual anticipation. He seemed to be

saying to himself,
"
One, two, three, four ;

the

perfect number." Durant affected abstraction,

and turning to the window gazed out into the

dim green landscape. His host's eye followed

him ; it marked him down as the fourth ; it

hovered round him, dubious, vacillating, troubled.

The Colonel had still some torturing remnants of

a conscience ; he had read the deep repugnance
on the young man's face, and hesitated to sacrifice

a guest on his first night. He turned helplessly

to Mrs. Fazakerly who put an end to his struggle.

She touched Durant lightly on the shoulder.
"
Come," she murmured gently, like a fate that

pitied while she compelled.
" Come. He wants

his little game."
It was as if she had said, "My poor dear

sacrificial lamb, he wants his little holocaust.

There is no help for it. Let me show you the

way to the altar."
" Frida !

"
It was the Colonel who spoke.

Miss Tancred spread open the table with the

air of a high priestess, hieratic and resigned.

The Colonel approached it, a lighted candle
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in each hand. For one moment of time the

egotist seemed to be rapt beyond himself ;

he was serving the great god Whist. Cards

were the Colonel's passion ;
he loved them

with delight that was madness, madness that

was delight. Cards for cards' sake, the pure

passion, the high, immaculate abstraction ;
no

gambling, mind you ; no playing for penny
points ;

no pandering to a morbid appetite for

excitement. With cards in his hand the

Colonel was transformed. He might be wedded
to matter of fact, which is the grossest form of

materialism ; but at the green table he appeared
as a devotee of the transcendent, the science of

sciences, Whist.

Durant curled his long legs under the table

and prepared for a miserable evening, while the

Colonel's face beamed on him from between two
candles.

"
Durant," he said,

"
you are an acquisition.

If it wasn't for you we should have to play with

a dummy."
Durant replied mournfully that he was not

great at the game, but he thought he was about

as good as a dummy.
" Don't you be too sure of that," said Mrs.

Fazakerly.
" There's a great deal to be said for

the dummy. He isn't frivolous, he never re-

vokes, he never loses his little temper, and he

plays the game."
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"Yes, I think he can show you some very

pretty science, Durant." The Colonel's mous-

tache and eyebrows and all the wrinkles on his

face were agitated, but he made no sound. The

owl was pluming all his little feathers, was

fluttering with mysterious mirth. Oh ! he took

the lady's humour, he could enter into the thing,

he could keep the ball going.
" You see," Mrs. Fazakerly explained,

" he has

an intelligence behind him."
" A dummy inspired by Colonel Tancred would

be terrible to encounter," said Durant.

Miss Tancred lifted her eyes from the cards

she was shuffling. Again he felt her gaze rest-

ing upon him for a moment, the same compre-

hensive, disconcerting gaze. This time it had

something pathetic and appealing in it, as if she

implored him to take no further notice of her

father's fatuity.
" Confound the old fellow," he said to himself ;

" why does he make me say these things ?
"

When they began, Durant saw a faint hope
of release in his own stupidity, his obvious un-

fitness for the game. By a studied carelessness,

an artful exaggeration of his deficiencies, he

courted humiliation, ejection in favour of the

dummy. But as it happened, either his evil

destiny had endowed him with her own detest-

able skill, or else his stupidity was supreme.

Trying with might and main to lose, he kept on
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winning with horrible persistency. He was on

the winning side ; he was made one with the

terrible Miss Tancred ; and for the first half-

hour he found a certain painful interest in watch-

ing that impenetrable creature.

Miss Tancred played the game ; she played,
now with the rhythm and precision of a calcu-

lating machine, now with the blind impetus and

swoop of some undeviating natural force. It

was not will, it was not intelligence ; it was

something beyond and above them both, infi-

nitely more detached, more monotonous and
cold ; something independent even of her desire.

Durant could see that she had as little love for

the game as he had. She played because she

always had played, by habit, a second nature

that had ousted the first. Her skill was so un-

erring that for Durant it robbed the game of its

last lingering attraction, the divine element of

chance. One tinge of consciousness, one touch

of fire, and it would have been sheer devilry.
As it was he could have been sorry for her,

though in her infinite apathy she seemed to be

placed beyond his pity and her own. With no
movement save in her delicate sallow fingers,

she sat there like an incarnate Ennui, the ter-

rible genius of the house.

The Colonel though losing rapidly was in

high good humour. He displayed a chivalrous

forbearance with the weakness of Mrs. Faza-
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kerly who committed every folly and indiscre-

tion possible to a partner. He bowed when he

dealt to her ; he bowed when she dealt to him
;

he bowed when she revoked.
" * To err is human,'

"
said the Colonel.

" * To forgive divine,'
"

said Mrs. Fazakerly,

smiling at Durant, as much as to say,
" You

observe his appropriation of the supreme rdle ?
"

And indeed the Colonel bore himself with

some consciousness of his metaphysical dignity.

He was pleased with everybody, pleased with

Durant, pleased with Mrs. Fazakerly, most par-

ticularly pleased with Colonel Tancred, late of

the Wickshire militia.

And as the game wore on, Durant realized the

full horror of his position. The gallant Colonel

was not going to leave that table till he had

won, and he could never win. He frowned on

Durant's proposal to change partners ; he would

accept no easy victory. They were in for a

night of it. Durant was in torment, but he sat

on, fascinated by the abominable beauty of his

own play ;
he sat with every nerve on edge, lis-

tening to the intolerable tick of time.

Ten o'clock. He thought it had been mid-

night. He passed his hand over his face, as if to

feel if it were stiffening in its expression of agony.
And all the time Mrs. Fazakerly kept on rais-

ing and dropping her eyeglass. Now and then

she gave him a look that plumbed the sources
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of his suffering. It seemed to recommend her

own courageous attitude, to say,
" My dear

young man, we are being bored to death
; you

know it, and I know it. But for Goodness'

sake, let us die with pleasant faces, since we can

but die."

And Durant felt that she was right. He fell

into her mood, and passed from it into a sort of

delirium. There could be no end to it ;
his part-

ner's pitiless hands would never have done shuf-

fling the cards. Black and red, red and black,

they danced before him
; they assumed extrava-

gant attitudes ; they became the symbols of

tremendous mysteries. His head seemed to

grow lighter ;
he was visited with fantastic im-

pulses like the caprices of an intoxicated person.

To turn on the Colonel and ask him what he

meant by inflicting this torture on an innocent

man, whose only crime had been to trust him too

well ; to shake the inscrutable Miss Tancred by
the hand and tell her that he knew all all, and
that she had his sympathy ;

to fall on Mrs. Faza-

kerly's neck and cry like a child, he felt that he

was capable of any or all of these things. As it

was, his behaviour must have been sufficiently

ridiculous, since it amused Mrs. Fazakerly so

much. The two had reached that topsy-turvy

height of anguish that is only expressible by
laughter. Theirs had a ring of insanity in it ; it

sounded monstrous and immoral, like the mirth
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of victims under the shadow of condign extinc-

tion. As for his play, he knew it was the play
of a madman. And yet he still won ;

with Miss

Tancred for his partner it was impossible to lose.

She sat there unmoved by his wildest aberra-

tions. Once, to be sure, she remarked with a

shade of irritation in her voice (by some queer
freak of nature her voice was unusually sweet),

"Oh, there ! We've got that trick again!" Like

him, she would have preferred to lose, just to

break the maddening monotony of it.

He pitied her. Once, in a lucid interval, he

actually heard himself paying her a compliment,
much as he would have paid a debt of honour.
" Miss Tancred, how magnificently you play !

"

She answering, "I ought to. I've been doing

nothing else since I was ten years old." It was

simply horrible. The woman was thirty if

she was a day.
Half-past eleven. Midnight gathering in the

garden outside. The room was reflected on the

window-pane from the solid darkness behind it

the candles, the green table, the players a

fantastic, illusive scene, shimmering on the

ground of night as on some sinister reality.

Mrs. Fazakerly was dashing down her cards at

random, and even the Colonel shuffled uneasily
in his seat. At twelve he observed that none of

them "seemed very happy in whist"; he pro-

posed loo, a game in which, each person playing
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for his own hand, he could not be compromised

by the ruinous folly of his partner.

At loo Miss Tancred, also untrammelled, rose

to dizzying heights of play. She hovered over

the green table, motionless like an eagle victory.

Then she swooped, invincible. One against three

she laid about her, slashed, confounded, and de-

feated the enemy with terrific slaughter. As

Durant stammered, idiotic in his desperation, it

was " a regular Water-loo."

The Colonel kept it going. He laughed,
" Ha-

ha ! What do you say to a whiskey-and-water-

loo ? My head's as clear as daylight. I think I

could stand another little game if we had some

whiskey and water."

A movement of Mrs. Fazakerly's arm swept
the pack on to the floor. "Frida," she cried,
" take your father and put a mustard plaster on

the back of his neck."

Miss Tancred rose. She just raised the black

accent of her eyebrows as she surveyed the dis-

enchanted table, the awful disorder of the cards.

She looked at Durant and Mrs. Fazakerly with a

passionless, interrogatory stare. Then suddenly
she seemed to catch the infection of their dreadful

mirth. It wrung from her a deeper note. She

too laughed, and her laughter was the very voice

of Ennui, a cry of bitterness, of unfathomable

pain. It rang harsh upon her silence and was
not nice to hear.
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This unlooked-for outburst had the happy
effect of bringing the evening to an end. It

seemed to be part of the programme that the

Colonel should go home with Mrs. Fazakerly to

take care of her, and that Miss Tancred should

go with them both to take care of the Colonel.

They had not far to walk; only through the

park and across the road to a little house oppo-
site the lodge gates.

While they were looking for their hats,

Durant was left for a moment alone with Mrs.

Fazakerly. She sank into a seat beside him,

unstrung, exhausted ; she seemed to be verging
on that state of nervous collapse which disposes

to untimely confidence.
" I like whist," said Mrs. Fazakerly ;

" but it

must be an awful game to play if you don't like

it."

He followed her gaze. It was fixed on Miss

Tancred's retreating figure.
" Why on earth does she play if she doesn't

like it?"

Mrs. Fazakerly turned on him, suddenly
serious.

" She plays because the Colonel likes it be-

cause she is the best girl in the world, Mr.

Durant."

He stood reproved.
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days passed ; they brought nothing
new ; each was a repetition of the other ;

each merged itself in whist. No relief came
from the outside world ; the outside world

must have found out long ago that it was
not worth while driving many miles to call

on the Tancreds.

Three days at Coton Manor would have been

trying to any one
; to Durant they were intoler-

able. For limbs that had roamed the world to

be tucked up under the Colonel's whist-table,

for a mind equally vigorous and vagrant to be

tied to the apron-strings of the Colonel's intel-

lect, was really a refinement of torture. Thrice

Durant had tried to find an exit into the sur-

rounding landscape, and thrice the Colonel had
been too quick for him. He hovered perpetually
round him

; he watched his goings-out and his

comings-in ; there was no escaping his devilish

ingenuity. While Durant was looking for a

stick or a hat, he would secure him softly by the
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arm and lead him out for a stroll. He would

say, "My dear Durant, the women are all very
well in their way, but it is a luxury to have

another man to talk to." He talked to Durant,

leaning towards him lover-like, with the awful

passion of the bore for his victim.

These strolls extended over several miles, with-

out taking them beyond the bounds of Coton

Manor. Durant began to disbelieve in the

existence of a world beyond. Coton Manor
had swallowed up the county ; it seemed to

have opened its gates and swallowed him up
too.

He told himself that he had done nothing to

deserve his doom. He was not more selfish or

more exacting than other men ; he was not

sensual ; he had not made mere physical pleasure

his being's end and aim. He had been content

with a somewhat negative ideal, the mere avoid-

ance of boredom. He never struggled or argued
with it, but whenever and wherever he met it

he had simply packed his portmanteau and gone

away. This repugnance of his had entailed end-

less travelling, but Durant was a born traveller.

Hitherto his life had been free from any care

beyond the trouble of avoiding trouble. But he

had been lax in this matter of Coton Manor ;
he

had had reason enough to suppose that the visit

would bring him face to face with the thing he

feared, and he had rushed into the adventure
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with open arms. And now, this horror that he

had eluded so successfully for seven years, he

was to know more intimately than his own
soul ; he was to sound all the depths beyond
depths of boredom. He had stayed in dull

places before, but their dulness struck him now
as naif and entertaining by comparison. Other

people lapsed helplessly into dulness ; at Coton
Manor they cultivated it; they kept it up.
What was worse, they took it for granted in

other people. It never seemed to occur to Miss

Tancred or the Colonel that Maurice Durant
could be interesting, that he had done anything
worth mentioning. Not that he was sensitive to

their opinion, it was simply that this attitude of

theirs appealed unpleasantly to his imagination,

giving it a cold foretaste of extinction. It was
as if his flaming intellectual youth, with all its

achievements, had been dropped into the dark,
where such things are forgotten. At Coton
Manor his claim to distinction rested on the fact

that he was the Colonel's godson. The Colonel

had appropriated, absorbed him, swallowed him

up.

The fact that Durant was lapped in material

comfort only intensified his spiritual pangs. The
Tancreds were rich, and their wealth was not of

to-day or yesterday ; they had the dim golden

tone, the deep opulence of centuries. And they
were generous, they gave him of their best ; so
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that, besides being bored, he had the additional

discomfort of feeling himself a bit of a brute.

As he lay awake night after night in his

luxurious bed, he wondered how he ever got

there, what on earth had induced him to accept

that invitation. He cursed his infernal rash-

ness, his ungovernable optimism; he had spent
half his life in jumping at conclusions and at

things, and the other half in jumping away
from them, however difficult the backward

leap. He had jumped at the Colonel's invi-

tation.

To tell the truth, he would have jumped at

anybody's at the time.

When he came back from his travels he

had found himself a stranger in his own

country. In every place he touched he had

left new friends most agreeably disconsolate

at his departure ; he supposed (rashly again)
that the old ones would be overjoyed at

his return. As it happened, his reception in

England was not cold exactly, but temperate,
like the climate, and Durant had found both a

little trying after the fervours and ardours of

the South. The poor fellow had spent his first

week at home in hansoms, rushing passionately
from one end of London to the other, looking up
his various acquaintance. He was disappointed,

not to say disgusted, with the result. (Maurice
Durant was always disgusted when other people
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failed to come up to his expectations.) His best

friends were out of town, his second best were

only too much in it. Many of them had abjured
art and taken to stiff collars and conventions.

He called on these at their offices. They were

all diabolically busy in the morning and insuffer-

ably polite in the afternoon ; they had flung him
a nod or a smile or a " Glad to see you back

again, old fellow," and turned from him with a

preoccupied air. He remembered them as they
were seven years ago, when they were all

Bohemians together. They had no manners,

good or bad, in those days, those young men ;

they called you by strange names ; they posed

you in peculiar attitudes and made abominable

caricatures of your noble profile ;
but they would

lend or borrow a five-pound note with equal

readiness ; they would give you a supper and a

shake-down at any time of the night or morn-

ing. Now, it seemed they thought twice about

asking you to dinner, if indeed they thought
about it at all. So Durant had been pleasantly

surprised at his godfather's genial letter. Why,
bless his little heart, the old boy had actually

pressed him to stay for a fortnight.

Well, how was he to get through that fort-

night? He decided that he would not get through
it at all. He kept himself awake devising

schemes for his liberation ;
he would find some

business to take him up to town to-morrow ; or, if
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he could not find it, he would invent it ; he would
send himself a telegram. And then, against his

will, his mind began running on Miss Tancred.

As he had been possessed by the ideal, so now
he was haunted by the reality ; it had a horrible

fascination for him. He wondered if Miss Tan-

cred had ever been young ;
he wondered if Miss

Tancred had ever made a joke ; he wondered
if Miss Tancred had ever been in love. This

third idea was so incongruous, so impossible,
that at last he found himself dallying with

it for the mere extravagant humour of the

thing.

If he had only been able to make himself

agreeable to Miss Tancred for Miss Tancred, if

she had the will, had certainly the power to help
him. The unhappy young man had made a care-

ful inspection of the stables, to see if there was a

lingering chance for him there. The sleek bays
that brought him from the station impossible ;

the Colonel's cob, a creature too safe to be excit-

ing ; and yes, there was Miss Tancred's mare.

The sight of the fiery little beast dancing in her

stall had affected him with an uncontrollable

desire to ride her. The groom, not with-

out sympathy, had interpreted his longing

glances.
" There's a-many casts sheep's eyes at that

there mare, sir; but it 'ud be as much as my
place is worth, sir, to let you or any other gentle-
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man get atop of her. Nobody lays a 'and on

that annymal but Miss Tancred. Miss Tancred's

orders, sir."

He might have known it. Miss Tancred was

good for nothing, not even for the loan of a

mount.

Miss Tancred seemed aware that nothing was

expected from her, and kept conscientiously out

of his way. He saw nothing of her from break-

fast till dinner-time and the evening, when she

appeared as his official partner in the game of

whist. What became of her in the meanwhile

he did not know ; he could only vaguely conjec-

ture. She seemed to vanish, to lose herself in

the vast workings of Coton Manor, or in that

vaster entity, the Colonel.

By the fourth day Durant's irritable mood
had changed to resignation. If he could not

altogether adopt Mrs. Fazakerly's attitude and
smile pleasantly into the jaws of dulness, he

consented to be bored to death with a certain

melancholy grace.

He had made a dash for freedom ; he had

actually started first thing in the morning with

his sketching block and easel, and was con-

gratulating himself on his benignant chance,

when as he sneaked round a corner of the house,

the Colonel stepped out upon him from a side

window. There was one hope for him. Rain
had fallen over night, and the little gentleman
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was as yet in his slippers ;
he was feeling the

damp gravel like a fastidious cat.

" Ah-ha !

"
said he, in the tone of joyful

encounter. "And what do you propose to do

with yourself this morning?"
Durant looked at his host with a sad reproach-

ful gaze from which all bitterness had departed.

He had felt inclined to reply that he proposed to

commit suicide ;
as it was, he only said he thought

of trying to sketch something.
The Colonel seemed a little offended at the

proposal ; it certainly implied that Durant had

more confidence in his own resources than in

those of the house.

"So that's your fad, is it? I think we can

do better for you than that."

And as Durant had calculated he skipped back

into the house, and before he could return with

his boots on, Durant, by another miracle of

chance or his own cunning, had contrived his

escape.

He made his way up a slight slope, whence he

could see far over the landscape. What he had

as yet seen was not inspiring, the heavy full-

blown charm of the Midlands in July, lonely,

without any of the poetry of loneliness. As he

looked about him he realized again that he was

in the heart of the country, the great, slow,

passionless heart whose pulses are interminable

hours. If you love Nature as Durant loved her,
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for her sex with its divine caprices, its madness

and its mystery, you will be disappointed with

Wickshire. In Wickshire, Mother Nature is no
dubious Aphrodite ;

she is indissolubly married

to man, and behaves like an ordinary British

matron, comely and correct. Durant saw in the

immediate foreground a paddock dotted with

young firs, each in a ring fence, beyond the

paddock a field of buttercups shining with a

polished gleam, beyond the buttercups a horizon

of trees. Before him to the south-east, soaring
above the roofs of Whithorn-in-Arden, a church

spire pointed the way to heaven
; beyond that,

travelling low above the railway cutting, a thin

line of smoke indicated the way into the world.

Behind him were more trees ; the green crescent

of the woods with the white front of Coton

Manor shining in their arms like a heavy, foolish

face. He had no patience with the landscape,

with this Nature trimmed and tamed, these shaven
meadows and clean-cut hedges and little rectan-

gular plantations. It was a typical English

landscape, a landscape most unnecessarily draped,
where the bosom of the hills was always covered,

and the very elms were muffled to their feet. A
landscape destitute of passion and sensual charm,
a landscape like Miss Tancred.

Miss Tancred. He no longer felt any wild

resentment against that poor girl ; he had
learned to judge her leniently. If you live with
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bores you inevitably become a bore ; at the same

time, he admitted that she was doing her best

not to bore him. Meanwhile he transferred his

hatred to her surroundings.
This young man had no philosophy beyond

the general impression that the universe was
under infinite obligations to be good to him, a

belief that had found itself rather rudely shaken.

He chose his view and pitched his easel and re-

lieved himself by one deep, metaphysical, soul-

satisfying curse at the devilry of things. Then
he set to work, and with the instinct of a born

painter he tried to find possibilities in the

despised landscape. Before long he had dis-

covered mystery in the woods that lifted their

heavy rounded contours to the sky, gathered and

massed and piled on one another like clouds ;

deep mystery in their green, green drenched

with liquid and aerial grey, pierced by thick

black veins and hollowed into caverns of dark-

ness and blue dusk. And though he knew that

he was tying himself to the place by taking it

seriously, in an hour's time he was absorbed and

happy.
He was startled by a voice behind him. " Do

you think that it's so very beautiful ?
"

He turned round. Miss Tancred stood looking
over his shoulders, not at him nor at his sketch,

but at the distant prospect.
"

It's nice and open," he answered absently.
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"
Open ? Wait till you've lived in it. To me

it's like living with all the doors shut."
" Too many woods, perhaps. And yet there's

always a charm about a wooded country ; it's

English."
"
Yes, and like everything English, it's much

too serious, too conventional, too
"

she

paused for her epithet "too disgustingly

rich."

He was more startled than ever ;
she had put

his own feeling about it into words.
" And then, it's so painfully proper and re-

spectable. Look at those ridiculous trees in their

petticoats. English to a degree."
" Ah ! if you've been abroad

"

" I haven't been abroad."
" Proud insular boast !

"

" I wasn't boasting. I was stating a fact."

"Well, you've some cause to boast. Not to

have been abroad is distinction nowadays."
"
If it comes to that I've never been out of this

county, except to London now and then. You
wouldn't think it."

He smiled, for it happened to be precisely

what he had thought. It explained her some-

how ; he recognised in Miss Tancred the incur-

able provincial. To be sure her sentiments were

somewhat at variance with her character, an in-

consistency not unusual in woman. All he said

was, "It is a little extraordinary," He was
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wondering when she was going to go. She did

not go.
" I'm glad you've discovered something to do

here. It must be so deadly dull."

He found relief in ambiguity.
" I am never

dull
"

; adding irrelevantly,
"

it's a glorious

view."

She brightened visibly.
" If you like I can

show you a better one than this. It's not so

very far ;

"
she hesitated " we might go to-

morrow, perhaps ; though it wouldn't be very

amusing, I'm afraid."

Again he felt a touch of compunction. She

had so clearly grasped the situation ;
she was so

evidently sorry for him, so conscientious, even if

mistaken, in her efforts to make amends, that

he found her positively pathetic. He answered

humbly that he would be delighted if she would

be so good.

Then, conscientiously again, she left him. He
watched her tall figure departing with energetic

strides, and he decided that Miss Tancred was

not so bad out of doors, but that she needed a

large background.
The next morning he had the grace to remind

her of her promise. They started at a rapid

pace. Durant left the paraphernalia of his art

behind him by way of intimating delicately that

the hour was hers. Miss Tancred was evidently

prepared for vigorous walking. She was dressed
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suitably and inoffensively in brown holland.

She took him up a long, gradually rising hill to

where a group of firs stood on an isolated

mound.

Here Miss Tancred paused, with tilted profile,

sniffing the ambient air.
"
This," she said,

"
is

the highest point in the county ; there is always
a fresh breeze here

; to-day you can smell the

sea."
"
Impossible ; we must be right in the very

centre of England, about a hundred miles from

the nearest coast."
" You can hear it then. Shut your eyes and

listen."

He obeyed. The wind moved and the firs

gave out their voice. He opened his eyes and

glanced at Miss Tancred. She was leaning up
against a fir

;
her eyes looked straight past him

into the distance
; the wind had loosened the

hair about her forehead
; her lips were parted,

her eyes shone
; there was an eagerness in her

face he had not yet seen there. It was as if a

dead woman had been suddenly made alive

before him. She was gazing and listening.
"
If you've never been out of Wickshire, where

have you heard the sea ?
"

She answered curtly,
" I don't know where

I've heard it"; then added, as if by way of

apology for her manner,
" Do you like it ?

"

"
Immensely."
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" Then you must come up whenever you want

to. You can always be alone here."

She spoke as if she were giving him the free-

dom of her private sanctuary.
" Have you any sketches of those places you've

been to abroad ?
"

" Sketches ? Any amount."
" Have you brought them with you ?

"

He blushed. He had brought many sketches

in the hope of showing them to a wealthy god-
father and an admiring god-sister.

" Some a few."
" I wish you'd show them to me."

"I shall be delighted." He blushed again,
this time for pleasure. With the desire to

bestow a little of it, he asked rashly,
" Do you

sketch, Miss Tancred? I saw some water-

colours
"

"
They were my mother's. I do nothing."

"
Oh, I see." (They were going home now.)

"
I was wondering what on earth you found to

do here."
" I ? A great many things. Business chiefly.

My father is secretary to the Primrose League.
I write all his letters for him."

"That's one way of being secretary to the

Primrose League."
" The usual way, I think. Secretaries gener-

ally have under-secretaries, haven't they? My
father dictates."
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Durant smiled. He could see him doing it.

" What else does Colonel Tancred do ?
"

" He does no end of things. All the business

of the estate ;
and he speaks, at meetings,

everywhere. He has lectured
"

It was pathetic, her eagerness to vindicate his

intellect, to record his achievements, to convince

Durant that she was proud of him, not to let

him see.

For the rest of the way she was silent, the

light died out of her eyes with every turning,
and by the time they had reached Coton Manor
Miss Tancred was herself again.

At whist that evening nobody was pleased.

The Colonel looked sulky and offended, possibly
at Durant's disaffection ; Durant was moodier

than ever, and even Mrs. Fazakerly seemed de-

pressed. Miss Tancred remained imperturbable
and indifferent, she won every trick without

turning a hair, but when it was all over she left

the table abruptly. She was visibly distressed.

Mrs. Fazakerly gazed after her with an affec-

tionate stare. She turned to Durant.
" For goodness' sake," she whispered,

"
say

something nice to her."

For the life of him Durant could think of

nothing nice to say, beyond congratulating her

on her success in the accursed game.
Mrs. Fazakerly chimed in,

" With or without

a partner Miss Tancred wins !

"
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" I always win. So, I imagine, does Mr.

Durant."
" And why should I always win ?

"

" You ? You win because you care nothing
about the game."
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IF
you had told Durant that the end of his

first week would find him sitting under the

firs in lonely conversation with Miss Tancred, he

would have smiled at you incredulously. Yet so

it was. Her fear of him, if fear it had been,

and not indifference, was wearing away. She

seemed anxious to make friends with him if

possible in a less painfully conscientious manner,
and he, on his side, was beginning to tolerate

her. In fact he went so far as to own that if it

had not been for that ridiculous idea of his, he

would have tolerated her from the first. It was
not her fault if he had been fool enough to fall

in love with her before sight or at half-sight.

She had disappointed him (hence his natural

disgust) ; but the thing had happened many
times before in his experience. After all, he

had had no grounds for his passionate belief in

Miss Tancred beyond the argument from defect,

the vague feeling that Destiny owed him
amends for her intolerable shortcomings. But
Durant's mind was too sane and versatile to be

long concerned with passion yet unborn. He
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was not one of those pitiable sentimentalists

who imagine that every petticoat, or at any
rate every well-cut skirt, conceals a probable
ideal. Some women of his acquaintance had

defined, not to say denounced him as a con-

summate and dangerous flirt, but these were not

the most discerning of their sex. Durant de-

scribed himself more correctly as a sympathetic,

though dispassionate observer of womankind.

In other words, he was not a vulgar flirt ; he

flirted with understanding.
An understanding without flirtation was

springing up between him and Miss Tancred.

In this God-forsaken place they were comrades

in boredom and isolation. She had said nothing,

but in some impalpable yet intimate way he

knew that she too was bored, that the Colonel

bored her. The knowledge lay between them

unnamed, untouched by either of them
; they

passed it by, she in her shame and he in his

delicacy, with eyes averted from it and from

each other. It was as if the horror had crept

out through some invisible, intangible doorway
of confession ; unseen, unapproached, it re-

mained their secret and the source of their

mutual pity. Meanwhile she no longer avoided

him
;
on the contrary, she showed an unmis-

takeable liking for his society. She would come
while he was sketching, and sit beside him for

five minutes, fifteen minutes, half an hour,
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remaining silent, or merely exchanging a few
frank words with him before she went her way.
In these matters she was gifted with an un-

erring tact
; without a hint on Durant's part

she seemed to know to a nicety how far her

presence was agreeable or otherwise.

This time he had gone up the hill after dinner,

and had found her sitting in the accustomed

place. They had been alone that evening, for

the Colonel was dining intimately with Mrs.

Fazakerly. That lady, with a refined friendli-

ness that did her credit, had refrained from

including Miss Tancred and Durant in the

invitation, thereby ensuring them one evening's

immunity from whist. Durant could make no
better use of his freedom than by spending it

alone out of doors
; it seemed that Miss Tan-

cred had done the same with hers.

She was sitting there on the edge of the

mound, clasping her knees and gazing into the

distance. He apologised for his intrusion, and
she waked from her abstraction with a dreamy
air, making a visible effort to take him in and
realize him. But, though she said simply that

she was glad he had come, the effect of his

coming was to plunge her into deeper abstrac-

tion. They sat for some time without speaking.
Miss Tancred had a prodigious faculty for

silence, and Durant let her have her way, being
indeed indifferent to Miss Tancred's way.
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At last she spoke.
"
It's odd how some people take Nature,"

said she ;

" for instance, Mrs. Fazakerly says she

loves it because it's so soothing. She might
just as well say she liked listening to an or-

chestra because it sends her to sleep. She can't

love it for its own sake."
" You'll think me horribly rude, but I doubt

if any woman can. That is the one thing a

woman is incapable of a pure passion for

Nature, a really disinterested love of life. It's

an essentially masculine sentiment."
" I don't at all agree with you."
" Don't you ? To begin with, it argues more

vitality than most women have got. They take

to it as a substitute for other things ; and to be

content with it would mean that they had

exhausted, outlived the other things."
" What other things ?

"

She was studying every line of his young,

repugnant face, and Durant was a little embar-

rassed by her steady gaze.
" Other interests, other feelings whatever

it is that women do care for most."
" I don't know anything about women."
Her remark might have borne various inter-

pretations, either that she knew nothing about

herself, that she despised her own sex too much
to include herself in it, or that she had tacitly

adopted Durant's attitude which seemed to leave
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her altogether outside of the discussion. He
talked to her unconsciously, without any desire

to please, as if he assumed that she expected

as little from him as he from her. She never

reminded him that she was a woman. It would

have been absurd if she had insisted on it,

and whatever she was Miss Tancred was not

absurd.

She went on calmly, "So I can't say what

they care for most ; can you ?
"

" You know my opinion. I wanted yours."

"Mine isn't worth much. But I should say

that in these things no two women were alike.

You talk as if they were all made of the same

stuff."

" So they are inside in their souls, I mean."
" There's more unlikeness in their souls, I

imagine, than there ever is in their bodies ;
and

you wouldn't say an ugly woman was quite the

same as a pretty one, would you ?
"

" Yes ; in the obvious sense that they are both

women, I admit that there may be an ugliness

that cancels sex, to say nothing of a beauty
that transcends it

;
but in either case the woman

is unique."
" And if the woman, why not her soul ?

"

" Because because because there is a cer-

tain psychical quality that is eternal and un-

changeable ; because the soul is the seat of the

cosmic difference we call sex. In man or
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woman that is the one unalterable fact the

last reality."

He spoke coldly, brutally almost, as if he,

like herself, was blind to the pathos of her

ignored and rejected womanhood.
She seemed to be thinking that last point

over.
"
Yes," she said,

" I'm glad you came. I

believe you can help me."
" I shall be delighted if I can."

"What do you think of Mrs. Fazakerly ?"

Durant was a little taken aback by the sud-

denness of the question.

"What should I think?"
"I I hardly know."

She knitted her black brows till they almost

touched, and propped her chin with her hand, as

if she were oppressed with the weight of her

own thoughts. It struck him that her provincial
mind entertained an unreasonable suspicion of

the consummate little widow, a woman's jeal-

ousy of the superior creature compact of sex ;

and a sense of justice made him inclined to

defend Mrs. Fazakerly. Besides, he liked Mrs.

Fazakerly ; she, at any rate, was not a bore.
" She's a very amusing woman, and I should

say she was an uncommonly good sort too."

To his surprise her face brightened.
" Should

you? Should you say that she had a good
heart?"
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"
Really, Miss Tancred, I can't see into Mrs.

Fazakerly's heart, but I wouldn't mind bet-

ting
"

"That she's good? And affectionate? And

straight ?
"

"Straight as a die."
" And honest ?

"

" Oh Lord, yes." He wondered whatever primi-

tive meaning she attached to the word.
"
Well, if you think that

"

" Mind you, my opinion may be utterly worth-

less."

"
No, no. It's just the very sort of opinion I

want."

"Why should it be?"
"Because it's the opinion of a man of the

world. Mrs. Fazakerly's a woman of the world,

so I thought you'd understand her. I don't."
" I've known her exactly a week, and you ?

"

" Two years. But then I don't observe char-

acter, and you do. And yet I have an intuition."
" Then by all means trust your intuition."
" That's it I daren't. The truth is, I'm afraid

of myself my motives."
" Your motives are not yourself."
" Aren't they ? If it wasn't for them I should

be certain. I see she's a dear little woman, and
I know that I like her."

" Then for Heaven's sake go on liking her; it's

the best thing you can do."
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"Isn't it rather horrid to like a person just

because they may be of use to you ?
"

" Not in the least. You were pleased to say I

might be of use to you, and I'm sure I hope you
like me."

"
Yes, I like you ;

but I think I like you for

yourself. I'm afraid of liking Mrs. Fazakerly
from the wrong motive."

" You can't like her from the wrong motive.

You can't have a motive at all, if it comes to

that. You might have a motive for killing her,

or for cultivating her acquaintance, but not for

liking her. You either like a person or not, and

there's an end of it."

" If your motives are not yourself, what are

they?"
" Lord only knows. Forces, tendencies, that

determine your actions, which are the very
smallest part of you. What you call intuitions,

your feelings hate (I should say you were a

good hater) and love
"

(her eyes, which had

been fixed on his, dropped suddenly,)
" don't

wait for motives. They're the only spontaneous

things about you, the only realities you know."

(And of these he had said just now that the last

reality was sex. It was his point of view, a

point from which it appeared that for him Miss

Tancred had no existence.)
" Of course there

may be some transcendental sense in which

they're not realities at all ; but as far as we are
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concerned they're not only real, but positively

self-existent."

As he thus discoursed, Durant blinked critically

at the sky, while his pencil described an airy
curve on the infinite blue, symbolising the grace,

the fluency, and the vastness of his thought.
"
They, if you like, are you. It's very odd that

you don't seem to trust them more."

She had turned from him till her face was a

thin outline against the sky. She had a fine

head, and carried it well, too ; and at the moment
the twilight dealt tenderly with her dress and
face ; it purified the tragic pallor of her fore-

head and all but defined that vague, haunting

suggestion of a possible charm. Durant had it

a moment ago there then. Ah ! now he had
lost it.

" I daren't trust my feelings. I can't. There
are too many of them. They won't work the

same way. They're all fighting against each

other."

"Then let them fight it out, and let the

strongest win."
" If I only knew which tvas the strongest."
" You'll know some day. In the long run,

you see, the strongest is bound to win."
" Not necessarily. There might be a number

of little ones that all together would be stronger
still."

"
Oh, kill off the little beggars one at a time
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go for them, throttle them, wring their necks,

jump on them ; and if they wriggle, stamp \

"

" You can't jump on your own shadow. You
can't stamp on them if they're you"
He groaned. Miss Tancred was getting too

subtle ; it was like sitting in the desert and

playing at metaphysics with the Sphinx. He
had had about enough of it. He rose, stretching
his long limbs, and the action suggested the

hideous tension of his intellect.

" You must let yourself go, Miss Tancred let

yourself go !

" And he laughed at his own
vision of Miss Tancred ; Miss Tancred insurgent,

Miss Tancred flamboyant, Miss Tancred vo-

luptuous, volatile, victorious !

And then a thought struck him.

He turned and saw Miss Tancred still sitting

motionless, nursing her knees ; her pure in-

flexible profile glimmered against the dusk.
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DURANT
had an idea, or rather two ideas,

one purely comic, the other comic or

tragic according to the way you took it. He
first of all discovered that the Colonel was laying

siege to the heart of Mrs. Fazakerly, and at the

same time conducting his campaign with an ad-

mirable discretion. There never was a little

Colonel of militia so anxious to avoid commit-

ting himself. Not that the event could be con-

sidered doubtful for a moment. Measuring all

risks, it was in the highest degree incredible

that he would be called upon to suffer the

indignity of repulse.

There was nothing extraordinary in that. To
be sure, on the first face and blush of it, Durant
had wondered how on earth Mrs. Fazakerly
could tolerate the Colonel ; but when he came
to think of it, there was no reason why she

should not go a great deal farther than that.

The Colonel's dulness would not depress her,

she having such an eternal spring of gaiety in

herself. She might even find it
"
soothing," like
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the neighbouring landscape. And as she loved

her laughter, it was not improbable that she

loved its cause. Then she had the inestimable

advantage of knowing the worst of him ;
her

intelligent little eyes had seen him as he was ;

she could lay a soft finger on all his weak spots.

There was this to be said for the Colonel, that he

was all on the surface ; there was nothing,

positively nothing, behind him. Besides, Mrs.

Fazakerly was not exacting. She had not lived

forty years in the world without knowing the

world, and no doubt she knew it too well to ask

very much from it. Then the fact remained

that the Colonel was an immaculate gentleman,

immaculately dressed, and he was not the only
item in the programme. Coton Manor would

be thrown in, and there were other agreeable
accessories. Mrs. Fazakerly's tastes were all of

the expensive sort, and her ambition aimed at

something vaster than the mere adornment of

her own person. In her household she displayed

a talent, not to say a genius, for luxurious order.

But a little dinner at the cottage opposite the

lodge gates had convinced Durant that this

elegance of hers was of a fragile and perishable

sort. The peculiar genius of Mrs. Fazakerly
clamoured for material and for boundless scope.

It could not do itself justice under two thousand

a year at the very least. As things stood its

exuberance was hampered both as to actual
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space (her drawing-room was only eighteen feet

by twelve) and as to the more glorious possi-

bilities that depend on income. At Coton Manor
she would have a large field and a free hand.

Heaven only knew what Mrs. Fazakerly's mind
was made up of ; but quite evidently it was
made up.

So far so good ; but there was less certainty
as to the Colonel's attitude. As yet nothing was
to be seen, so to speak, but his attitudes, which
indeed were extremely entertaining. The little

gentleman was balancing himself very deftly on
the edge of matrimony, and Durant watched
with a fearful interest the rash advance and cir-

cumspect retreat, the oscillating hair's-breadth

pause, the perilous swerve, and desperate con-

tortion of recovery.
Durant felt for him

;
he had so much to lose.

Under Miss Tancred the working of his house-

hold was already brought to such exquisite per-
fection that any change must be for the worse.

He had found out what became of Miss Tancred
in her mysterious disappearances. As far as he
could see the business of the estate was entirely

superintended by the lady. He came across her

in earnest conversation with the gardener ; he
met her striding across the fields with the farm-

bailiff
;
he had seen her once on her black mare

inspecting some buildings on the farthest limit

of the property, the obsequious builder taking
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notes of her directions. She was obviously a

capable woman, a woman of affairs. He pre-

sumed that these matters, with her household

and secretarial work, filled up her days ;
he knew

too well that whist accounted for her evenings.

He did not know if there was any margin, any
dim intellectual region, out of time, out of space,

where Miss Tancred's soul was permitted to

disport itself in freedom ; she seemed to exist

merely in order to supply certain deficiencies

in the Colonel's nature. Mrs. Fazakerly had

once remarked that Frida was " her father's

right hand." It would have been truer to have

said that she was right hand and left hand, and

legs and brain to the student of meteorology.
There had evidently been some tacit division of

labour, by which she did all the thinking and all

the work while he did the talking. Thus, to

continue Durant's line of argument, the Colonel's

comfort was secured to him without an effort on

his part (otherwise, it would not have been com-

fort) ; and when all was said and done Mrs.

Fazakerly was a most indifferent player of

whist.

Then there was the Colonel's age. Durant

knew a man who had taught himself the 'cello

at fifty-five. But the Colonel was not that sort

of adventurous dilettante. Neither was Mrs.

Fazakerly exactly like a violoncello, she was
more like a piano ; while Miss Tancred, from the
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Colonel's point of view, was like a hurdy-gurdy.
Not a difficult instrument the hurdy-gurdy ; you
have only to keep on turning a handle to make
it go. To be sure, you can get rather more out

of a piano ; but pianos are passionate things,

ungovernable and slippery to the touch. The
Colonel was fond of the humbler instrument that

gave him the sense of accomplishment without

the effort, the joys of the maestro without his

labour and his pain.

He was in a double dilemma. If he had to

choose between Miss Tancred and Mrs. Faza-

kerly his choice would never be made. On the

other hand, if he decided for both, his comfort

would be more insecure than ever. There would
be jealousy to a dead certainty ; in all mixed
households that was where the shoe pinched.
To pursue that vulgar figure, the Colonel's

daughter was like a pair of old and easy shoes

made by a good maker, a maker on whom he
could rely ; a wife would be like new boots

ordered rashly from an unknown firm. They
would be his best pair, no doubt, but your best

pair is generally the tightest. He had some

trying years before him
;
and well, a man does

not put on new boots for a long uphill

scramble.

So the Colonel's breast was torn with inter-

necine warfare, desire battling with habit, and
habit with desire. No wonder if in that awful
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struggle the fate of one insignificant indivi-

dual counted for nothing. Frida Tancred never

had counted.

Durant admitted that his imagination was apt

to work in somewhat violent colours, and that

there might be a point of view from which the

Colonel would tone down into a very harmless

and even pathetic figure ; for Mrs. Fazakerly he

had no terrors. But there was the girl. It was
hard to say exactly what he had done to her.

Apparently he had taken her soul while it was

young and squeezable, and had crushed it till it

fitted into all his little habits ; he had silenced

her heart with commonplaces, and dulled her

intellect with his incomprehensible fatuity. And

through it all he had been the most innocent

little gentleman alive. Oh yes, he was pathetic

enough in his way. He himself was only an

instrument in the hands of irrepressible Nature

who couples wild soul with tame, hot blood with

cold blood, genius with folly, and makes her

sport of their unhappy offspring. And Nature

was playing a glorious game with Frida Tancred

now.

That was Durant's second idea ; the thought
that had struck him so unpleasantly after his

last interview with her. To put it coarsely, he

had a suspicion, a fear, that Miss Tancred was

beginning to fall in love with him. He might
have known that it would happen. It was just
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the sort of damnable irony most likely to pursue
that unfortunate woman. There could be no

mistake about it ;
he knew it ;

he knew it by

many subtle and infallible signs. Somewhere he

had heard or read that no nice man ever knows
these things. That was all nonsense ;

or if it

had any meaning at all, it could only mean
that no nice man ever shows that he knows.

The fact remained that if he had loved her he

would not have known.
For the disagreeable circumstance itself he

called Heaven to witness that he had not been

to blame. He had been ready to do his part, to

fall down and worship the unknown Miss Tan-

cred, the Miss Tancred of his vision. The hour

had been ripe, the situation also, and the mood ;

the woman alone had failed him. Heaven knew
he had done nothing to make her care for him.

True, he had given her a certain amount of his

society ;
since she found a pleasure in it he

would have been a brute to deny her that poor
diversion, that miserable consolation for the

tedium of her existence. Perhaps he had tried

too much to be sympathetic ; but who again
would not have tried ? He had given her nothing
to go upon. What had he ever given her be-

yond some infinitesimal portion of his valuable

time, at the most some luminous hour of in-

sight, or perhaps a little superfluous piece of

good advice that was of no possible use to him-
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self ? For these things she had given herself

given herself away. How ludicrously pathetic

some women are ! You do them some kindness

on an afternoon when you have nothing better

to do, and they reward you with the devotion of

eternity ; for they have no sense of proportion.

The awkward thing is that it lays you under

an eternal obligation to do something or other

for them, you don't know exactly what ; an

intolerable position for a nice man.

So Durant's first feelings were surprise, annoy-

ance, and a certain shame. Then he began to

feel a little flattered, being perfectly sure that

Frida Tancred was not the woman to give her-

self away to any ordinary man. He was the

first, the only one, the one in a thousand, who
had broken down her implacable reserve. He
ended by feeling positively proud of his power
to draw out the soul of a creature so reticent

and passionless and strange.

His time was not yet up, and the question

was : Ought he to go or stay ? He would have

found or invented some pretext, and left long

ago, but that in him the love of pleasure brought
with it an equal fear of giving pain. It would

give pain to the Colonel (who after all had re-

ceived him kindly) if he went before his time. By
the art of graceful evasion Durant had escaped

many such an old gentleman as the Colonel ; but

when it came to doing the really disagreeable and
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ungraceful thing it seemed that his courage
failed him.

There was no doubt in Miss Tancred's mind
on the delicate point. She was even capable
of making a sacrifice to keep him.

He met her one morning riding on her black

mare. Miss Tancred looked well on horseback ;

the habit, the stiff collar, the hard hat, were

positively becoming, perhaps because they left

no room for decorative caprice. She drew up,
and Durant ran his hand lovingly over the warm
shining neck and shoulders of the mare. Miss

Tancred's eyes followed the movements of his

hand, then they travelled up his tall figure and
down again.

" Your legs are rather long," said she,
" and

you're heavier than I am ; but you can ride her

if you like."

" I shouldn't think of it," said Durant, mag-
nificently mendacious. He had been very early

enlightened as to his chances with the mare
; but

the temptation to ride her had never died in

him.
" Unless you ride," she continued,

" there is

nothing for you to do here. Then you'll be

bored to death; and then, I suppose, you'll

go?"
" And bury myself ? And then ?

"

" You won't be buried long. You'll rise again
fast enough, somewhere else."
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" And what if I do go and do all these

things ?
"

"
Well, I don't want you to go and do them."

She moved on, and he walked beside her, his

hand on the mare's mane.
"
I can't think why you've stopped so long.

Every morning since you came I've been expect-

ing you to go. I thought you'd say your father

was dying, or that your partner was ill, and you
had urgent business in town. It's what they all

do. Do you know, we've asked no end of people

down, and they never stay more than three

days. They always get letters or telegrams, or

something. No, I'm wrong ;
one man stopped a

week. He sprained his ankle the first day, and

left before he was fit to travel."

(Durant laughed. She really amused him,

this ingenue of thirty, with the face of a Sphinx
and the conversation of a child.)

" And they never come again. There's some-

thing about the place they can not stand."

They were walking leisurely together in full

sight of Coton Manor. She gazed at it anxi-

ously.
" Does it does it look so very awful ?

"

" Well architecturally speaking No, of

course it doesn't."

"Ah, you're getting used to it. Do you

know, you'll have been here a fortnight next

Monday?"
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About the corners of her mouth and eyes
there played a dawning humour.

"
Come, that sounds as if you did want me to

go-"
" No it doesn't. How could it ? If you don't

believe me, here's the proof you can ride Polly

every day if you'll stop another week."

Another week ! Most decidedly she had a

sense of the monstrous humour of the thing. If

she could see it that way she was saved. He
had not the heart to kill that happy mood by a

coarse refusal
; it would have been like grinding

his heel on some delicate, struggling thing just

lifting its head into life.

Besides, she had really touched him. His legs,

as Miss Tancred had observed, were a little long,
otherwise Durant had the soul and the physique
of a tamer of horses. The sight of Polly filled

him with desire that was agony and rapture ;

he saw himself controlling the splendid animal ;

he could feel her under him, bounding, quiver-

ing, pulsating, he himself made one with every
movement of her nervous, passionate body. It

was too much. Beside that large, full-blooded

pleasure, his scruples showed colourless and

light as air.

That happened on a Friday. He had only
two clear days more. He found himself seri-

ously considering the desirability of staying over

Monday.
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AS
ill-luck would have it Saturday was a wet

day, and Durant, instead of riding the

mare, was wandering aimlessly about the house.

He had finished all the books in his bedroom
and was badly in want of more. He knocked up
against Frida Tancred in a dark passage, apolo-

gised, and confided in her. As usual she was

sorry for him.
" I'm afraid we haven't many books ;

but

you'll find some of mine in here." She opened a

door as she spoke, and passed on.

Durant found himself in a room which he had

not yet investigated. It was somewhat bare as

to furniture
;
it struck strange to his senses as if

he had stumbled into another world ;
in some

occult way it preserved a tradition of travel and

adventure. The bookcase he came to inspect

was flanked by a small cabinet of coins and

curios Italian, Grecian, Egyptian and Japanese ;

the walls were hung with bad landscapes inter-

spersed with maps.
One of these, an uncoloured map of Europe,
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attracted his attention. It was drawn by hand

in Indian ink, a red line and accompanying arrow

heads followed the coast and strung together
such inland places as were marked upon the

blank. The line started from Southampton and

reached the Mediterranean by the Bay of Biscay ;

it shot inland to the great cities of Italy, return-

ing always to the sea. It skirted Greece, wound
in and out of the Ionian islands, touched at Con-

stantinople, ringed the Bosphorous and the

Black Sea, wheeled to Moscow and St. Peters-

burg, and then swept wildly up the north of

Russia to Archangel and the Arctic Ocean ;
thence

it followed the Scandinavian coast-line, darted to

Iceland, and dipped southwards again to Britain

by way of the Hebrides. Off Queenstown the

arrowheads pointed west, winged for the Atlantic.

He found the same red line again on a blank

map of Asia heading for India by China and

Japan. An adventurous, erratic line, whose

stages were now the capitals of the world, and

now some unknown halting-place in the im-

measurable waste. And what on earth did it

mean? Was it the record of an actual journey,
or some yet untravelled visionary route ?

But it was not these things alone that gave
the room its fantastic and alien air. What
dominated the place was the portrait of a woman,
a woman who had Frida's queer accented eye-
brows and Frida's eyes, with some more fiery
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and penetrating quality of her own, something
more inimitably fine and foreign. The portrait

(which struck Durant as decidedly clever) was

signed by some unknown Russian artist, and he

recognised it as that of Frida's mother, the lady
of the landscapes. He wondered if it was the

demon of ennui that had driven poor Mrs.

Tancred to the practice of her terrible art, if

she had had a spite against Coton Manor,

which she vented by covering its walls with

bad pictures.

He turned to the bookcase. Frida's library

offered him an amazing choice of polyglot fiction.

It contained nearly all Balzac and the elder

Dumas, Tolstoi and Turgenieff, Bjornsen and

Ibsen, besides a great deal of miscellaneous

literature, chiefly Russian and Norwegian. Here

and there he came across some odd volumes of

modern Greek. A whole shelf was devoted to

books of travel ; grammars and dictionaries

made up the rest. Miss Tancred's taste in books

was a little outlandish, but it was singularly

virile and robust. He had been prepared to sus-

pect her of a morbid pedantry, having known
more than one lady in her desperate case who
found consolation in the dead languages. But

Miss Tancred betrayed no ghoulish appetites ;
if

she had a weakness for tongues, she had also the

good taste to prefer them living.

Durant was so much absorbed in these obser-
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vations that he did not hear her come into the

room.
" Have you found anything you can read ?

"

she asked.

"I've found a great deal that I can't read.

You do go in strong for languages."
" That's nothing ; my mother was a Russian,

and Russians know every language better than

their own. I don't know more than seven

besides mine. And I can only read and write

them. They will never be any use to me."
" How can you tell what may be of use to

you? Even Mrs. Fazakerly, or I?" Durant

was anxious to give a playful turn to that re-

markable discussion they once had ;
he thus

hoped to set the tone for all future conversa-

tions with Miss Tancred. "I admit that you
can't live on languages, they are not exactly

safety-valves for the emotions; nobody can

swear in more than three of them at a time. I

think music's better. Instead of playing whist

you ought to play Chopin."
"
It's better to play whist well than Chopin

badly."
" Better to rule in Hades than fool in the other

place, you think? Miss Tancred, you are as

proud as Lucifer."

"I don't see that any good is got by murdering
the masters."

" It saves some women from worse crimes, I
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believe. Why didn't you take to sketching
then ? That only kills time."

Miss Tancred was splendid in her scorn. "Kill

time with painting bad pictures ? I'd rather

time killed me."

Ah, that was what he liked about her. She

had not revenged herself on Nature by making
hideous caricatures of Nature's face ;

she did

not draw in milk-and-water colours, and she

did not strum. She had none of the ex-

asperating talents, the ludicrous ambitions of

the amateur ; she was altogether innocent of

intellectual vanity.
" That reminds me," said she,

" that I've seen

nothing of those wonderful sketches you said

you'd show me."

He had clean forgotten the things. Well, he

could hardly do better than exhibit them ; it

would keep her quiet, and save him from peri-

lous personalities.

At first he thought the exhibition was going
to give her more pain than pleasure. He sat

beside her, and she took the sketches from him

gingerly, one by one, and looked at them

without a word. A visible nervousness possessed

her ; her pulses clamoured, she seemed to

struggle with her own unsteady breathing.

Once, when in the transfer of a drawing her

hand brushed against his, she drew it back again
as if it had dashed against a flame. Durant had
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noticed once or twice before that she avoided his

touch.

Suddenly she awoke out of the agony of her

consciousness. One picture had held her longer
than the rest.

"
It's beautiful beautiful," she murmured.

" I'm glad you like it," said Durant, pleased at

her first sign of admiration.
"
Oh, I don't mean your picture I mean the

place."
"

It's not a very good picture perhaps
"

" I don't know whether it's good or bad ; it

seems to me rather bad, though I can't say what's

wrong with it. It looks unfinished."
" It is unfinished, but that's not what's wrong

with it. These are better better painting."
His hand brushed hers in vain this time.

She remained absorbed. "I don't care two
straws about the painting ; they may be master-

pieces for all I know ; it's that that stretch of

sand licked by the sea, and the grass trodden

down by the wind the agony and beauty and
desolation of it

" She laid it down unwil-

lingly, and took the others from his hand.

"Oh, what's this?"
" A wall in Suza."
" I've never seen anything like that. The

light seems to be moving soaking into it and

streaming out again. It looks as if it would
burn if you touched it."
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The artist in him laughed for pure pleasure.
"
It's all very well, you know, but they must be

infernally good if they make you feel like that."
"
They may be. Have you seen all these

things, or have you done any of them out of

your head ?
"

" Seen them of course. I never paint
' out of

my head '

;
I haven't enough imagination."

"Show me more places where you've been.

Tell me about them. You might have done that

before."

He obeyed, giving her his experience, his

richest and his best
;
he drew for her scenes and

things, not in their crude and temporary form, but

as they lived for him and for his art, idealized,

eternalized by the imagination that sees them as

parts of the immortal whole
;
and yet vivid,

individual, drenched with the peculiar colour

that made them equally and for ever one with

the soul of Maurice Durant. She hardly seemed

to heed, hardly seemed to listen or to follow.

She looked as if hearing were already absorbed

in sight.

Durant put a small oil-painting into her hand.

He had kept his finest to the last.
" If you're

fond of the sea that may please you."

Mid-ocean, the slope and trough of a luminous

sea ;
in the foreground one smooth, high-bosomed,

unbroken wave, the light flung off from its crest

like foam, to slide down its shoulder like oil on
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rounded glass. On the sky-line the white peak
of a sail ; the whole a heaving waste of wind

and water, light and air. It was a consummate
bit of painting, as nobody knew better than

Maurice Durant.

She looked at it as though she would never be

tired of looking. A sudden impulse seized him,

a blind instinct to give pleasure at any cost, to

make amends for pain.
" If you honestly like it, I wish you'd keep it."

"
Keep it? Keep it? Do you really mean it?"

"
It would give me pleasure if you would."

" But isn't might it not be valuable ?"

It was valuable, as Durant reflected somewhat

regretfully, but he answered well. " Valuable

chiefly to me, I fancy. Which is all the more

reason, if you'd like it
"

"Like it? I should lo
" She drew back

her breath. " No ;
I think I'd better not. Thank

you very much all the same." She laid the

canvas down with a gesture of renunciation.
" Now that's foolish. Why ever won't you ?

"

" I daren't. I daren't live with it. It would
remind me of all the things I want to forget."

" What things ?
" He felt that the question

was cruel, it was probing the very heart of pain.

But his curiosity was too strong. The fountains

of the deep were breaking up ; he knew that

he had only to give the word to witness an

astounding transformation of the woman. He
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had given the word. Her face was changing ; it

had taken on the likeness of her foreign mother,
intensified in its subtlety and fire.

" What things ? The things I want to do and

can't ; the things I want to see the things
"

She stopped. "Do you know, I don't even like

to have those sketches of my mother's hanging
about

; they haunt me so intolerably, they tempt
me to that degree that sometimes I can hardly
bear to look at them."

He glanced at the drawings. He could hardly
bear to look at them either. Poor wraiths and

skeletons of landscapes, he would have thought
them too fleshless and bloodless to touch even

the ghost of longing.

She took up the picture she had just laid down.
" But this it's not painting, it's real

; it's a piece

torn out of the living world. It would bring it

so horribly near me don't you see ?
"

He thought he saw. He looked, and she

lowered her eyelids. On to the slope of his

wave there splashed a tear, salt to the salt.

She got up, turned away from him, and leaned

against the window frame, staring out at the

gravel walk, the lawn, the paddock, all the

sedate, intolerable scene. Her breast heaved ;

she was shaken by a tumult of vision and

desire.
" If only I could get away get away from

this !

"
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It was not she that cried out, but some other

self, unacknowledged and unappeased, smothered

and crushed and hidden out of sight.

Durant was moved by the revelation, and a

little frightened too.
" And why not get away ?

"
he asked gently.

" Because I can't do anything like other people,

by bits and halves. If I once go, I shall never

come back never. There's no use thinking
about it. I've thought about it till I could

have gone mad." She faced him bravely.
" Mr. Durant, if you ever want a thing as

badly as I want that, let me tell you that it will

be simpler and easier to give it up altogether,

for always, than to keep on looking at it and

touching it and letting it go."
" Do you apply that principle to everything?

"

"
Nearly everything."

" H'm. Uncompromising. Yet I doubt if you
are wise."

" Wise ? Isn't it wiser to stand a little hunger
than to go back to starvation after luxury ?

"

"Oh, of course; at that rate you can bring

your soul down to a straw a day. But in the

end, you know, it dies."

"If it comes to that, mine was dead ages ago,
and buried quite decently too. I think we won't

dig it up again ; by this time it might not look

pretty."

At any other time she would have alienated
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his sympathy by that nasty speech ; it was the

sort of thing he hated women to say. But he

forgave her because of her evident sincerity.

She dried her eyes and left him to his own
reflections.

So this was Frida Tancred? And he had

thought of her as the Colonel's daughter, a

poor creature, subdued to the tyranny of habit.

Habit indeed ! She had never known even that

comparative calm. It was not habit that had

bound her to that dreadful old man, who was

the father of her body, but with whom her

soul recognized no kinship. Her life must have

been an agony of self-renunciation, an eternal

effort not to be.

He doubted her wisdom ; but he was not sure

that he did not admire her courage. That un-

compromising attitude was more dignified than

the hesitations of weaker natures. When women
set out with the bold intention of living reso-

lutely in the Whole, the Good, and the Beau-

tiful, they sometimes find themselves brought

up sharply midway at the threshold of the

Good ; and there they stand vacillating all the

time, or at the most content themselves now
and then with a terrified rush for the Beautiful

and the Whole. They are fascinated by all

three and faithful to none. Frida Tancred

scorned their fatuous procedure. Baulked of

the best, she would never console herself with
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half-measures and the second best ; as for all

lesser values, there was something in her which
would always mark her from Mrs. Fazakerly and

her kind. With Frida it was either the whole

or nothing ; either four bare walls, or the open
road where there is no returning.
She would go 110 way where the Colonel could

not follow.

Durant, on his way to bed that night, saw

something that told him so much. Father and

daughter stood with their backs to him at the

end of the long corridor. The Colonel was put-

ting out the lights. Frida had just nodded good-

night to him at her bedroom door, when she

turned impetuously and flung her arms round

the little gentleman. She pressed his head

against her neck and held it there an instant, a

passion of remorse and tenderness in the belated

caress. The Colonel was, as it were, taken off

his feet ; he was visibly embarrassed. Durant
saw his eyes staring over her shoulder, in

their profound stupidity helpless and uncom-

prehending.
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IT
was Sunday afternoon, and they had been

taking tea with Mrs. Fazakerly. This was
the second time that Durant had had the oppor-

tunity of studying Mrs. Fazakerly at home, of

filling in the little figure on its own appropriate

background. The first thing that struck him
was that the background was not appropriate, or

rather that it was inadequate. Mrs. Fazakerly's

drawing-room had an air of uneasy elegance,

of appearances painfully supported on the thin

edge of two hundred a year. It was furnished

with a too conspicuous care ; the most insignifi-

cant details were arranged so as to lead up to

and set off her good things, which were few and

far between. There was no rest in it for the

eye that was perpetually seized and riveted on

some bit of old silver, or Oriental drapery, some

Chippendale cabinet or chair. Such things were

the commonplaces of Coton Manor, and there

they fell unobtrusively into their place. Here

they were touched up and handled, posed out of

all simplicity ; they bore themselves accordingly
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with a shining consciousness of their own rarity ;

they made an unblushing bid for praise. In Mrs.

Fazakerly's drawing-room the note of taste was
forced.

The invitation had come as a sort of farewell

attention to Durant. Its valedictory character

was further emphasized by Mrs. Fazakerly's pro-

posing to walk home with them, and finally

falling into the rear with Durant.

As a turn in the drive brought them within

sight of Coton Manor, Mrs. Fazakerly balanced

her pince-nez on the bridge of her nose. It

remained there, and he judged that Mrs. Fazak-

erly was in no mood for mirth.
" That house," said Mrs. Fazakerly,

"
annoys

me."

"Why?"
" Because it hasn't had justice done to it."

"I should have thought that was a ground for

pity rather than resentment."

Mrs. Fazakerly shrugged her shoulders ever so

little. "That drawing-room did you ever see

anything like it? And such possibilities in it,

too. I can't bear to think of all those beautiful

things wasted, just for want of a little taste, a

little arrangement the right touch."

The widow's white fingers twitched. It was
not vulgar cupidity; it was the passion of the

born genius, of the lover of art for art's sake,

who sees his opportunity given into the hands
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of an inferior. If only she had the ordering, the

decoration of Coton Manor ! Durant thought of

the cottage at the gates, her cramped and hum-
ble sphere ; it was not her fault so much as the

defect of her instrument, that forcing of the

note of taste ; no wonder that she longed for

the rich harmonies. of Coton Manor under "the

right touch," the touch of the master.

She continued,
" But poor dear Miss Tancred,

you know, she will have it left just as it was in

Mrs. Tancred's time ; she won't change a picture

or a chair in it. That's Frida all over. She's

made that house a monument to her mother's

memory. And think what she might have

made it."

" I'm thinking what she might have made of

her life. She seems to be making that a monu-
ment to her father's memory."

" Ah ! and the things she could have done

with it."

Impossible to say whether Mrs. Fazakerly re-

ferred to Miss Tancred's house or her life.

Durant smiled at her probable conception of

Coton Manor, with its tragedy of splendid pos-

sibilities gone to waste ; but Mrs. Fazakerly's

idea cut both ways.
She sighed wearily.
" These drives were not made to be walked up.

There's another mile and a half of it, and I'm

half-dead already. I shall sit down."
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She led the way to an elm tree fallen in the

grass, examined it critically, sat down, and made
a place for him at her side.

" So you're going to-morrow ? Is that so ?
"

" It is probably."
"It's a pity just as you and Miss Tancred

have made friends."

"The best of friends must part," said he lightly.
" Yes. Well, I'm glad you've managed to be

nice to her, after all. She's come out in the

most astonishing manner since you came. What
have you been doing to her ?

"

"
I've done nothing to her, I assure you."

"
Ah, you mean you've not been making love

to her."
" I don't mean anything of the sort."

Durant was angry. It was borne in upon him
that Mrs. Fazakerly was vulgar after all. She
looked at him, and her pince-nez balanced itself

on the bridge of her nose, then leapt its suicidal

leap. She was amused with the ambiguity of

his reply.
" That's all right. Heaven help the man who

does make love to her, if he means it. That

girl's a riddle to me. I used to think she cared

a little for her father ; but it's my belief that

Frida Tancred cares for nobody, not even herself.

She simply doesn't know what love is, and she

doesn't want to know. Why am I saying these

alarming things to you? I'm saying them be-
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cause I'm old enough to be your mother, and

because I like you. You're clever, and you've

got a sense of humour, too, though I can't say
it's been much use to you since you came here.

But with all your cleverness you'll never under-

stand Frida Tancred. She's not like other

women, the sort you've flirted with so much.

Don't tell me you haven't ;
for you have. She

can't help it. Her mother was a queer fantastic

creature, and Frida's just like her, only stronger,

much stronger, and deeper, which makes it worse.

I'm sorry for her, because you see I'm very fond

of her, and I think there's nothing positively

nothing I wouldn't do to help her."
"

It's an intolerable existence for her."
" Intolerable ? Ah, my dear Mr. Durant, you're

delightfully young ; so is Frida, though you

mightn't think it ;
and you young people are

all so tragic. Frida's absurd about her father ;

she's always been going about with that face of

hers, playing at being Antigone, and as the poor
dear Colonel is as blind as What's-his-name ?

he naturally doesn't see it. She's brought it all on

herself. She looks on her father as her fate,

and treats him accordingly in the grand style

and it doesn't suit him. What a subject like the

Colonel wants is a light touch. With me, for

instance, he's a dear."
" Is he ? I thought he rather bored you," said

Durant maliciously.
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"When did you think that? Oh, that first

night when we all laughed so much, except poor
Frida. I wasn't bored not a bit ; on the con-

trary, I was amused at the expression of your
face, and at your atrocious manners and still

more atrocious puns. Nothing ever bores me.

It's only you young people who let yourselves
be bored. Tragedy again. Too much tragedy
for my taste."

Mrs. Fazakerly paused to let her communica-
tions sink in and take root. There was a deep
hush on the landscape, as if in deference to her

awful confidences. A deer stood knee-deep in

the grass and gazed at them inquiringly. And
as Mrs. Fazakerly stared unabashed into the face

of Nature, Durant thought of Frida's remark,
and wondered if she found it

"
soothing."

" Mind you, I don't mean to say that she's

cold. On the contrary, I believe she's capable
of a tremendous passion for something I don't

quite know what. It might be a person," she

rose " but let me tell you it's much more likely

to be a thing."

They were talking quite innocently about art

and literature when they appeared at the house.

Durant vainly tried to unravel the possible

motives for her confidence. They were so many
and so mixed. It was possible that she honestly

suspected him of a dawning passion for Frida,
and that she meant to warn him of the hopeless -
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ness of such an attachment ; apparently she un-

derstood her friend. Or the conversation may
have been designed as an apology for her own
future conduct. Durant knew that she would
not refuse to marry Colonel Tancred if he made
the offer ; he knew, or thought he knew, her in-

most opinion of that ridiculous person. She

must be aware that her own dignity was con-

siderably compromised by the situation ; perhaps
she hoped by rehabilitating the Colonel's be-

haviour to justify her own. But why that

insistence on the enigma of Frida Tancred's ?

Why this superfluous and elaborate cover for

her own very simple meaning?
Unless, indeed, she was not quite so simple as

she seemed. In courtship the Colonel had shown
himself vacillating, to say the least of it. If

Mrs. Fazakerly wanted to bring him to the point

it was obviously her interest to get Miss Tancred

out of her way. In other words, to throw her

in Durant's way. His delicacy shrank from the

baseness of this conjecture, but his reason, as

well as his experience, suggested that the thing

was not impossible. Mrs. Fazakerly had been

studying him, and she was shrewd enough to see

that the surest way to interest him in Miss

Tancred was to set his intellect to work on her.

She had doubtless observed his fin de sibcle con-

tempt for the obvious, his passion for the thing

beyond his grasp, his worship of the far-fetched,
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the intangible, the obscure. Thus she thought
to inflame his curiosity by hinting that Frida

Tancred was incomprehensible, while she touched

the very soul of desire by representing her as

unattainable. All this was no doubt very clever

of Mrs. Fazakerly ; but it was not quite what he

had expected of her.

His suspicions were confirmed by Frida's be-

haviour. Ever since their last interview she

had relapsed into something like her former

reticence. To-night, as if she had an inkling of

the atrocious plot, she avoided him with a sort

of terror.
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DURANT'S
time was up, but the Colonel had

pressed him to stay another week. He
was affectionate ;

he was firm
;
he would take

no refusal. He dwelt on the advantages of a

prolonged visit. "A little change," said he,
" does us all good. You young fellows are apt
to get into a groove. But you seem brighter
since you came. I think we've shaken you up a

bit."

Indeed, at 110 time had there been room for

any doubt as to the sincerity of his welcome.

Though he was so determined to shake Durant

up, to get him out of his groove, and give him
fresh ideas, he betrayed a pitiable dependence
on the young fellow. He endeavoured to meet

youth on its own ground ; he made piteous ex-

periments in the frivolous. More than once

Durant had suspected that the poor gentleman
had asked him down as a protection from the

terrors of his own society. His intellectual re-

sources were evidently giving out. The baro-
'
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meter was stationary ; a fortnight's almost per-

sistent sunshine had dried up the source of ideas.

Having gutted the Nineteenth Century, his mind
seemed to be impotently raging for fresh matter

to destroy. He repeated himself eternally ; the

same phrases were always in his mouth. "A
fad, a theory, a name for ignorance."

" Don't

tell me
; it's an insult to my intelligence !

" Du-

rant could have been sorry for him if he had not

been so infinitely sorry for himself.

On Monday morning Frida Tancred was her-

self again ; not her old self, but the new one that

Durant had learnt to know and tolerate. She

sought him out after breakfast and seconded the

Colonel's invitation.

"If you could possibly stop, Mr. Durant, I

wish you would. I'm asking a favour. My
cousin, Georgie Chatterton, is coming down on

Wednesday to stay. I don't know how long.

I've never seen her before, and she's a young
girl."

Frida's voice expressed a certain horror.

"Well, what of that?"
" If there's one thing on earth that I'm afraid

of, it's a young girl. If you could only stay on

just to amuse her a little, to help her through
her first week ! You see, it'll be so desperately
dull for her if you don't."

He laughed ; there was no other way of re-

sponding to the naivete of the request.
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"
It doesn't really seem fair to ask her when

she hasn't an idea I can't think why father

did it. Perhaps he didn't. It's odd, but I've

noticed that when anything like this happens,
Mrs. Fazakerly is always at the bottom of

it."

Another lurid light on Mrs. Fazakerly !

"Was Mrs. Fazakerly at the bottom of his

asking me ?
"

She smiled. "To tell you the honest truth,

she was. Not but what he is delighted to have

you here. I don't know when I've seen him so

happy, so interested in any one. But, you see,

he's fearfully conservative ; he can't bear to take

the first step in anything."
He saw. The Colonel might be as conserva-

tive as he pleased ;
but the old order was chang-

ing ; Coton Manor was on the eve of a revolu-

tion. He saw it all clearly, that deep-laid plot

of Mrs. Fazakerly's. He had been asked down
at her suggestion to keep Frida Tancred out of

the way for the moment, or better still, for ever.

He had not risen to the occasion ;
his time was

up, so Miss Chatterton was to be invited to take

his place. Yet, when he came to think of it, so

simple a scheme, the mere substitution of one

cat's paw for another, hardly did justice to Mrs.

Fazakerly's imagination. Was she still con-

vinced of his dawning passion for Miss Tancred ?

Had she doubts as to Miss Tancred's willingness
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or power to return it? and had she suggested
that he should be pressed to prolong his stay in

the hope that the rival presence of the young

girl would act as the spark that fires the mine,

kindling Miss Tancred's emotions and revealing

her to herself?

Meanwhile Miss Tancred's one idea was to

make use of him, to hand over the young girl

to him and be rid of her. Her former offer

of the black mare on the condition that he

stayed another week appeared now as a grim

jest, a cynical wager. This time she was in

earnest. Whereas, if she had been in love with

him

Weighing these matters in his sensitive brain,

Durant conceived a violent hatred of Mrs. Faza-

kerly and her plot, together with a correspond-

ing determination to stay on, if only to prove
to that ingenious lady that she was hopelessly

mistaken. Any hasty movement on his part
would but confirm her in her absurd suspicions,

while his actual flight would be the most flatter-

ing testimony to the profundity of her insight.

He was not going to behave like the victim to

a desperate infatuation for Miss Tancred. He
would stay on, and Mrs. Fazakerly would see

that nothing came of her psychological intrigue.

How far the Colonel was her accomplice he

had no idea. The old fellow was a gentleman
when all was said and done, and it was more
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than likely that he contented himself with a

gentlemanly acquiescence. His dignity might

possibly not refuse to draw a profit either way
from the transaction. Durant could reckon on

Miss Tancred, having returned to his original

opinion of her. There was not enough woman-
hood in her for ordinary elemental jealousy ;

as for passion, he had decided that she was as

innocent of understanding as she was incapable
of inspiring it. A sentimental coxcomb might
beat a precipitate retreat because he thought or

fancied that his hostess was in love with him,
and he would probably call his ridiculous con-

duct chivalry ; it was more becoming in a gentle-

man to ignore the painful circumstance. For

all these reasons he determined to stay.

His acceptance of their renewed invitation

gave evident pleasure to the Colonel and Miss

Tancred and very little annoyance to himself.

He had grown used to Coton Manor as a prisoner

grows used to his cell. He had, as he had feared,

tied himself to the place by beginning serious

work in it. He was too well pleased with his

landscape studies of the neighbourhood to leave

them unfinished
;
and as it happened, he had

plenty of time to give to them, for the Colonel

was pretty constantly engaged with Mrs. Faza-

kerly. (Here again he traced the delicate hand
of that lady. She had seen that, if any guest
was to remain at Coton Manor, a limit must be
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put to the Colonel's opportunities for torment-

ing him.) Durant had ceased to long for dis-

traction
; he was sufficiently entertained by the

situation itself.
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CHAPTER X

IF
he had been on the look out for distraction,

he would have found it in Georgie Chatter-

ton. At Miss Tancred's request he went with

her to the station to meet the expected guest.

It was evidently thought that his presence would

break the shock of her arrival.

It proved an unnecessary precaution. The

young girl presented a smiling face at the car-

riage window the Tancred face, somewhat ob-

scured by a mass of irrelevant detail, sandy hair,

freckles, a sanguine complexion, and so on. She

jumped out on to the platform with a joyous cry
of " Fridah !

" She embraced " Fridah
"
impetu-

ously, and then kept her a moment at arm's

length, examining her dubiously.
" You don't

seem a bit glad to see me," was her verdict. She

smiled gaily at Durant, and held out a friendly

hand. All the way up from the station she con-

versed with them in a light-hearted manner.

Thus :

" What do you people do down here ?
"

" Ask Mr. Durant ; he'll tell you that we vege-

tate all day and play whist all night."
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"
Oh, do you ? Well, you know, I shan't. My

goodness, Frida ! is that your house ? What-
ever is it like ? A Unitarian chapel, or the Carl-

ton Club, or, stop a bit you don't bury people
in it, do you ?

"
Then, as it occurred to her that

she might have hurt her cousin's feelings by her

last suggestion, she added, "It's rather a jolly

old mausoleum, though. I wonder what it's like

inside."

If Miss Chatterton had any premonition of her

own approaching death by boredom, and had
seen in Coton Manor more than a mere passing
resemblance to a tomb, she was neither awe-

struck nor downcast at the prospect of dissolu-

tion. She flung herself into the vault as she

had flung herself on to the platform, all glowing
with pleasurable anticipation. To Durant there

was something infinitely sad in the spectacle of

this young creature precipitating herself into

the unknown with such reckless and passionate

curiosity. The whole long evening through he

could discover no diminution of her mood, her

gleeful determination to enjoy herself among
the shades. She behaved to Colonel Tancred as

if he had been a celebrity whose acquaintance
she had long desired to make, a character replete

with interest and romantic charm. She greeted
Mrs. Fazakerly with a joyous lifting of the eye-

brows, as much as to say,
" What ! another de-

lightful person ?
"
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And she was observant in her way, too. When
Miss Tancred put a hand on her shoulder and

said,
"
It will be horribly dull for you, Georgie ;

you'll have nothing to do but talk to Mr. Du-

rant," she replied,
" H'm ! Mr. Durant looks as if

he had been talked to all his life. I shall talk

to you, Frida."

All through dinner she managed to preserve
her spirits, her air of being among the most

curious and interesting people. Durant won-

dered how on earth she kept it up. She seemed

one of those fortunate beings whose vivacity is

so overpowering that it can subdue even dulness

to itself. She made the Colonel look strangely

old ; beside her Mrs. Fazakerly seemed suddenly
to become dull and second-rate, to sink into the

position of an attendant, a fatuous chorus, a

giddy satellite. Her laughter swallowed up Mrs.

Fazakerly's as a river in flood devours its tribu-

taries
;
her spirits quenched Mrs. Fazakerly's as

a blaze licks up a spasmodic flicker. It pleased

Durant to look at her, the abandonment of her

manners was in such flagrant contradiction with

the Roman regularity of her Tancred face. Ow-

ing perhaps to some dash of the Tancred blood

in her, she was neither pretty nor witty ; yet

she contrived to get her own way with every-

body. Durant accounted for it by her sheer

youth, the obstinacy of her will to live.

In twenty-four hours she had put a stop to
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Frida's disappearances, to Durant's sketching,
and to the Colonel's intellectual conversation ;

and this she did by behaving so as to make these

things impossible. In short, she had taken pos-

session of her cousin and her black mare, of the

Colonel and his cigarettes, of Mrs. Fazakerly and

her books, of everybody and everything except
Durant. She was friendly with him, but some-

how her friendliness was infinitely more unflat-

tering than Miss Tancred's former apathy. It

implied that he was all very well in his way, but

that she had seen too many of his sort to be

greatly excited about him
; while in Frida Tan-

cred, now, she had found something absolutely
and uniquely new. She was not going to be put
off with Durant ; she fastened herself upon
Frida, and refused to let her go ; she did the

thing she had said she would do without abso-

lutely ignoring her fellow-guest, she talked to

Frida or at Frida or for Frida alone. And yet,

strangely enough, by dint of much observation

she had detected a subtle resemblance between

them, and she proclaimed her discovery with

her natural frankness.

It was the second evening of her stay, and
the three were sitting out on the lawn together.
She had been looking long and earnestly at her

mysterious kinswoman.
"
Frida, you really are a sort of cousin, aren't

you?"
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" So I've always been told."

"And Mr. Durant, is he a sort of cousin,

too?"
" I never heard that."
" I'm afraid I have not the honour."
" That's odd. I thought he must be."
" Why ?

"
asked Miss Tancred.

"
Oh, because there's a likeness somewhere.

Not in the face exactly, but yes, there ! Keep
that expression on your face one minute, Mr.

Durant ; now don't you see it ?
"

"See what?"
" It the likeness. He looks terribly reserved

somehow a sort of wild-horses-shan't-draw-it-

out-of-me expression, and yet so fearfully rest-

less ; and that's just like you."
There was an embarrassed silence ; and then

Miss Chatterton again raised her cheerful voice.
" I say, Fridah ! you might tell me exactly

what I'm in for. Are you two going to be

horribly intellectual and clever and that sort of

thing?"
" I'm not," said Miss Tancred.
" I'm not," echoed Durant.
" Thank Heaven ! Because you both look as

if you'd a tremendous lot in you. I wonder if

you'll ever let it out."
" Not if we can help it," said Durant.
" There you are again ! If you're not Frida's

first cousin, you ought to be."
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Durant smiled ; he wondered whether the

idea was more than the random frolicking of

Miss Chatterton's brain. She was evidently a

young woman of perception ;
but her perceptions

had wings, and she threw them off from her in

a manner altogether spontaneous, impersonal
and free. It was nothing to her if they brushed

against the truth sometimes in their irresponsible

flight.
" You don't mind all these personal remarks,

do you?"
" Not in the least," said Miss Tancred.

"For my part I rather like them," said

Durant ;
but they both carefully avoided each

other's eyes.
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CHAPTER XI

DURANT
had a grievance against Miss

Chattertoii. He had been induced to

lengthen his visit in order to entertain her, and
Miss Chatterton refused to be entertained. His

position at Coton Manor had thus become a

humiliating sinecure. There was no earthly
reason why he should stay any longer, and yet
he stayed.

The fact was, that by this time he was really

interested in other things beside the landscape.
He had wondered how long Miss Chatterton

would keep it up. He watched her, as one

haunted guest watches another, to know if she

too has seen the spectre of the house, observing
her manner and her appetite at breakfast, the

expression of her face at bed-time, her voice in

saying good-morning and good-night. On the

third day he thought he could detect a slight

flagging ; Miss Chatterton was a shade less

buoyant, less talkative than before. By the

evening she was positively serious, and he judged
that the iron had entered into her soul. Her
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manner to her cousin had changed; it was more

tentative, more tender, more maternal. She

had begun to pity Frida, as he had pitied her.

The two were inseparable ; they were always

putting their heads together, always exchanging
confidences. And it was not only confidences

but characters that they exchanged. It was a

positive fact that as Miss Chatterton flagged
Miss Tancred revived, she seemed to be actually

growing young while the young girl grew older.

Not that Miss Tancred grew young without

difficulty ; the life she had led was against that.

She looked like a woman recovering from a

severe illness, she suffered relapse after relapse,

she went about in a flush and fever of con-

valescence ; it was a struggle for health under

desperate conditions, the agony of a strong con-

stitution still battling with the atmosphere that

poisoned it, recovery simulating disease, disease

counterfeiting recovery.
A wholesome process no doubt, but decidedly

unpleasant to watch. Durant, however, had

very little opportunity for watching it, as he was
now left completely to himself. Miss Tancred's

manner intimated that she had done with him,

put him away in some dark cupboard of the soul,

like a once desired and now dreaded stimulant,

that she was trusting to other and safer means
for building up her strength. If Durant had
ever longed for solitude, he had more than
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enough of it now, and he devoted the rest of his

time to finishing the studies and sketches he had

begun. He had made none of Miss Tancred.

One morning he had pitched his umbrella and
his easel below a ridge on the far slope of the fir

plantation. A thorn-bush sheltered him from
the wind and made him invisible from the

terrace of grass above him.

He had emerged from a fit of more than usual

absorption when he felt the stir of footsteps in

the grass, and a voice rang out clear from the

terrace.
" If it would only make papa happy. I want

him to be happy."
Durant could not help but overhear, his senses

being sharpened by the dread of hearing.
" My poor child

"
(it was the young girl who

spoke),
"
you don't know what you want ; but

you want something more than that."

Durant rattled his colour-box in desperation,

but the women were too much absorbed to

heed his warning, and Frida even raised her

voice in answering :

"Yes, I'm afraid I do want something more.

I know what you're thinking, Georgie. When
women of my age go on like this it generally
means that they're in love, or that they want to

be married, or both."

Durant was considering the propriety of burst-

ing out on them noisily from the cover of his
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umbrella, but before he could decide the point

Miss Tancred had continued :

" I am not in love."

She spoke in the tone of one stating an

extremely uninteresting fact.

" You are in love, Frida. You're in love

with life, and life won't have anything to do

with you-; it's thrown you over, and a beastly

shame, too ! You're simply dying for love of it,

my sweetheart."

Frida did not deny the accusation. They

passed on, and in the silence Durant could hear

their skirts as they brushed the thorn-bush. He
could only pray now that he might remain

invisible.

He felt rather than saw that they turned their

heads in passing.
" Do you think he heard ?

"

This time it was Miss Chatterton who raised

her voice.
" It doesn't matter if he did. He's not a fool,

whatever else he is."

Durant overlooked that flattering tribute to

himself in his admiration of Miss Chatterton's

masterly analysis and comprehension. She had,

so to speak, taken Frida Tancred to pieces

and put her together again in a phrase
"
Dying for love of life." Beside her luminous

intuition his own more logical method seemed

clumsy and roundabout, a constructive process
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riddled by dangerous fallacies and undermined

by monstrous assumptions. At the same time

he persisted in returning to one of these, the

most monstrous perhaps of all. In spite, per-

haps because, of her flat denial, he pictured
Frida not only as mysteriously in love with exis-

tence, but with a certain humble spectator of

existence. According to the view he had once

expounded to her the two passions were in-

separable.

Before very long he received a new light on
the subject. It was his last day, the two cousins

were together somewhere, the Colonel was in

bed with a bilious attack, and Durant was alone

in the drawing-room.
He had not been alone long before Miss

Chatterton appeared. She came into the room
with an air of determination and sat down
beside him. She went straight to her point, a

very prickly one ; there was no beating about

the thorn-bush with Miss Chatterton.
" Mr. Durant," said she,

" I want to talk to

you for once. When you first came here what
did you think of Miss Tancred ?

"

"I'm afraid I didn't think anything of Miss

Tancred."
" Did you dislike her ?

"

"ijN-no. I only found her a little difficult to

talk to."

" Oh. Well, that's not what I came to consult
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you about. I want you to help me. I am going
to elope

"

" You don't mean to say so
"

" To elope with Miss Tancred run away with

her take her out of this. It's the only way."
" The only way to what ?

"

"To save her. But I shall do nothing rash,

nothing that would cause a scandal in the

county. I shall simply take her up to town with

me when I go back on Monday. My week isn't

up; but well my temper is. So far it's all

open and above board
"

" Yes yes. And where do I come in ?
"

"
Oh, you if you wouldn't mind staying where

you are and keeping the Colonel in play till

we've got safe across the Channel
"

"The Channel?"
" The Channel, my friend. Where else should

we be safe ?
"

"That means that I've got to stick here

till
"

"
Till Wednesday."

" Good heavens ! Another week ! Not if I

know it."

"
Yes, it's awful, I know ; but not as bad as it

might have been. You won't have to talk to

Miss Tancred. By the way, she says you are

the only man who ever tried to talk to her to

understand her. What a dreadful light on her

past ! Think what her life must have been."
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" Not very amusing, I imagine."
"
Amusing ! Think of it. Thirty years in

this hole, where you can't breathe, and with-

out a soul to speak to except the Colonel. Not
that the Colonel is a soul he's much too

dense."
" To be anything but a body?"
" And all the time she has loathed it loathed

it. You see she's got cosmopolitan blood in

her veins. Her mother you know about her

mother ?
"

" I know nothing about her except that she

did a great many bad things I mean pic-

tures for which I hope Heaven may forgive

her."
" Don't be brutal. She's dead now and can't

do any more. When she was alive she was a

Russian or a Pole or something funny, and mad
on travelling, always going from one place to

another a regular rolling stone ; till one day
she rolled up to the Colonel's feet, and then

"

" Well ?
"

" He picked her up and put her in his pocket,

and she never rolled any further. He packed
her off to England and made her sit in this

dreadful old family seat of his till she died of it.

That's the sort of woman Miss Tancred's mother

was, and Miss Tancred takes after her mother.

She's a cosmopolitan too."
" Rubbish ! No woman can be a cosmopolitan."
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He said it in the same tone in which he had

told Frida that no woman could have a pure

passion for Nature. " And Miss Tancred, though
nice, strikes me as peculiarly provincial. I

shouldn't have thought
"

" There are things in her you'd never have

thought of. It's wonderful how she comes out

when you know her."
" She certainly has come out wonderfully since

you came on the scene." (The words he used

had a familiar ring. It was exactly what Mrs.

Fazakerly had said to him.)
" I ? I've not had anything to do with it. It

was you ; she told me. It wasn't just that you
understood her ; you made her understand her-

self ; you made her feel
; you stirred up all the

passion in her."
" I don't understand you," he said coldly.

"Well, I think if you can understand Miss

Tancred you might understand me. Compared
with Frida I'm simplicity itself."

" When did I do these things ?
"

"
Why, when you told her to let herself go.

When you showed her your sketches and talked

to her about the places, and the sea, all the

things you had seen
; the things she had

dreamed of and never seen."

The young girl spoke as if she was indignant
with him for revelling in opportunities that

were Frida's by right.
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" But she shall see them. She shall go away

from this, and be herself and nobody else in the

world."
"

It's too late it's not as if she were young."
"
Young ? She's a good deal younger than I

am, though she's thirty and I'm twenty-four

twenty-five next September. Frida's young
because she's got the body of a woman, the

mind of a man, and the soul of a baby. She'll

begin where other women end, will Frida. Wait
till she's been abroad with me, and you'll see

how her soul will come on, in a more congenial

climate."
" Where are you going ?

"

"We're going everywhere. Venice Rome
Florence the Mediterranean the regular thing.

And to all sorts of queer outlandish places be-

sides Scandinavia, the Hebrides, and Iceland ;

everywhere that you can go to by sea. The

sea That's you again."
" The deuce it is ! I doubt if I've done the

kind thing then. I seem to have roused passions

which will never be satisfied. When she comes

back
"

Miss Chatterton's voice sank. " She never will

come back."
" Never ? How about the Colonel ?

"

Miss Chatterton smiled. " That's the beauty
of it. It's the neatest, sweetest, completest little

plot that ever was invented, and it's simplicity
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itself, like its inventor that's me. I suppose

you know all about Mrs. Fazakerly?"
"
Well, not all. Who could know all about

Mrs. Fazakerly?"
"You know enough, I daresay. By taking

her away I mean Frida we force the Colonel's

hand."
" You might explain."
" I never saw a man who wanted so many

things explained. Don't you see, that as long as

Frida stays at home, petting and pampering him
and doing all his work for him, he'll never take

the trouble to marry ; but as soon as she goes

away, and stays away
"

" I see, I see ; he marries. You force his hand
and heart."
"
Exactly. And if he marries, Frida stays

away altogether. She's free."
" Yes

; she's free. If she goes ; but she'll never

go."
" Won't she ? She's going next Monday. It's

all arranged. I've told her that she's in her
father's way, that he wants to marry, and keeps
single for her sake. And she believes it."

He walked up and down with his hands in his

pockets, a prey to bewildering emotions.
"
It's ingenious and delightful, your plot," said

he. " But I can't say that I grasp all the

minutice, the practical details. For instance

(it's a brutal question, but), who's going to pro-
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vide the the funds for this expedition to Scan-

dinavia or was it Abyssinia ?
"

" Funds ? Oh, that's all right. She's got any
amount of her own, though you wouldn't know
it."

" I didn't know it." He champed his upper

lip. He could not in the least account for the

feeling, but he was bitterly, basely disappointed
at this last revelation. Miss Tancred was inde-

pendent. Up till now he could not bring himself

to believe in her flight ;
he did not want to

believe in it ; it would have been a relief to him
to know that the strange bird's wings were

clipped.
"
It was her mother's ; what the poor lady

travelled on, I suppose. Frida might have been

enjoying it all the time, only, you see, there was
the Colonel. That's why she wants him to marry
Mrs. Fazakerly, though she'd rather die than

own it."

" Why shouldn't she own it?"
" Because she can't trust her motives, trust

herself. I never saw a woman fight so shy of

herself."
" Then that's what she was thinking of

when she said she was afraid of her own

feelings."
" Oh ! So she did say it, did she ?

"

" She said that or something very like it. You
think that's what she must have meant ?

" He
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appealed to her humbly, as to one who had
mastered the difficult subject of Frida Tancred.

"
Why, whatever else could she have meant,

stupid ?
"

There was an awkward silence, broken, or

rather mended, by Miss Chatterton saying, as

she stood with her hand on the door :

" Look here, you're not going to back out of

it. You've promised to stand by and see us

through with it, honour bright."
" I promised nothing of the sort, but I'll stand

by all right."
" You may have a bad time. The Colonel will

kick up an awful fuss ; but remember, you're not

in the least responsible. I'm the criminal."

It was as if she had said,
" Don't exaggerate

your importance. I, not you, am Miss Tancred's

saviour and deliverer."

He stiffened visibly.
" I shall not quarrel with

you for the rdle."
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MONDAY
was the day of the great deliver-

ance, the day that was fixed for Frida

Tancred's flight. And as if it meant to mark an

era and a hegira and the beginning of revolu-

tion, it distinguished itself from other days by
suitable signs and portents. It dawned through
a brooding haze that threatened heat, then

changed its mind, thickened and massed itself

for storm. While he was dressing, Durant was
made aware of the meteorological disturbance

by an incessant tap-tap on the barometer as the

Colonel consulted his oracle in the hall. The
official announcement was made at breakfast.

"There is a change in the glass," said the

Colonel. " Mr. Durant brought the fine weather

with him and Miss Chatterton is taking it away."
" I'm taking something else away beside the

weather," said she.

But the spirit of prophecy was upon him.
" To judge by to-day's forecast, I think we

shall see Frida back again before the fine

weather."
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Whereupon Durant smiled and Miss Chatter-

ton laughed, which gave him an agreeable sense

of being witty as well as prophetic.

By ten o'clock the hand of the barometer had

crept far past
"
Change

"
; by noon it had swung

violently to "
Stormy, with much rain

"
; by

lunch-time a constrained and awkward dialogue
was broken by the rude voice of the thunder.

The Colonel took out his watch, timed the thun-

der and lightning, and calculated the approaches
of the storm. "Seven miles away from us at

present," said he.

It hung so low that the growling and groan-

ing seemed to come from the woods round Coton

Manor ; the landscape darkened to a metallic

purplish green, then paled to the livid colour of

jade under a sallow sky. There was a swift suc-

cession of transformation scenes, when, between

the bursts of thunder, the park, swathed in sheet

lightning, shot up behind the windows, now blue,

now amethyst, now rose, now green. Then the

storm suddenly shifted its quarters and broke

through a rampart of solid darkness piled high
in the south-west.

"Fifteen seconds," said the Colonel, "between

that flash and the thunder."

Among these phenomena the Colonel moved
like a little gentleman enchanted ; he darted to

and fro, and in and out, as if the elements were
his natural home ;

his hurried notes in the little
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memorandum book outsped the lightning. For

the last thirty years there had not been such

weather in the meteorological history of Wick-

shire.

But the storm was only in its playful infancy ;

the forked lightning and the rain were yet to

come. The last train up, timed to meet the ex-

press at the junction, left Whithorn-in-Arden at

3.10, and it was a good hour's drive to the station.

As they toyed with the lightning on their plates

Durant and Miss Chatterton looked at Frida.

Fate, the weather, and the Colonel, a trinity of

hostile powers, were arrayed against her, and

the three were one.

At the stroke of two the Colonel remarked

blandly,
" There will be no driving to the

station to-day, so I have countermanded the

brougham."

They were dressed ready for the journey, and

as the Colonel spoke Frida got up, drew down
her veil and put on her gloves.

"That was a pity," she said quietly, "seeing

that we've got to go."

The Colonel was blander than ever ;
he waved

his hand. "
Go, by all means," said he,

" but

not in my brougham. There I put my foot

down."

("Not there, not there, oh gallant Colonel," said

Durant to himself,
" but where you have always

put it, on Frida's lovely neck.")
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She started, looked steadily at her father, then

to Durant's surprise she shrugged her shoulders ;

not as an Englishwoman shrugs them, but in

the graceful continental manner. The move-

ment suggested that the foreign strain in her

was dominant at the moment ; it further implied

that she was shaking her neck free from the

Colonel's foot. She walked to the window and

looked out upon the storm. With the neck

strained slightly forward, her nostrils quivering,

her whole figure eager and lean and tense, she

looked like some fine and nervous animal, say a

deer-hound ready to slip from the leash.

As she looked, there was a sound as if heaven

were ripped asunder, and the forked lightning
hurled itself from that dark rampart in the

south-west and went zig-zagging against the

pane.
"
Only ten seconds," said the Colonel ;

" the storm is bursting right over our heads."

Frida too had consulted her watch ; she turned

suddenly, rang the bell, and gave orders to a

trembling footman. " Tell Randall to put Polly
in the dog-cart. He must drive to the station

at once."

The answer came back from the stables that

Randall had shut himself into the loose box
and covered himself with straw, "to keep the

lightning off of him. He dursn't go near a steel

bit, not if it was to save his life, m'm, and as for

driving to the station
"
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It was too true ; Randall, horse-breaker,

groom and coachman, excellent, invaluable

creature at all other times, was a brainless

coward in a thunderstorm.

"If we don't go to-day, we can't go till to-

morrow," said Georgie Chatterton, and she

nodded at Durant to remind him that in that

case his departure would be postponed till

Thursday.
Frida too turned towards him. " If I don't go

to-day, I shall never go."

He understood. She was afraid, afraid of

what might come between her and her deliver-

ance, afraid of her fate, afraid of the conscience

that was her will, afraid of her own fear, of the

terror that would come upon her when she

realized the full meaning of her lust for life.

To-morrow any or all of those things might turn

her from the way ; to-day she was strong ;
she

held her life in her two hands. At any rate she

was not afraid of the weather. She would go

straight to her end, through rain and lightning

and thunderbolts and all the blue and yellow
demons of the sky.

" Are you afraid, Georgie ?
"

" Of thunder and lightning ?
"
asked Georgie

pointedly.
" No."

" All right then. We've got forty-five minutes.

I must put Polly into the cart myself. Five for

that ; forty to get to the station."
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She strode off to the stables, followed by the

footman and Durant. Amongst them they
forced Polly into the trap, and led her dancing
to the porch where Miss Chatterton stood pre-

pared for all weathers.
" I say," cried she,

" this is all very well ; but

who's going to drive Polly there and back again?"
" I am," said Durant calmly. He had caught

a furtive flash from Frida's eyes that lighted

upon, glanced off him and fell to the ground.
The woman in her had appealed to his chivalry.

At the same instant there was a swish, as if the

skirts of heaven were trailing across the earth,

and the rain came down. He hastily thrust

Miss Tancred's arms into the sleeves of her

mackintosh and wriggled into his own. The

final speeches were short and to the point.
" Mr. Durant," said Miss Chatterton,

"
you are

a hero."

"Frida," said the Colonel, "you are a fool."

And for once Durant was inclined to agree with

him. The more so as Miss Tancred took advan-

tage of his engagement with his mackintosh to

enthrone herself on the driver's high seat. She

said good-bye to the Colonel, and gathered up
the reins; Miss Chatterton climbed up beside

her
; Polly gave a frantic plunge and a dash

forward ; and the hero was obliged to enter the

dog-cart after the deft fashion of a footman,

with a run and a flying leap into the back seat.
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Miss Chatterton was unkind enough to laugh.
" Well done !

"
said she. " Sit tight, and try to

look as chivalrous as I'm sure you feel."

But it is hard to look or feel chivalrous sitting

on a back seat in a wet mackintosh with a

thunderstorm pouring down your neck and into

your ears, and a woman, possessed by all the

devils, driving furiously to an express train that

she can never catch. In that lunatic escape

from Coton Manor she had not looked back

once ; she left Durant to contemplate a certain

absurd little figure that stood under an immense
Doric portico, regarding the face of the sky.

The main thoroughfare of Whithorn-in-Arden

was scored like the bed of a torrent, and fringed
with an ochreish scum tossed up from the churn-

ing loam. The church clock struck three as they
dashed through.

" You'll never do it," said Durant ;

"
it's a good

twenty minutes from here."
" In the brougham it is. Polly will do it in ten

with me driving her."

She did it in seven. Durant had pictured the

two ladies scurrying along the platform, and

himself, a dismal figure, aiding their unlovely
efforts to board a departing train ; as it was, the

three minutes saved allowed Frida to achieve

her flight with dignity.

For two out of those three minutes he stood

outside their carriage window, beyond the
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shelter of the station roof, with the rain from

the ornamental wood-work overflowing on to

his innocent head. He was trying to smile.
"
Heroic," murmured Miss Chatterton ;

and

her eyebrows intimated that she saw pathos in

his appearance. As for Frida, her good-bye was
so curt and cold that Durant, who had suffered

many things in redeeming the discourtesy of his

former attitude to her, was startled and not a

little hurt. His plain, lean face, that seemed to

have grown still plainer and leaner under the

lashing of the rain, set again in its habitual ex-

pression of repugnance ;
hers paled suddenly to

a lighter sallow than before
; the hand she had

given to him withdrew itself in terror from his

touch. He drew himself up stiffly, raising a hat

that was no hat but a gutter, and the train

crawled out of the station.

He stood yet another minute staring at the

naked rails, two shining parallel lines that

seemed to touch and vanish, over the visible

verge, into the grey fringe of the infinite where

the rain washed out the world.

And then he saw nothing but Frida Tancred,

sitting on the edge of the fir plantation and

gazing into the distance ; he heard his own voice

saying to her,
" Let yourself go, Miss Tancred ;

let yourself go !

"

And she was gone.
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ALL
that Durant got out of Polly was the

privilege of driving her home, through
mud and rain, at a melancholy trot. True, he

was in no hurry to get back ; so he let her take

her own pace, in pity for her trembling limbs and

straining heart. Polly had done all she knew
for her mistress in that frantic dash for freedom
and the express ; and when he thought of what
Frida Tancred's life had been, he guessed that

the little animal was used to carrying her

through worse storms than this.

The storm was over now ; it had driven the

clouds into the north, where they hung huddled

and piled in a vast amphitheatre ; other clouds,

charged with light now instead of darkness, were

still rolling up from the south, east and west,

their wings closed till the sky was shut in like

Whithorn-in-Arden, ringed with its clouds as

Arden with its woods ; above, beneath, there

rose the same immense, impenetrable boundary,

green on the earth and grey in heaven.

And Frida Tancred had escaped from these
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confines, would never come back to dwell in them

again ;
she had said so, and he believed her. To

be sure, she had shown weakness at the last, she

had been driven to juggle with the conscience

that would not let her go ; had she not per-

suaded it that she was leaving the Colonel for

the Colonel's good ? But once gone, once there,

away over the border and safe in the pro-

mised land, she would see clearly, she would
realize her right to be happy in the glorious

world.

Not that these things could have happened
without Georgie Chatterton. He had nothing
but admiration for that young woman ; there

had been daring in her conquest of Frida Tan-

cred, there was ingenuity and determination in

the final elopement. Was it possible that he

was piqued at the insignificance of the part she

had assigned to him ? She had left him to settle

up the sordid accounts while she ran away with

the lady. He had got to say to Colonel Tancred,
" Colonel Tancred, I am not your daughter's
seducer and abductor

;
I am only a miserable

accessory after the fact." In other words, Miss

Chatterton had reminded him that he was too

late.

Too late indeed, it seemed. Whether or not

Miss Chatterton's faith in him had failed her at

the last moment, but when he came down to

dinner that evening he found that she had been
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beforehand with him
; there was nothing left

for him to do.

The Colonel looked up smiling from a tele-

gram.
" News from St. Pancras. Miss Chatter-

ton is carrying my daughter off to the

Continent."
" I'm delighted to hear it. It will do her all

the good in the world."
"
Yes, yes ; I'm glad she should have the

opportunity. I made a little tour on the Conti-

nent myself when I was a young man, and I've

felt a brighter fellow for it ever since."

"Really?"
" Yes. One's apt to get into a groove staying

at home so much. There's nothing like rubbing
brains with foreigners. It stretches you out,

clears you of all your narrow insular prejudices,

brings you in touch
"

Durant quivered ; he

knew it was coming
" in touch with fresh

ideas. I don't know how you feel about it, but

six months of it was enough to convince me
that there's no place like England, and no people
like English people, and no house like my own.

As for Frida, a very little goes a long way with

Frida ; she'll be sick of it in six weeks, but she'll

settle down all the better for the change."
" You think so ?

"

" I do. She may be a little unsettled at first.

Her poor mother was just the same restless,

restless. But she settled down."
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The Colonel made no further allusion to his

daughter's absence. He was presently disturbed

about another matter, bustling about the room,

wondering, questioning, and exclaiming, "I have

lost my little meteorological chronicle. Has

anybody seen my little meteorological chronicle?

Now, where did I have it last ? I wonder if I

could have left it with my other papers in

Frida's room?"
But Frida's room, the room where she did all

her father's writing, and her own reading and

dreaming when she had time to read and dream,
Frida's room was locked, and nobody could find

the key. The Colonel, more than ever convinced

that his meteorological chronicle was concealed

in Frida's room, ordered the door to be burst

open. Durant lent a shoulder to the work and
entered somewhat precipitately, followed by the

Colonel.

The meteorological chronicle, the labour of

years, was found where its author had left it, on
his writing-table, together with his other papers,
business letters, household accounts, Primrose

League programmes, all carefully sorted, dated,

and docketted. Many of the letters had been

answered
; they lay, addressed in Frida's hand-

writing, ready for the post. She had left her

work in such perfect order that a new secretary
could have been fitted into her place without a
hitch. The fact was eloquent of finality and the
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winding up of affairs ; but certain other details

were more eloquent still.

Order on the writing-table ;
in the rest of the

room confusion and disarray, rifled bookcases

and dismantled walls. Fresh squares of wall-

paper outlined in cobwebs marked the places

where the great maps had hung. The soul of

the room was gone from it with the portrait of

the late Mrs. Tancred
; the water-colour draw-

ings, sad work of her restless fingers, were no

longer there. The furniture had been pushed
aside to make room for the deed of desecration ;

the floor was littered with newspapers and

straw ; an empty packing-case lay on its side

abandoned in a corner.

The Colonel opened round eyes of astonish-

ment, but his moustache was still. He rang the

bell and summoned the servants. Under severe

cross-examination, Chaplin, the footman, gave
evidence that three packing-cases had left Coton

Manor for the station early in the morning
before the bursting of the storm. Frida too

had discerned the face of the sky, and admir-

able strategist ! had secured her transports.

The Colonel dismissed his witnesses, and ap-

pealed helplessly to Durant ; indeed, the com-

prehension in the young man's face gave him an

appearance of guilty complicity.

"What does it mean, Durant? what does it

mean ?
"
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Durant smiled, not without compassion.
When a young woman arranges her accounts,

and makes off with three packing-cases, con-

taining her library and her mother's portrait,

the meaning obviously is that she is not coming
back again in a hurry. He suggested that per-

haps Miss Tancred proposed to make a lengthier

stay on the Continent than had been surmised.
" The whole thing," said the Colonel,

"
is in-

comprehensible to me."

For the rest of the evening he remained

visibly subdued by the presence of the incom-

prehensible ; after coffee he pulled himself

together and prepared to face it.

" There will be no whist this evening," he

announced. " You will excuse me, Durant ;
I

have an immensity of work on hand. Chaplin,

put some whiskey and water in the study, and

light the little lamp on my literary machine."

Tuesday morning's post brought explanation.
Two letters lay on the breakfast table, both

from a fresh hotel, the Hotel Metropole, both

addressed in Frida Tancred's handwriting, one
to the Colonel and the other to Durant. Du-
rant's ran thus :

" DEAR MB. DURANT,
" You will explain everything to my

father, won't you ? I have done my best, but
he will never see it ; it is the sort of thing he
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never could see my reasons for going away
and staying away. They are hard to under-

stand, but as far as I have made them out

myself, it seems that I went away for his sake ;

but I believe, in fact I know, that I shall stay

away for my own. You will understand it ; we
thrashed it all out that Saturday afternoon

you remember? and you understood then.

And so I trust you.
"
Always sincerely yours,

"FRIDA TANCBED.

"P.S. Write and tell me how he takes it. I

can see it so clearly ! from his point of view.

I hope he will not be unhappy.
" P.P.S. We sail to-morrow."

He was still knitting his brows over the open-

ing sentences, when the Colonel flicked his own
letter across the table.

"Read this, Durant, and tell me what you
think of it."

Durant read :

" MY DEAR FATHER,

"You will see from Georgie's telegram
that we shall be leaving England to-morrow. I

did not tell you this before because it would
have meant so much explanation, and if we once

began explaining things I don't think I should

ever have gone at all. And I had to go.
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Believe me, I was convinced that in going I was

doing the best thing for you. I thought you had
been making sacrifices for my sake, and that

you would be happier without me, though you
would not say so. Whether I could have brought

myself to leave you without the help of this

conviction, and whether I have the conviction

strongly still, I cannot say ; it is hard to be

perfectly honest, even with myself. But now
that I have gone I simply can't come back again.

Not yet. Perhaps never, till I have done the

things I want to do.
" Of course you will be angry it is so unex-

pected. But only think you would not be

angry, would you, if I married? You would
have considered that perfectly legitimate. Yet
it would have meant my leaving you for good.
And what marriage and settling down in it is to

other women, seeing the world and wandering
about in it is to me it's the thing I care for

most. We do not talk about these things, so

this is the first you have heard of it. Think

if I had been very much in love with any one I

would have said nothing about it till I was
all but engaged to him. It's the same thing.

And it will make less difference to you than my
marriage would have made."

Here Frida's pen had come to a stop ; with a

sudden flight from the abstract to the concrete,
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she had begun a fresh argument on a fresh

page.

" I only mean to use a third of my income.

The other two thousand will still go to keeping

up the property. I have left everything so that

my work could be taken up by anybody to-

morrow."

The Colonel's eyes had dogged Durant's down
to the bottom of the sheet, when he made a

nervous attempt to recapture the letter. It was
too late ; the swing of Frida's impassioned

pleading had carried Durant over the page, and

one terse sentence had printed itself instan-

taneously on his brain. He handed back the

letter without a word.

The Colonel drew Durant's arm in his and led

him out through the window on to the gravel
drive. Up and down, up and down, they
walked for the space of one hour, while the

Colonel poured out his soul. He went bare-

headed, he lifted up his face to the heavens,

touched to a deeper anguish by the beauty of

the young day.
"
Lord, what a perfect morning ! Look at

this place she's left ; look at it ! I've nursed the

little property for her
; it was as much hers as

if I was in my grave, Durant. She's lived in it

for nearly thirty years, ever since she was no
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higher than that flower-pot, and she thinks

nothing of leaving it. She thinks nothing of

leaving me. And I've got more work to do than

my brain's fit for ; why I was in the very thick

of my Primrose League correspondence, up to

the neck in all manner of accounts ;
and she

knew it, and chose this time. I've got to give
a lecture next week in Whithorn parish-room, a

lecture on *

Imperialism,' and I've my little

chronicle on hand, too
;
but it's nothing to her.

The whole thing's a mystery to me. I can't

think what can have made her do it. She never

was a girl that cared for gadding about, and for

society and that. As for trying to make me
believe that I should be no worse off if she

married, the question has never risen, Durant.

She hasn't married. She never even wanted to

be married. She never would have been mar-
ried."

"That makes it all the more natural that

she should want to see something of the world

instead."

"No, it's not natural. I could have under-

stood her wanting to get married, that's natural

enough ; but what's a woman got to do with see-

ing the world ? It's not as if she was my son,

Durant."

Durant listened and wondered. As far as he
could make out, the Colonel's attitude to his

daughter was twofold. On the one hand, he
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seemed to regard her as part of the little

property, and as existing for the sake of the

little property, from which point of view she

had acquired a certain value in his eyes. On
the other hand, he looked upon her as an

inferior part of Himself, and as existing for the

sake of Himself
; it was a view old as the hills

and the earth they were made of, being the

paternal side of the simple primeval attitude of

the man to the woman. And seeing that the

little property was a mere drop in the ocean of

the Colonel's egoism, this view might be said to

include the other as the greater includes the less.

On either theory Frida Tancred was not supposed
to have any rights, or, indeed, any substantial

existence of her own; she was an attribute, an

adjunct.
"
Seeing the world fiddlesticks ! Don't tell

me there isn't something else at the bottom of it

it's an insult to my intelligence."

As everything the Colonel did not understand

was an insult to his intelligence, his intelligence

must have had to put up with an extraordinary
number of affronts.

He leaned heavily on the young man's arm.
"
It's shaken me. I shall never be the fellow I

was. I can't understand it. Nobody could have

done more for any girl than I've done for Frida
;

and she deserts me, Durant, deserts me in my
old age with my strength failing."
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Durant vainly tried to make himself worthy
of Frida Tancred's trust, but he could add

nothing to her reasoning, and she had kept her

best argument to the last,
" It will make less

difference to you than my marriage would have

made."

"After all, sir, will it make so very much

difference if if your daughter does go away for

a year or two ?
"

"I can't say. I can't tell you that till I've

tried it, my boy. It's all too new to me, and I

tell you I can't understand it."

He trailed off with a slow and stricken move-

ment, like a lesser Lear, and re-entered the house

by the window of Frida's room. The sight of

the well-ordered writing-table subtilised for a

moment his sense of her desertion.

"Look at that. She was my right hand,

Maurice, and I can't realize that she's gone. It's

the queerest sensation ; I feel as if she was here

and yet wasn't here."

Durant said he had heard that people felt like

that after the amputation of their right hands.

As for the wound, he hoped that time would

heal it.

"Any soldier can tell you that old wounds
will still bleed, Durant. I think that was the

luncheon bell."

Lunch, over which the Colonel lingered lov-

ingly and long, somewhat obscured the freshness
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of the tragedy, and made it a thing of the re-

moter past. An hour later he was playing with
his little rain-gauge on the lawn. At afternoon

tea-time he appeared immaculately attired in the

height of the fashion
; brown boots, the palest of

pale grey summer suitings, a white pique waist-

coat, the least little luminous hint of green in his

silk necktie, and he seemed the spirit of youth
incarnate.

At this figure Durant smiled with a pity that

was only two-thirds contempt. He longed to

ask him whether the old wound was bleeding

badly. He was bound to believe that the Colonel

had a heart under his immaculate waistcoat, with

pulses and arteries the same as other people's,

his own unconquerable conviction being that if

you pricked the gentlemannikin he would bleed

sawdust.

The Colonel had scarcely swallowed his tea

when Durant saw him trotting off in the direc-

tion of the cottage ;
there was that about him

which, considering his recent bereavement, sug-

gested an almost indecent haste. He returned

and sat down to dinner, flushed but incommuni-

cable. He seemed aware that it was Durant's

last night, and it was after some weak attempts
to give the meal a commemorative and farewell

character, half-festal, half-funereal, that he sank

into silence, and remained brooding over the ice-

pudding in his attitude of owl-like inscrutability.
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But during the privacy of dessert his mystic
mood took flight ;

he hopped, as it were, on to a

higher perch ;
he stretched the wing of victory

and gazed at it admiringly ;
there was an effect

as of the preening of young plumage, the flut-

tering of innumerable feathers.

And with champagne running in his veins like

the sap of spring, he proclaimed his engagement
to that charming lady, Mrs. Fazakerly.
Durant had no sooner congratulated him on

the event than he remembered that he had left

the postscript of Miss Tancred's letter un-

answered. She had said, "Write and tell me
how he takes it

"
;
she had hoped that he would

not be unhappy. So he wrote :

" He took it

uncommonly well
"

(that was not strictly true,

but Durant was determined to set Frida Tan-

cred's conscience at rest, even if he had to

tamper a little with his own).
" I should not say

that he will be very unhappy. On the contrary,

he has just assured me that he is the happiest
man on earth. He is engaged to be married to

Mrs. Fazakerly."
It was a masterly stroke on Mrs. Fazakerly's

part, and it had followed so closely on the elope-

ment (as closely, indeed, as consequence on cause)
that Durant had to admit that he had grossly
underrated the powers of this remarkable woman.
He had been lost in admiration of Miss Chatter-

ton's elaborate intrigue and bold independent
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action ; but now he came to think of it, though
Miss Chatterton's style was more showy, Mrs.

Fazakerly had played by far the better game of

the two. Durant, who had regarded himself as

a trump card up Mrs. Fazakerly's sleeve, per-

ceived with a pang that he had counted for

nothing in the final move. Mrs. Fazakerly had

not, as he idiotically supposed, been greatly con-

cerned with Frida Tancred's attitude towards

him. She had divined nothing, imagined no-

thing, she had been both simpler and subtler

than he knew. She had desired the removal of

Frida Tancred from her path, and at the right
moment she had produced Georgie Chatterton.

She had played her deliberately, staking every-

thing on the move. Georgie's independence had

been purely illusory. She had appeared at Mrs.

Fazakerly's bidding, she had behaved as Mrs.

Fazakerly had foreseen, she had removed Frida

Tancred, and Durant had been nowhere. Mrs.

Fazakerly's little grey eyes could read the

characters of men and women at a glance, and

as instantly inferred their fitness or unfitness

for her purpose. She might be a poor hand at

the game of whist, but at the game of matri-

mony she was magnificent and supreme.
Frida had said,

" We sail to-morrow
"

; there-

fore, Durant walked all the way to Whithorn-in-

Arden to post his letter, so that it might reach

her before she left London. And as he came
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back across the dewy path in the dim light, and

Coton Manor raised its forehead from the em-

brace of the woods and opened the long line of

its dull windows, he realized all that it had done

for Frida. He understood the abnegation and

the tragedy of her life. She had been sacrificed,

not only to her father, but to her father's fetish,

the property ; Coton Manor had to be kept up
at all costs, and the cost had been Frida's, it had

been her mother's. The place had crushed and

consumed her spirit, as it swallowed up two-

thirds of her material inheritance ; it had made
the living woman as the dead. He remembered
how the house had been called her mother's

monument, and how it had become her own

grave. Her soul had never lived there. And
now that she was gone it was as empty as the

tomb from which the soul has lifted the body at

resurrection time.

And he, too, was set at liberty.

He left by the slow early train on Wednesday
without waiting for the afternoon express, his

object being not so much to reach town as to

get away from Coton Manor. The Colonel ac-

companied him to the station ; and, to his

infinite surprise and embarrassment, he found

Mrs. Fazakerly on the platform waiting to see

him off.

He could think of nothing nice to say to her

about her engagement, not even when she took
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possession of him with a hand on his arm, led

him away to the far end of the platform, and

gazed expectantly into his face.
" You don't congratulate me, Mr. Durant."
" On what ?

"
he asked moodily.

" On having done a good deed."
" A good deed ?

"

" Didn't I tell you there was nothing I

wouldn't do for Frida Tancred?"

Incomparable cunning ! To set herself right

in his eyes and her own, she was trying to

persuade him that she had accepted the Colonel

for his daughter's sake. A good deed ! Well,

whatever else she had done, and whatever her

motives may have been, the deed remained ;
she

had set Frida Tancred free. Nevertheless, he

could not be pleasant.
" Self-sacrifice, no doubt, is a virtue," said he ;

"
yet one draws the line

"

"Does one?"

He felt a delicate pressure on his arm, the

right touch, the light touch. " Mr. Durant, you
are dense, and you are ungrateful."

" I don't see it."

" Don't you see what I have done for you?
"

There was a strange light behind the pince-nez

as she smiled up into his face. " I have

cleared the way."
" For Miss Tancred, you mean," said Durant ;

thereby proving that in her calculations as to his
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mean density Mrs. Fazakerly was not altogether

wrong.
But Durant was always an imaginative man.

And as he sped on the same journey over the

same rails, his imagination followed Frida

Tancred in her flight towards freedom and
the unknown.
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CHAPTER XIV

AFTER
seven weeks in England, Maurice

Durant began to look back with longing

on the seven years he had spent away from it,

and so turned his back on Dover and his face to

the South of France. Those three weeks in

Coton Manor had disgusted him with the coun-

try, another three weeks in London had more
than satisfied his passion for town. It was
there that he realized more keenly than any-
where else that he was a foreigner in England,
and he went abroad in order to feel himself

an Englishman again.

Restless as ever, he spent two years wandering
the world, then shut himself up for three more
in a little villa in the Apennines, and worked as

he had never worked before, with the result

that at the end of the five years, he found

himself irresistibly drawn back to England
again. Gradually very gradually England
was waking to the fact that Maurice Durant
was a clever painter ; still more gradually it had
dawned on Maurice that he was becoming
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famous. His name had travelled to London, as

a name frequently does, vid Paris and New
York

; and Fame had lured him to London by
dint of taking it up and incessantly sounding it,

not with a coarse and startling blast from her

favourite instrument the trumpet, but with a

delicate crescendo, lyrically, subtly, insinuatingly,

like a young syren performing on a well-modu-

lated flute. The trumpet, no doubt, would have

deafened or irritated him
; but before he got

sick of it, the softer music was by no means

disagreeable to his ear.

It seemed that he had scored a double success,

being equally happy in his landscapes and his

portraits. The critics were divided. One even-

ing it would appear that within the limits of

his art, Maurice Durant was the subtlest, the

finest exponent of modern womanhood ; the

next morning he would be told that he had

rendered the beauty of the divine visible world

more imaginatively, more individually, than any

living artist, but that as a portrait painter he

had yet to find himself. These were the varia-

tions on the one familiar theme ; for as to his

modernity, which was obvious, they were all

agreed. But at last he came across an account

of himself which he acknowledged to be more

or less consistent and correct. It was the final

appreciation, the summing up of a judge who
was said to be the only man in England who
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had a right to his opinion. And this was his

opinion of Maurice Durant :

" He stands in a unique and interesting posi-

tion. On his right hand, the hand he paints

with, are the heights unattainable by any but

the great artists ; on his left, the dizzy verge of

popularity. As a matter of fact, he is neither

popular nor great. His just horror of vulgarity
will save him from the abyss ;

his equal fear of

committing himself, of letting himself go, the

fear, shall I say, of failure, of the fantastic or

ridiculous attitudes a man necessarily assumes

in falling from a height, will keep him for ever

from the loftier way. It is not that his tempera-
ment is naturally timorous and cold ;

if he is

afraid of anything, he is afraid of his own
rashness, his own heat. There are about him
delicacies and repugnances, a certain carefully

cultivated restraint, and a half-critical, half-

imaginative caution which, we submit, is incom-

patible with greatness in his art. But he has

imagination."
A little more praise or a little more blame,

and he would have suspected himself of genius ;

as it was, he was content to stand distinguished
from the ruck of the popular and the respectable

by virtue of that imagination which his critic

had allowed to him. He was not a great painter,

and he knew it ; but he was a brilliantly clever

one, and he knew that also, and in the fact and
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his intimate knowledge of it lay the secret of

his success. He kept a cool head on his shoulders,

and thus his position and the personal dignity

depending on it were secure. He would never

tumble from his height through the giddiness of

vanity ; and when the same high authority kept
on assuring the world, on the word of a critic,

that Maurice Durant was branded with the curse

of cleverness, that he was the victim of his own

versatility, and that he had just missed greatness,

Maurice merely remarked that he was glad to

hear it, for he was sure that greatness would
have bored him.

Whether it was the same ungovernable terror

that restrained him from marrying, or whether

he was the friend of too many women to be the

lover of one, or whether he really was self-

contained and self-sufficient, all this time he had

remained single. His singleness had many ad-

vantages ; it kept him free ; it made it easy for

him to get about from place to place and obtain

an uninterrupted view of the world ; it left an

open way for his abrupt incalculable movements,
his panic flights.

And as he had always fled from everything
that disturbed and irritated him, so now, in the

very middle of an English summer and a London

season, he was flying from the sound of his own
fame. Not far this time ; only from the centre

to the verge, from Piccadilly pavement to the
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south coast. He had hired a small cutter for

a month, and lived on board in much physical

discomfort and intellectual peace. He hardly
knew it by sight, that beautiful full face of his

own country ;
but he was learning to know it

as he sailed from the white cliffs to the red,

from the red to the grey and black, the iron

slopes and precipices of the Land's End.

He had just returned from a fortnight's cruise,

and was wondering what he would do with the

weeks that remained to him whether he would

explore the west coast of England, or set sail for

the Channel Islands when he found himself,

very lazy arid very happy, lying at anchor in

a certain white-walled harbour in the south of

Cornwall. A neighbouring regatta had carried

off the fleet of yachts that had their moorings
there, and the harbour was dotted with fishing-

boats, pilot-boats, ocean-steamers, steam-tugs,

wherries, and such craft. The little Torch, rock-

ing madly on miniature waves as she played
with her chain, was almost alone in her light-

ness and frivolity. About an hour before mid-

night Durant woke in his berth, and felt this

vivacity of hers increasing ; larger waves lapped
her and broke against her sides, but overhead,
on deck, there was no sign of a wind. He got

up, climbed the companion-ladder, and put his

head out over the hatch. A schooner yacht had
come in, and lay straining at her cable in the
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narrow channel between the Torch and a Ports-

mouth pilot. She had only just put into harbour,

for her crew were still busy taking down her

sails. As if it were her own movement alone that

made her visible, she swayed there, dimly dis-

cerned, while she slipped her white canvas like a

beauty disrobing in the dark, sail by sail, till she

stood naked under a veil of dusk, and the light

went up above her bows.

A restless thing that schooner yacht ;
her

canvas was hardly lowered before it was up

again. She had not long lain dreaming, passive

to the will of the tide. At sunrise she awoke,
and what with her own swinging and vibration,

and the voices and trampling of her joyous, red-

capped, blue-jerseyed crew, there was no sleep

for any one in her neighbourhood after three

o'clock. So Durant rolled out of his berth,

dressed hastily, and went on deck, eager to see

her in her beauty, robed for the morning and

the wind. There she was, so near now that he

could almost have tipped a rope-end down her

skylight from the skylight of the Torch, every
line of her exquisite body new-washed in gold
and shivering under the touches of the dawn.

She was awake, alive ; the life that had still

beaten through her dreams in the night, stirred

by the drowsy fingering of the harbour tide, was

throbbing and thrilling with many pulses as she

shook out her streamers to the wind. And now
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her main-sail went slowly up, and she leapt

and shuddered through all her being, passionate
as though the will of the wind was her will.

Durant stared at her with undisguised ad-

miration. She was a fair size for her kind,

and from the sounds that came up through her

cabin skylight he judged that she had a party
on board. Standing on the deck of the Torch

in his light flannels, Durant looked much too

long for his own ridiculously tiny cutter. He
was so deeply absorbed in spelling out the

letters on the yacht's life-belts Windivard

that he was quite unaware that he himself was
an object of considerable interest to a lady who
had just come on deck. Literally flying as he

was from the sound of his own name, he was

unprepared to hear it sung out in cheerful

greeting.
" Mr. Durant !

"

He started and blinked, unable to recognise
the lady of the voice. Assuming that he had
once known, and since forgotten her, he had
raised his cap on the chance.

She was trying to say something to him now,
but the noise of the struggling sail cut off

her words. She turned, and seemed to be

calling to somebody else. Another lady, whom
the sail had hidden from his sight till now,
came forward and leaned eagerly over the

rail, steadying herself by the shrouds. This
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lady did not shout his name ; but, as her eyes
met his across the narrow channel, she smiled

a smile he could not place or recognise or

understand ; he could only raise his cap to it

blindly as before.

She was smiling still, while the first lady

laughed, if possible in a more bewildering
manner than before. " Don't you know us ?

"

She seemed to be whispering across the gulf.

He shook his head in desperation, where-

upon the second lady gave orders to the men
to stop hoisting the main-sail.

" If you are Mr. Durant, come on board !

"

This time the voice was distinct in the silence

that followed the hoisting of the sail. He
knew that lady now.

And he knew the other also, though there

was nothing but the turn of her head and the

black accent over her eyes to remind him of

Frida Tancred.
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" T T 7ELL, is it all that you expected ? Does
VV the reality come up to the dream ?

"

" It does. I never knew a dream that tallied

so exactly with the reality."

Frida was leaning back in a deck-chair, look-

ing at Durant, who sat beside her on the

schooner's rail.

For three days the Windward had sailed up
and down the coast of Cornwall ; for three days
the little Torch, with all sails set, wheeled

round her moorings or followed her flight.

Durant had accepted Miss Tancred's invitation

to join them in a week's cruise in English
waters. He spent his mornings in his own
yacht, his afternoons and evenings on board the

schooner. The proposal had been a godsend
to him in his state of indecision. After his

aimless wanderings he was exhilarated by this

eager challenge and pursuit, absurdly pitting
the speed of his own small craft against the

swiftness and strength of the larger vessel. But
he enjoyed still more sitting on the rail of
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the Windward and talking to Frida. There

was something infinitely soothing in the society
of a woman who knew nothing and cared no-

thing about his fame. He was not the only

guest. Besides Miss Chatterton there was Mr.

Manby, a little middle-aged gentleman, who
called himself an artist ; Miss Manby, a little

middle-aged woman, who seemed to be his

sister; and two little girls with their hair

down their backs, his daughters, Eileen and

Ermyntrude Manby. Durant was a good deal

alone with Frida, for a stiff breeze had kept the

artist and his sister much below, and Georgie
and the little girls hardly counted.

They were alone now.

Frida had smiled as she spoke, a smile of in-

telligence and reminiscence ; and he was irresis-

tibly reminded of the first and last occasion

when he had discoursed to her about realities.
u And what are you going to do with it?" he

asked.

"With what? With the reality or the

dream ?
"

" With both, with life now you've got it ?"
" Why should I do anything with it ? Unless

you're talking of moral obligations, which would
be very tiresome of you."

" I'm not thinking of moral obligations."
" What were you thinking of, then ?

"

"
I was thinking of you."
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Frida lay back a little further on her cushion

as if she were withdrawing herself somewhat
from his scrutiny. She clasped her hands be-

hind her head ; her face was uptilted to the

sky.

His eyes followed her gaze. Over their heads

the wind had piled up a great palace of white

clouds ; under the rifted floors the blue sky ran

shallow in a faint milky turquoise, while above,

between, beyond those aerial roofs and pin-

nacles and domes it deepened to lapis lazuli,

luminous, transparent, light behind colour and
colour behind light. The green earth looked

greener under the low-lying shafts of blue and
silver

;
far off, on the sea, the shadows of the

clouds lay like the stain of spilt red wine.
" Who was the great man ?

"
she asked with

apparent irrelevance,
" who said that women

were incapable of a disinterested passion for

nature ?
"

He knitted his brows. Frida had proved a

little disconcerting at times. He had had to

begin all over again with her, aware that

though ostensibly renewing their old acquaint-

ance, he was actually making a new one, to

which faint recognitions and perishing remi-

niscences gave a bewildering, elusive charm.

But Frida remembered many things that he
had forgotten, and a certain directness and

familiarity born of this superior memory of hers
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puzzled him and put him out. This time, how-

ever, he had a dreamy recollection.
"
Fancy your remembering that !

"

" I remember everything. At any rate, I re-

member quite enough to see that you're just the

same
; you haven't changed a little bit. Except

that you don't look as you did the first night I

met you."
" And how did I look then ?

"

She paused, carefully selecting her phrase.
" You looked as if I'd given you a shock.

You had expected something different. That

dream did not tally with the reality."

"How on earth
"

" How on earth did I know ? You may not

be aware of it, but you have a very expressive

face."
" I was not aware of it."

Poor Durant. His face was expressive enough
now in all conscience. She held out her hand

and laid it on his sleeve, and he remembered

how she used to shrink from his touch.
" My dear Mr. Durant, don't look like that ;

it makes my heart bleed. Of course I saw it.

I saw everything. I saw your face looking over

the banisters as I was going downstairs, when
I've no doubt you thought you'd caught sight of

a very pretty woman ;
and I saw it with a very

different expression on it when you shook hands

and found that the woman wasn't a bit pretty
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after all. Of course it was a shock to you, and

of course I understood. I knew so exactly how

you felt, and I was so sincerely sorry for

you."
"
Sorry ! I have a distinct recollection of be-

ing abominably rude to you that night, and

unpleasant afterwards. Can you, will you for-

give me ?
"

" What ? Five years after the offence ? No.

I forgave you at the time ; I'm not going to do

it all over again. What does it matter? It's

all so long ago. The funny part of it was that

I wasn't a bit annoyed with you, but I was
furious with whom do you think ?

"

" I haven't a notion if it wasn't with me."
"
It was a she the other lady, the woman I

wasn't, the woman you thought I was, my ideal

self. Needless to say, my feminine jealousy was
such that I could have throttled her. I suppose
I did pretty well do for her as it happened.
There can be nothing deader than a dead idea."

" Don't be too sure. I have known them
come to life again."

His gaze, that had fallen, and was resting on
the hem of her blue serge gown, now travelled

up the long, slender line of her limbs, past the

dim curves of her body to the wonder of her

face. How marvellously changed she was ! She
was not only both younger and older than when
he had left her five years ago, she was another
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woman. The heaviness had gone from her eyes
and forehead, the bitter, determined, self-re-

straint from her mouth and chin
; instead of

self-restraint she had acquired that rarer virtue,

self-possession. Her lips had softened, had
blossomed into the sweet red flower that was

part of Nature's original design. Her face had

grown plastic to her feeling and her thought.
She was ripened and freshened by sun and wind,

by salt water and salt air
; a certain nameless,

intangible grace that he had caught once, twice,

long ago, and seen no more, was now her abid-

ing charm. The haggard, sallow-faced provin-

cial, with her inscrutable manners and tumul-

tuous heart, had developed into the finished

cosmopolitan ; she had about her the glory and
bloom of the world. For once his artist's in-

stinct had failed him ; he had not discovered the

promise of her physical beauty but that he

should have ignored the finer possibilities of her

soul ! If she had really known all that he had

thought and felt about her then, had understood

and had yet forgiven him, Frida was unlike

any other woman in the world. He was not

sure that this was not the secret of her charm
the marvellous dexterity of her sympathy, the

swiftness with which she precipitated herself

into his point of view. It had its drawbacks ;

it meant that she could see another man's and

her own with equal clearness.
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The sound of voices from a neighbouring

cabin, followed by the noise of unskilful foot-

steps stumbling up a companion-ladder, warned

them that they were not alone. Mr. Manby
appeared on deck with great noise and circum-

stance, skating, struggling, clutching at impos-
sible supports, being much hampered by a camp
stool and a sketching block which he carried,

and his own legs, which seemed hardly equal
to carrying him. Durant had recognised in the

little artist a familiar type. A small, nervous

man, attired in the usual threadbare grey trou-

sers, the usual seedy velveteen coat and slouch

hat, with a great deal of grizzled hair tumbling
in the usual disorder about his peaked and

peevish face. Durant sprang forward and

helped this pitiful figure to find its legs ;
not

with purely benevolent intentions, he settled it

and its belongings in a secure (and remote)

position amidships.
" Glad to see you back again !

"
Frida sang

out.

Mr. Manby screwed up his eyes, put his head

very much on one side, and peered into the wild

face of Nature with a pale propitiatory smile.
"
Yes, yes ; I mustn't neglect my opportuni-

ties. Every minute of this weather is invalu-

able."
"
It strikes me," said Frida, as Durant estab-

lished himself beside her again,
" that it's you
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artists whose devotion to Nature is well not

altogether disinterested."

"Manby's affection seems to be pretty sin-

cere ; it stands the test of sea-sickness."
"
Oh, Mr. Manby doesn't really care very

much for nature or for art either."

"What does he try to paint pictures for,

then?"
" He tries to paint them for a living, for him-

self and the little girls." And Frida looked

tenderly at Mr. Manby as she spoke.

At that moment Durant hated Mr. Manby
with a deadly hatred. He had gone so far as

to find a malignant satisfaction in the thought
that Mr. Manby's pictures were bad, when he

remembered that Frida had a weakness for bad

pictures. Art did not appeal to Frida. She

talked about Paris and Florence and Rome
without a word of the Louvre or the Uffizi

Gallery or the Vatican. She didn't care a rap
about Raphael or Rubens, but she hampered
herself with Manbys.

" Is there a Mrs. Manby ?
"
he asked gloomily.

" No. Mrs. Manby died last year."
" H'mph ! Poor devil ! Lucky for her

though."
Frida ignored the implication.

" To go back

to the point we were discussing. If you were

honest you'd own that you only care for nature

because you can make pictures out of it. Now
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I, on the contrary, have no ulterior motives ; I

don't want to make anything out of it."

" I wasn't talking about nature. I want to

know what you are going to make of your
life."

" There you are again. Why should I make

anything of it? You talk as if life were so

much raw material to be worked into some-

thing that it isn't. To my mind it's beautiful

enough as it is. I should spoil it if I tried to

make anything of it."

He looked at her and he understood. He was
a man of talent, some said of genius, but in

her there was something greater than that ; it

was the genius of temperament, an infinite

capacity for taking pleasures. To her, life was
more than mere raw material, it came finished

to her hands, because it had lived a long life

in her soul. Her dream had tallied.

Beside that rich creative impulse, that divine

imagination of hers, his own appeared as some-

thing imitative and secondhand, and his art

essentially degraded. He was nothing better

than a copyist, the plagiarist of nature.

He looked up to where Mr. Manby sat smiling
over his sketching block, Mr. Manby, surrounded

by his admiring family. Mr. Manby did not see

them ; he was wrapped in his dream, absorbed in

his talent with all its innocent enormities. He
at any rate had no misgivings. The little girls,
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Eileen and Ermyntrude, played about him ; they

played with blocks and lifebuoys and cables,

they jumped over coils of rope, they spun round

to leeward till the wind wound their faces in

their long hair, they ran for'ard, shrieking with

happy laughter as they were caught by the

showers of spray flung from the yacht's bows.

Frida's eyes followed them, and Durant's eyes
followed Frida's.

"
They are seeing the world too, it seems."

" Yes ; they have caught the fever. But they
are young, as you see ; they have taken it in

time. Some day they'll be tired of wandering,
and they'll settle down in a house of their own,
over here in England, and be dear little wives

and mothers."
" Eileen and Ermyntrude by the way, I

never know which is Eileen and which is Er-

myntrude. And you, will you never be tired of

wandering ?
"

She looked at him with the lucid, penetrating

gaze he knew so well. " Never. I took the

fever when I was not young, and it goes
harder with you then. There's no hope for

me ; I shall never be cured."

She rose and joined the Manbys. The little

girls ran to meet her, they clung to her skirts

and danced round her ; she put her arm round

Ermyntrude, the younger, and Durant saw her

winding her long fingers in and out of the
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golden hair, and looking down into the child's

face, Madonna-like, with humid, tender, maternal

eyes.

He thought of her as the mother of Manby's

children, and he hated the little girls.

There was a voice at his elbow. " Isn't she

splendid ?
"

Miss Chatterton had seated herself

in Frida's chair.

Her presence brought him instantaneous re-

lief. He had been glad to meet Miss Chatterton

again. Not that he would have known her, for

time had not dealt very kindly with the young
girl. Her face, from over-much play of expres-

sion, showed a few little wrinkles already, her

complexion had suffered the fate of sanguine

complexions, it had not gone altogether, but it

was going fast, the colour was beginning to

run. But time had not subdued her extravagant
spirits or touched her imperishable mirth. In

spite of a lapse of five years she gave him a

pleasant sense of continuity; she took him up
exactly where she had put him down, on the

platform of the little wayside station of Whit-
horn-in-Arden. Unlike Frida, Miss Chatterton
had not developed. When she began to talk

she had the air of merely continuing their last

important conversation.
" Didn't I tell you how she'd come out if she

got her chance ?
"

" You did."
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"And wasn't I right?"
" You were."
" But you oughtn't to have needed telling, you

ought to have seen it for yourself."

"Right again. I ought to have seen it for

myself."
" He who will not when he may, will live to

fight another day ; isn't that how it goes on ?
"

" Yes ; I congratulate you on your work."
"
It isn't my work, lord bless you ! nor yours

either there I was wrong."
"What is it then?"

Miss Chatterton stared out over the sea and

into the universal air.
" Why, it's it's every-

thing I Of course you did something, so did I.

But if it comes to that, the present Mrs. Tancred

did more than either of us. We couldn't have

married the Colonel."

"Then you think that was the reason why
she

"

" I do, indeed. She could have had no other.

You see she was awfully fond of Frida. And,
what's more, she was fond of you."

It was his turn to look out over the sea.

" What do you think ? He has never forgiven

her for going away, though it happened to be

the very thing he wanted. How's that for in-

consistency ?
"

" Has she seen the the Colonel since ?
"

" She has. A strange, unaccountable longing
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to see the Colonel comes over her periodically,

like a madness, and she rushes home from the

ends of the earth. That's happened three times.

It's the most erratic and incalculable thing about

her. But going home doesn't answer."
" I should hardly have thought it would."
"
Except that she's got the control of more

money now. Tell you how it happened. The

last time she went home she found the poor
little Colonel making his little will. He asked

her point-blank what she meant to do with the

property when he was in his little grave. He
must have had an inkling. And Frida, who is

honesty itself, said she didn't know, but she

rather thought she would sell it and make for

the unexplored. Then he was frightened, and
made her make a solemn vow never to do any-

thing of the kind. Somehow the property
seems to have recovered itself, with all she put
into it ; anyhow, after that, it managed to dis-

gorge another thousand a year. So Frida's

more independent than ever."

Durant made an impatient movement that

nearly sent him overboard to the bottom of the

sea, where, indeed, he wished that Frida Tan-

cred's thousands were lying. Georgie noticed

the movement, and blushed for the first time
in their acquaintance.

" Just look at those children," said she,
"
they

simply adore Frida. It's odd, but she's got the
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most curious power of making people adore

her. I don't know what she does to them, but

waiters, policemen, porters, custom-house officers,

they're all the same. The people in the hotels

we stayed in adored her. So did the Arabs up
the Nile and the Soudanese in the desert, so did

the Kaffirs on the veldt and the coolies that

carried her up the Himalayas and she's no

light weight, is Frida."

Georgie paused while her fancy followed

Frida in delightful retrospect. Durant said

nothing, he sat waiting for her to go on. She

went on.
" Women, too I've seen them hanging about

draughty corridors for hours on the off chance

of seeing her. There was a dreadful girl we
knew in Paris, who used to grovel on her door-

mat and weep because she said Frida wouldn't

speak to her. Frida loathed her, but she was

awfully nice to her till one day when she

tripped over her on the mat. Then she wasn't

nice to her at all ; she hauled her up by the belt,

and told her to get up and go away and never

make such a fool of herself again."

Georgie cast at Durant a look that said,
" That's how our Frida deals with obstructives!"

" And where was all this remarkable fascina-

tion five years ago ?
"

"It was there all right enough, lying dormant,

you know. I felt it. Mrs. Fazakerly felt it
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that's why she married the Colonel. You felt

it."

" I didn't."
" Excuse me, you did. That's why you stayed

three weeks at Coton Manor when you needn't

have stopped three days. As for Mr. Manby
there, he simply worships the ground she treads

on, as they say."
" The devil he does ! What's he doing here ?

"

" As you see, he's painting pictures as hard as

ever he can go. He paints them in order to

live ; but as he has to live in order to paint,

Frida well, between you and me, Frida keeps
him and Eileen and Ermyntrude, the whole

family, in short. But that's a detail. It isn't

offered as any explanation of the charm. I

don't believe that anybody ever realizes that

Frida has money."
He could believe that. He had never realized

it himself. Her enjoyment of life was so

finished an art that it kept its machinery well

out of sight.
"
Frida," Georgie serenely continued,

" has a
weakness for landscape painters. The memory
of her mother no doubt."

" Don't they don't they bore her ?"

"No. It takes a great deal to bore Frida

naturally, after the Colonel. Besides she doesn't

give them the chance. Nobody ever gets what

you may call a hold on Frida. There's so much
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more of her than they can grasp. And there

are, at least, three sides of her by which she's

unapproachable. One of them's her liberty.

If you or I or the little Manby man were to

take liberties with her liberty, Frida would
"

" What would Frida do ?
"

"She would drop us down, very gently, at

the nearest port, and make for the Unexplored I

And yet, I don't know. That's the lovely and

fascinating thing about Frida that you never

do know."
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CHAPTER XVI

r I ^HE fortnight's cruise was at an end, the

JL Torch had gone back to her owners, with-

out Durant, who had contrived to stay on board

the Windivard till the latest possible moment.
The yacht was lying-to, outside the same white-

walled harbour where she had first found

Durant. She wheeled aimlessly about with

slackened sails, swaying, balancing, hovering
like a bird on the wing, imperious and restless,

waiting for the return of the boat that was to

take Durant on shore. It had only just put off

with the first load of guests the Manbys under

Georgie Chatterton's escort. As Durant watched
it diminishing and vanishing, he thought of how
Georgie had described their hostess's method of

dealing with exacting friends. She was dropping
them, very gently, at the nearest port. Poor

Manby ! And it would be his own turn next.

And yet Georgie had said, "You never know.''

He must and would know ; at any rate, he would
take his chance. Meanwhile, he had a whole
hour before him to find out in, for the crew had
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commissions in the town. That hour was Frida's

and his own.

The two weeks had gone he knew not how ;

and yet he had taken count of the procession of

the days. Days of cloud, when under a drench-

ing mist the land was sodden into the likeness

of the sea, the sea stilled into a leaden image of

the land ; days of rain, when the wet decks

shone like amber, and the sea's face was
smoothed out and pitted by the showers ; days
of sun, when they went with every sail spread,

over a warm, quivering sea, whose ripples bore

the shivered reflections of the sky in so many
blue flames that leapt and danced with the

Windward in her course ; days of wind, when
the Channel was a race of tumultuous waves,

green-hearted, silver-lipped, swelling and break-

ing and swelling, and flowering into foam, days
when the yacht careened over with steep

decks, laid between wind and water, flush with

the foam, driven by the wind as by her soul ;

days when Durant and Frida, who delighted in

rough weather, sat out together on deck alone.

They knew every sound of that marvellous

world, sounds of the calm, of water lapping

against the yacht's side, the tender, half-audible

caress of the sea ; sounds of the coming gale,

more seen than heard, more felt than seen, the

deep, long-drawn shudder of the sea when the

wind's path is as the rain's path ; and that sound,
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the song of her soul, the keen, high, exultant

song that the wind sings, playing on her shrouds

as on a many-stringed instrument. The boat, in

her unrest, rolling, tossing, wheeling and flying,

was herself so alive, so one with the moving
wind and water, and withal so slight a shell for

the humanity within her, that she had brought

them, the man and the woman, nearer and

nearer to the heart of being ; they touched

through her the deep elemental forces of the

world. The sea had joined what the land had

kept asunder. At this last hour of Durant's last

day they were drifting rather than sailing past a

sunken shore, a fringe of grey slate, battered by
the tide and broken into thin layers, with edges
keen as knives ; above it, low woods of dwarf

oaks stretched northwards, grey and phantasmal
as the shore, stunted and tortured into writhing,

unearthly shapes by the violence of storms. For

here and now the sea had its way ; it had taken

on reality ; and earth was the phantom, the

vanishing, the vague.

They had been pacing the deck together for

some minutes, but at last they stood still, look-

ing landwards.

Durant sighed heavily and then he spoke.
"
Frida, you know what I am going to say

"

They turned and faced each other. In the

man's eyes there was a cloud, in the woman's a

light, a light of wonder and of terror.
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She smiled bravely through her fear. "
Yes, I

know what you are going to say. But I don't

know "

" What don't you know ?
"

"I don't know what you mean."
" You dorit know what I mean ?

"

" I know you are going to say you love me,
and you had better not. For I don't know what
that means. The thing you call love was left

out of my composition. Some women are born

like that."
" I don't believe it. It's only your way of say-

ing that you don't care for me."
" I like you. I always have liked you. Ill go

farther if I ever loved any man it would be

you."
" The fact remains that it isn't ?

"

"
It isn't, and it never will be. But you may

be very certain that it will never be any one

else."

" Tell me one thing was there ever a time

when it might have been?"
"That isn't fair. I can't answer that ques-

tion."
" You can. Think was there ever a time, no

matter how short, the fraction of a minute,
when if I'd only had the sense, if I had only
known "

" Are you sure you didn't know ? I was afraid

you did."
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" Then you really mean it that if I'd only

asked you then
"

" Thank Heaven, you did not !

"

" Why are you thanking Heaven ?
"

" Because because I can't be sure, but I

might I might have taken you at your word."

"And why not?"

"I would have made a great mistake. The

same mistake that you are making now."

"Mistake?"
" You mistook the idea for the reality once, if

you remember, and now aren't you mistaking
the reality for the idea ?

"

"
Frida, you are too subtle ; you are the most

exasperating woman in the world"
"
There, you see. That's the sort of thing we

should always be saying to each other if I let

you have your way. But supposing you did have

it ; if we were married we could not understand

each other better than we do ; so we should

not be one bit better off. By this time we
should have got beyond the phase we started

with
"

" But we should have had it
"

" Yes ; and found ourselves precisely where
we are now."

" Where we were yesterday, you mean."
" Yes. We were good enough friends yester-

day."
" And what are we to-day ? Enemies ?

"
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She smiled sadly.
"
It looks like it. At any

rate, we seem to have some difficulty in under-

standing each other."
" Good God ! how coolly you talk about it !

Understanding 1 Do you never feel ? Has it

never even occurred to you that I can feel?

Have you any notion what it is to be made of

flesh and blood and nerves, and to have to stay

here, squeezed up in this confounded boat, where
I can't get away from you ?

"

" You can get away in three-quarters of an

hour, and meanwhile, if you like, you can go
below."

" If I did go below I should still feel you walk-

ing over my head. I should hear you breathe.

And now to look at you and touch you, and
know all the time that something sticks between

9)

He stopped and looked before him. It was
true that the sea had brought them together.
Amid the daemonic triumph and jubilation of

the power that claimed them for its own, they,

the man and the woman, had been thrown on

each other, they had looked into each other's

eyes, spirit to spirit, the divine thing struggling
blind and uncertain in nature's tangled mesh.

But now, so near, on the verge of the intangible,
the divine, it came over Durant that after all it

was this their common nature, their flesh and

blood, that was the barrier ; it merged them
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with the world on every side, but it hedged them
in and hid them from each other.

" As you know, we're the best friends in the

world ; there's only one thing that sticks be-

tween us the eternal difference in our points of

view."
44 1 was perfectly right. Why couldn't I trust

my first impressions ? I thought you frigid and

lucid and inhuman "

" Inhuman ?
"

"
Well, not a bit like a woman."

" My dear Maurice, you are very like a

man."
" There's something about you

"

"
Really ? What is it, do you think ?

"

"
Oh, nothing ; a slight defect, that's all. It

must be as you say, and as I always thought,
that you are incapable of feeling or understand-

ing feeling. I repeat, there's something about

you
"

"
Ah, Maurice, if you want the truth, there's

something about you. I always knew, I felt

that it was in you, though I wouldn't own that

it was there. Now I am sure. You've been

doing your best to make me sure."
" What have I made you sure of ?

"

"Sure that you are incapable, not of loving

perhaps, but of loving a certain kind of woman
the way she wants to be loved. You can't help
it. As I said before, it is the difference in the
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point of view. We should get no nearer if we
talked till doomsday."

" My point of view, as you call it, has entirely

changed."
" No. It is I who have changed. Your point

of view is, and always will be the same."

He tried hard to understand.
" Does it come to this that if I had loved

you then you would have loved me now?"
" You couldn't have loved me then. You were

not that sort."

He understood her meaning and it maddened
him. " It wasn't my fault. How the devil was
I to see ?

"

"
Exactly, how were you ? There are some

things which you can't see. You can see every-

thing you can paint, and as you are a very
clever artist, I daresay you can paint most things

you can see."

" What has that got to do with it ?
"

"
Everything. It's your way all through. You

love me because what you see of me is changed.
And yet all that time I was the same woman I

am now. I am the same woman I was then."
" But I am not the same man !

"

"The very same. You have not changed at

all."

She meant that he was deficient in that

spiritual imagination which was her special

power ;
she meant that she had perceived the
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implicit baseness of his earlier attitude as a man
to her as a woman, a woman who had had no

power to touch his senses. It was, as she had

said, the difference in their points of view ; hers

had condemned him for ever to the sensual and

the seen.

He stood ashamed before her.

Yet, as if she had divined his shame and
measured the anguish of it and repented her,

she laid her hand on his arm.
"
Maurice, it isn't entirely so. I have been

horribly unjust."
" Not you ! You are justice incarnate. If I

had loved you then
"

" You couldn't have loved me then."
" So you have just told me."
" You had good cause. I was not and could

not be then whatever it is that you love now."
" But I might have seen

"

" Seen? Seen ? That's it. There was nothing
to see."

Her eyes, in her pity for him, filled with tears,

tears that in his anger he could not understand.
" Why are you always reminding me of what

I was five years ago ? I have changed. Can't a

man change if you give him five years to do it

in?"
"
Perhaps. It's a long time."

" Time ? It's an eternity. If I was a brute to

you, do you suppose the consciousness of my
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brutality isn't a far worse punishment than any-

thing I could have made you feel ?
"

She raised her eyebrows. "What? Have

you been suffering all this time this eternity ?
"

" Yes. That is, I'm suffering enough now."
" Then perhaps you have some idea of what

you made me feel."

"Again?"
"

It's the first time I've reproached you with

it, even in my thoughts."
He looked at her with unbelieving eyes. And

yet he knew that it was true. Her sweetness,

her lucidity, had been proof against the supreme

provocation. She had forgiven, if she had not

forgotten, the insult that no woman remembers
and forgives.

As his eyes wandered, the hand that had lain

so lightly on his arm, gripped it to command
his attention, and he trembled through all his

being. But she no longer shrank from him ; she

kept her hold, she tightened it, insisting.

"Oh, Maurice! haven't I told you that I under-

stood?"

He smiled. " Yes. Thank God I can always

appeal to your understanding, if I can't get at

your heart. Supposing I didn't care for you
then ? Supposing I was too stupid to see what

you were? Is five years, though it may be

eternity, so long a time to learn to know you
in ? You take a great deal of learning, Frida ;
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you are very difficult. There's so much more of

you than any man can grasp. But you are the

only woman I ever cared to know. I believe

you have a thousand sides to you, and every one

every one I can see appeals to me. There's

no end to the interest. Whatever I see or don't

see, I always find something more, and I never

could be tired of looking."
She sighed and was silent.

" And you blame me because I couldn't see all

this at once ? Because it took me five years to

love you ? Remember, you were very cautious ;

you wouldn't let me see more than a bit at a

time. But I love every bit of you heart and

soul, and body and brain ; I love you as I never

could love any other woman in the world the

world, Frida," he added, pointing the hackneyed

phrase.
" You are the world."

They had never stopped pacing the deck to-

gether, as they talked, turn after turn, alike and

yet unlike in their eagerness and unrest. Now
they stood still. Far off they could see the

returning boat, a speck at the mouth of the

harbour, and they knew that their time was
short.

"
Maurice," she said,

" before you go I have a

confession to make. I wasn't quite honest with

you just now when I said I only liked you five

years ago. I know very well that I loved you.
The world has taught me so much."
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The world ! He frowned angrily as she said

it. But through all his anger he admired the

reckless nobility of soul that had urged her to

that last admission, by way of softening the

pangs and penalties she dealt to him. Would

any other woman have confessed as much to the

man who had once despised her, and now found

himself in her power ?

She went on. " I thought you might like to

know it. I've gone far enough, perhaps ; but

I'll go farther still. I believe I would give the

world to be able to love you now."
"
Frida, if you can go as far as that

"

" I can go no farther. No, Maurice, not one

step."
" You can. I believe, even now, I could make

you love me."

"No. You see, women in my position, my
unfortunate position, want to be loved for them-

selves."
" I do love you for yourself. Do you doubt

that too ?
"

" I do not doubt it. I am quite sure of it.

That's where it is. I know you love me for my-
self, and so many men have loved me not for

myself. Do you suppose that doesn't touch

me ? If anything could make me love you, that

would. And since it doesn't
"

The inference was obvious.
" Is it because you can't give up your life ?

"
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"
It is partly. And yet I might do that. I

did it once."
" You did indeed. I can't conceive how you,

being you, lived the life you did
"

" I owed it. It was the price of my freedom."

Her freedom ! No wonder that she valued it,

if she had paid that price !

She went on dreamily, as if speaking more to

herself than him. " To have power over your
life to do what you like with it take it up or

throw it down, to fling it away if that seems the

best thing to do. You're not fit to take up your
life if you haven't the strength to put it down
too."

"
Frida, if you were my wife you wouldn't

have to put it down. I'm not asking you to

give up the world for me ; I'm not even asking

you to give up one day of your life. Your life

would be exactly what it is now plus one thing.
You'll say, 'What can I give you that you
haven't got?' I can give you what you've
never had. You don't know what a man's love

is and can be ; and you must own that without

that knowledge your experience, even as experi-

ence, is not quite as complete as it might be."

The boat the boat that was to take him to

the shore was getting nearer. It was his last

chance. And while he staked everything on
that chance, he thought of Frida as he had first

seen her, as she sat tragically at the whist-table
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at Coton Manor, dealing out the cards with deft

and supple fingers.

Now she was dealing out his fate.

He remembered how she had said,
" Mr. Du-

rant wins because he doesn't care about the

game." Because he cared cared so supremely
was he going to lose ?

There were so many things in Frida that he

had not reckoned with. She was an extraordin-

ary mixture of impulse and reserve, and she had

astonished him more than once by her readiness

to give herself away ; but beyond a certain

point the point of view in fact her self-posses-

sion was complete. Still, he left 110 argument
untried, for there was no knowing no knowing
what undiscovered spring he might chance to

touch in that rich and subtle nature.

Her self-possession was absolute. She parried

his probe with a thrust.
"
It is your own fault if my experience isn't

complete. You should have told me these things

five years ago. As you say, nobody else has

instructed me since."

"I daresay they've done their best. Of course,

other men have loved you
"

"
They haven't

"

" But I believe my love would be worth more
to you than theirs, for the simple reason that I

understand you too well to insist on it. I should

always know how much and how little you
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wanted. For we are rather alike in some ways.
I would leave you free."

"I know you would. I am sure. And I

would I would so gladly but I can't ! You see,

Maurice, I have loved you."
" All the more reason

"

" All the less. I knew what you thought and

felt about me, and it made no difference ; I loved

you just the same, because I understood. Then
I had to fight it. It was hard work, but I did it

very thoroughly. It will never have to be done

again. Do you see ?
"

Yes ; he saw very plainly. If Frida could not

love him, there was nobody but himself to blame.

He also saw the advantage she had given him.

She had owned that she had loved him, and he

had hardly realized the full force of the pluper-
fect. What had been might be again. She was
a woman in whom the primordial passion, once

awakened, is eternal.

He pressed his advantage home.
" And why had you to fight so hard ?

"

" Because the thing was stronger than myself,
and I wouldn't be beaten. Because I hated my-
self for caring for you, as I hate myself now for

not caring."

In her blind pity she laid her fingers on his

trembling hand. She who used to drop his hand
as if it had been flame, she should have known
better than to touch him now.
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He looked at her with hot hungry eyes. His

brain in its feverish intensity took note of trifles

the tortuous pattern of the braid on her gown,
the gold sleeve-links at her wrists, the specks of

brine that glistened on her temples under the

wind-woven strands of her black hair ; it re-

corded these things and remembered them
afterwards. And all the time the boat came

nearer, and the slow, steady stroke of the oars

measured his hour by minutes, till the sweat,

sprung from the labour and passion of his nerves,

stood out in beads on his forehead.

He looked at her
; and her beauty, the beauty

born of her freedom and abounding life, the

beauty he worshipped, was implacable ; the

divinity in it remained untouched by his desire.

"You needn't care," he said desperately. "I'm

not asking you to care ; I'm not asking you to

give me your love, but only to take mine."

She smiled. " I'm not so dishonest as to bor-

row what I can't repay."

His voice was monotonous in its iteration.

" I'm not talking about repayment ; I'll risk that.

I don't want you to borrow it. I want you to

take it, keep it, spend it any way you like, and

throw it away when you can't do anything
more with it."

" And never return it ? Ah, my friend ! we
can't do these things."

She dropped into the deck-chair, exhausted
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with the discussion. Her brow was heavy with

thought ; she was still racking her brains to find

some argument that would appease him.
" I loved you yes. And in my own way I

love you now, if you could only be content with

my way."
" Haven't you told me that your way is not

my way ?
"

" Yes ; and I've done worse than that. I've

been talking to you as if you had made me
suffer tortures, as if you had brought me all the

pain of existence instead of all the pleasure.

If you only knew ! There's nothing I've been

enjoying all these five years that I don't owe to

you to you and nobody else. You were very

good to me even at the first ; and afterwards

well, I believe I love life as few women can love

it, and it came to me through you. Do you
think I can ever forget that? Forget what I

owe you? You stood by me and showed me
the way out ; you stood by and opened the door

of the world."

To stand by and open the door for her it

was all he was good for. In other words, she

had made use of him. Well, had he not pro-

posed to make use of her? After all, in what
did his view of her differ from the Colonel's,

which he abominated? All along, from the

very first, it had been the old theory of the

woman for the man. Frida for the Colonel's
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use ; for his (Durant's) amusement, and now for

his possession. Under all its disguises it was

only an exalted form of the tyranny of sex.

And Frida was making him see that there was
another way of looking at it that a woman,
like nature, like life, may be an end in herself,

to be loved for herself, not for what he could

make out of her.

"I am a woman of the world, a worldly

woman, if you like. I love the world better

than any one in it. And I'm a sort of pan-

theist, I suppose ;
I worship the world. But

you will always be a part of the world I love

and worship ; I could not keep you out of it if

I would."

The exultation in her tone provoked his

laughter. "Heaven bless you that's only a

nice way of saying that I'm done for.

'He is made one with Nature; there is heard

His voice in all her music, from the moan
Of thunder to the song of night's sweet hird.'

You have made a clean sweep of me and my
personal immortality."
The splash of the oars sounded nearer. They

could hear the voices of the crew ; the boat,

lightened of her first load, was returning with

horrible rapidity, it came dancing towards them
in its malignant glee ;

and they sat facing each

other for the last time, tongue-tied.
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They had paced the deck together again ; one

more turn for the last time.

Durant was silent. Her confession was still

ringing in his ears ; but it rang confusedly, it

left his reason as unconvinced as his heart was

unsatisfied.

She had loved him, and not in her way as she

called it, but in his. And that was a mystery.

He felt that if he could account for it he would

have grasped the clue, the key of the position.

Whatever she might say, these things were more

than subtleties of the pure reason, they were

matters of the heart. He was still building a

hope beyond the ruins of hope.
"
Frida," he said at last,

"
you are a wonderful

woman, so I can believe that you loved me. But

seeing what I was and what you knew about me,

I wonder why ?
"

Louder and nearer they heard the stroke of

the oars measuring the minutes. Frida's eyes

were fixed on the boat as she answered.

"Why? Ah, Maurice, how many times have

I asked myself that question? Why does any
woman love any man ? As far as I can see, in

nine hundred cases out of a thousand a woman
is unhappy because she loves. In the thousandth
case she loves because she is unhappy."
The boat had arrived. The oars knocked

against the yacht's side with a light shock.

Durant's hour was at an end.
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Frida held out her hand. He hardly touched

it, hardly raised his eyes to her as she said,
"
Good-bye." But on the last step of the gangway

he turned and looked at her the woman in a

thousand.

She was not unhappy.
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FRIDA
had played high and yet she had won

the game of life
; that dangerous game

which most women playing single-handed are

bound to lose. She had won, but whether by

apathy or care, by skill or divine chance he

could not tell. As to himself he was very
certain

; when he might have won her he did

not care to win, now that he had lost her he

would always care. That was just his way.
Alone in the little hotel that looked over the

harbour, left to the tyrannous company of his

own thoughts, he made a desperate effort to

understand her, to accept her point of view, to

be, as she was, comprehensive and generous and

just.

He believed every word she had ever said to

him, for she was truth itself; he believed her

when she said that she had loved him, that she

loved him still. Of course she loved him; but
how?

They say that passion in a pure woman is first

lit at the light of the ideal, and burns downwards
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from spirit to earth. But Frida's had shot up
full-flamed from the dark, kindled at the hot

heart of nature, thence it had taken to itself

wings and flown to the ideal ;
and for its insati-

able longing there was no ideal but the whole.

Other women before Frida had loved the world

too well ; but for them the world meant nothing
but their own part and place in it. For Frida it

meant nothing short of the divine cosmos. Im-

possible to fix her part and place in it ; the

woman was so merged with the object of her

desire. He, Maurice Durant, was as she had said

a part of that world, but he was not the whole ;

he was not even the half, that half which for

most women is more than the whole. From the

first he had been to her the symbol of a reality

greater than himself; she loved not him, but

the world in him. And thus her love like his

own art had missed the touch of greatness.

It was neither the joy nor the tragedy of her

life, but its one illuminating episode ; or rather,

it was the lyrical prologue to the grand drama
of existence.

He did her justice. It was not that she was

changeable or capricious, or that her love was

weak ;
on the contrary, its very nature was to

grow out of all bounds of sex and mood and

circumstance. Its progress had been from

Maurice Durant outward ; from Maurice, as the

innermost kernel and heart of the world, to the
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dim verge, the uttermost margin of the world ;

and that by a million radiating paths. It was
not that she left Maurice behind her, for all

those million paths led back to him, the man
was the centre of her universe ; but then the

centre is infinitely small compared with the cir-

cumference. He saw himself diminished to a

mathematical point in this cosmopolitan's cosmos.

For Frida he had ceased to have any objective

existence, he was an intellectual quantity, what
the Colonel would have called an abstraction.

There was nothing for him to do but to accept
the transcendent position.

Thus through all the tension of his soul, his

intellect still struggled for comprehension.

Meanwhile, from his window looking over the

white-walled harbour, he could see the Windward
with all her sails spread, outward bound.

He watched her till there was nothing to be

seen but her flying sails, till the sails were one
white wing on a dim violet sea, till the white

wing was a grey dot, indistinct on the margin of

the world.
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HE cared immensely. But not to come be-

hind her in generosity and comprehen-
sion he owned that he had no right to complain
because this remarkable woman loved the world

better than one man, even if that man happened
to be himself

;
in fact while his heart revolted

against it, his pure intellect admired her attitude,

for the world is a greater thing than any man
in it.

Now and again letters reached him across seas

and continents, letters with strange, outlandish

postmarks, wonderful, graphic, triumphant
letters, which showed him plainly though un-

intentionally that Frida Tancred was still on the

winning side, that she could do without him.

Across seas and continents he watched her

career with a sad and cynical sympathy, as a

man naturally watches a woman who triumphs
where he has failed.

Meanwhile he lived on her letters, long and ex-

pansive, or short and to the point. They proved
a stimulating diet ; they had so much of her full-
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blooded personality in them. His own grew
shorter and shorter and more and more to the

point, till at last he wrote :

"
Delightful. Only

tell me when you've had enough of it."

The answer to that came bounding, as it were,

from the other side of the Atlantic. " Not yet.

I shall never have enough of it. I've only
been 'seeing the world,' only travelling from

point to point along an infinite surface, and

there's no satisfaction in that. I'm not tired

not tired, Maurice, remember. I don't want to

stop. I want to strike down deeper. It doesn't

matter what point you take, so long as you
strike down. Just at present I'm off for India."

Her postscript said : "If you ever hear of me
doing queer things, remember they were all in

the day's pleasure or the day's work."

He remembered that Frida was only thirty-

five ; which was young for Frida. And he said

to himself, "It is all very well now, but what
will she be in another three years ? I will give
her another three years. By that time she will

be tired of the world, or the world will be tired

of her, which comes to the same thing, and her

heart (for she has a heart) will find her out.

With Frida you never know. I will wait and
see."

He waited. The three years passed ;
he saw

nothing and he had ceased to hear. He con-

cluded that Frida still loved the world.
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As if in a passionate resentment against the

rival that had fascinated and won her, he had

left off wandering and had buried himself in an

obscure Cornish village, where he gave himself

up to his work. He was not quite so successful

as he had been ; on the other hand, he cared less

than ever about success. It was the end of the

century, a century that had been forced by the

contemplation of such realities as plague and

famine, and war and rumours of war, to forego
and forget the melancholy art of its decadence.

And from other causes Durant had fallen into a

state of extreme dissatisfaction with himself.

Five years ago he had found himself, as they
said ; found himself out, he said, when at the age
of thirty-three he condemned himself and his

art as more decadent than the decadents. Frida

Tancred had shown insight when she reproached
him with his inability to see anything that he

could not paint, or to paint anything that he could

not see. She had shown him the vanity of the

sensuous aspect, she had forced him to love the

intangible, the unseen, till he had almost come

to believe that it was all he loved. The woman
lived for him in her divine form, as his imagina-
tion had first seen her, as an Idea, an eternal

dream. It was as if he could see nothing and

paint nothing else. And when a clever versatile

artist of Durant's type flings himself away in a

mad struggle to give form and colour to the in-
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visible, it is not to be wondered at if the world

is puzzled and fights shy of him.

Meanwhile the critic who had a right to

his opinion, said of him :

" Now that he has

thrown the reins on the back of his imagina-
tion it will carry him far. Ten years hence

the world will realize that Maurice Durant is

a great painter. But in those ten years he

must work hard."

As if to show how little he cared, he left off

working hard and bestirred himself for news of

Frida Tancred.

It came at last from Poona of all places.

Frida wrote in high spirits and at length. "I

like writing to you," she said, "because I can

say what I like, because you always know

you've been there. Where? Oh, everywhere
where I've been, except Whithorn-in-Arden.

And now I come to think of it, you were there

too for a fortnight
"
("three weeks three long

weeks and for your sake, Frida I ").
"
No, I'm

not '

coming home/ Why must I *

stop some-
where

'

? I can't stop, didn't I tell you ? I can

only strike down where it's deepest.
"
It seems to be pretty deep here. If I could

only understand these people but what Euro-

pean can ? They mean something we don't

mean. . . . You should see my Munshi, a

terrifically high-caste fellow with a diminutive

figure and unfathomable eyes. I am trying to
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learn Sanscrit. He is trying to teach me. We
sit opposite each other at a bamboo table with

an immense Sanscrit dictionary between us. He
smiles in his sleeve at my attempt to bridge the

gulf between Europe and Asia with a Sanscrit

dictionary. He is always smiling at me in his

sleeve. I know it, and he knows that I know it,

which endears me to him very much.
" My Munshi is a bottomless well of Western

wisdom. He takes anything that Europe can

give him art, literature, science, metaphysics.
He absorbs it all, and Heaven only knows what
he is going to do with it, or it with him. He
swallows it as a juggler swallows fire, and with

about as much serious intention of assimilating

it. That smile of his intimates that the things

that matter to us do not matter to him ; that

nothing matters neither will nor conscience,

nor pain nor passion, nor man nor woman, nor

life nor death. There's an attitude for you !

" That attitude is my Munshi, and my Munshi

is Asia."

He smiled. He had seen Frida in many atti-

tudes, Frida in love with nothing, Frida in love

with a person, Frida in love with a thing. Here

was Frida in love with an idea. It was just like

her. She was seeing Asia from the Asiatic point

of view.
"
Meanwhile," she went on,

" there's a greater

gulf fixed between my Munshi and my 'rickshaw
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coolie than there is between me and my 'rick-

shaw coolie, or my Munshi and me."

He wondered if she meant to remind him that

there was a still greater gulf between him and
her.

" To-morrow I and two coolies are going up
to Gujerat where the famine is. I enclose a

snapshot of the party. My effacement by the

coolie is merely a photographic freak his grin
is the broadest part of him, poor fellow. In

the autumn I go down to Bombay. I am
deep in bacteriology, which reminds me of

father and the first time I met you, and your
bad puns."
The snapshot was an unflattering likeness of

Frida in a 'rickshaw. The foreground was filled

by the figure of the grinning coolie. Behind
him Frida's face showed dim and small and far-

off ; she was smiling with the sun in her eyes.

Such as it was he treasured it as his dearest

possession. He had been painting pictures all

his life, but he had none of Frida.

Silence again.
" In the autumn," she had said,

" I go down to Bombay." But the autumn

passed and there was no news of her. Durant

provided himself with an Indian outfit. He was

going out to look for her ; he was ready to go
to the ends of the world to find her. " The day
after to-morrow," he said, "I shall start for

Bombay."
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That night he dreamed of her ; or rather, not

of her, but of a coolie who stood before the door

of a wayside bungalow, and held in his hands

shafts that were not the shafts of a 'rickshaw.

And the coolie's face was all one broad grin.

Two days later the day he was to have sailed

for India hurriedly skimming a column of the

Times he came upon the news he was looking
for.

"It is with much regret that we record the

death from bubonic plague of Miss Frida

Tancred. It was quite recently that this lady

gave up a large part of her fortune to founding
the Bacteriological Laboratory in Bombay, more

recently still that she distinguished herself by
her services to the famine-stricken population
of Gujerat. Miss Tancred has added to the

immense debt our Indian Empire owes her by
this final example of heroic self-sacrifice. It is

said that she contracted plague while nursing
one of her coolies, who has since recovered."

He bowed his head.

It was not grief he felt but a savage exultant

joy. The world could have no more of her.

She was his, in some inviolable, irrevocable way.
He knew. He understood her now, clearly and

completely.
His joy deepened to a passionless spiritual

content ; as if in the fulness of his knowledge he

had embraced the immortal part of her.
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Why had he not understood her long ago ?

She had never changed. As he had first seen

her, playing cards with her father in the

drawing-room at Coton Manor, as he had last

seen her, pacing the deck of the Windivard,

intoxicated with her freedom, as he saw her

now, bending her head over the plague-poisoned

body of the coolie, she was the same tender,

resolute, passionate Frida, who ruined her life

and glorified it, laid it down and took it up

again at her will. And as he saw would always
see her, in this new light of her death, she was

smiling, as if she defied him to see anything

pathetic in it.

She had loved the world, the mystic maddening

beauty of it, the divine darkness and glory of it.

She had taken to her heart the rapture and the

pain of it. She had stretched out her hands to

the unexplored, to the unchanged and changing,
the many-faced, incomprehensible, finite, infinite

Whole.

And she had flung it all up ; for what ?

For a 'rickshaw coolie's life? Or for some-

thing yet beyond ?
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CHAPTER I

MISS QUINCEY STOPS THE WAY

" OTAND back, Miss Quincey, if you please."O The school was filing out along the main

corridor of St. Sidwell's. It came with a tramp
and a rustle and a hiss and a tramp, urged to a

trot by the excited teachers. The First Divi-

sion first, half-woman, carrying itself smoothly,
with a swish of its long skirts, with a blush, a

dreamy intellectual smile, or a steadfast im-

penetrable air, as it happened to be more or less

conscious of the presence of the Head. Then
the Second Division, light-hearted, irrepressible,

making a noise with its feet, loose hair flapping,

pig-tails flopping to the beat of its march.

Then the straggling, diminishing lines of the

Third, a froth of white pinafores, a confusion of

legs, black or tan, staggering, shifting, shuffling

in a frantic effort to keep time.

On it came in a waving stream ; a stream that

flickered with innumerable eyes, a stream that

rippled with the wind of its own flowing, that

flushed and paled and brightened as some
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flower-face was tossed upwards, or some crest,

flame-coloured or golden, flung back the light.

A stream that was one in its rhythm and in the

sex that was its soul, obscurely or luminously
feminine ; it might have been a single living

thing that throbbed and undulated, as girl after

girl gave out the radiance and pulsation of her

youth. The effect was overpowering ; your
senses judged St. Sidwell's by these brilliant

types that gave life and colour to the stream.

The rest were nowhere.

So at least it seemed to Miss Cursiter, the

Head. That tall, lean, iron-grey Dignity stood

at the cross junction of two corridors, talk-

ing to Miss Rhoda Vivian, the new Classical

Mistress. And while she talked she watched

her girls as a general watches his columns

wheeling into action. A dangerous spot that

meeting of the corridors. There the procession

doubles the corner at a swinging curve, and

there, time it as she would, the little arithmetic

teacher was doomed to fall foul of the proces-

sion. Daily Miss Quincey thought to dodge the

line ; daily it caught her at the disastrous

corner. Then Miss Quincey, desperate under

the eye of the Head, would try to rush the

thing, with ridiculous results. And Fate or the

Order of the day contrived that Miss Cursiter

should always be there to witness her confusion.

Nothing escaped Miss Cursiter ;
if her face
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grew tender for the young girls and the eight-

year-olds, at the sight of Miss Quincey it

stiffened into tolerance, cynically braced to bear.

Miss Cursiter had an eye for magnificence of

effect, and the unseemly impact of Miss Quincey
was apt to throw the lines into disorder, de-

moralising the younger units and ruining the

spectacle as a whole. To-day it made the new
Classical Mistress smile, and somehow that smile

annoyed Miss Cursiter.

She, Miss Quincey, was a little dry, brown

woman, with a soft pinched mouth, and a

dejected nose. So small and insignificant was
she that she might have crept along for ever

unnoticed but for her punctuality in obstruc-

tion. As St. Sidwell's prided itself on the

brilliance and efficiency of its staff, the wonder
was how Miss Quincey came to be there, but

there she had been for five-and-twenty years.

She seemed to have stiffened into her place.

Five-and-twenty years ago she had been arith-

metic teacher, vaguely attached to the Second

Division, and she was arithmetic teacher still.

Miss Quincey was going on for fifty ; she had
out-lived the old Head, and now she was the

oldest teacher there, twice as old as Miss Vivian,
the new Classical Mistress, older, far older than
Miss Cursiter. She had found her way into St.

Sidwell's, not because she was brilliant or

efficient, but because her younger sister Louisa
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already held an important post there. Louisa

was brilliant and efficient enough for anybody,
so brilliant and so efficient that the glory of it

rested on her family. And when she married

the Greek master and went away Juliana

stayed on as a matter of course, wearing a

second-hand aureole of scholarship and sup-

porting a tradition.

She stayed on and taught arithmetic for one

thing. And when she was not teaching arith-

metic, she was giving little dictations, setting

little themes, controlling some fifty young and

very free translators of Le Philosophe sous les

Toits. Miss Quinoey had a passion for figures

and for everything that could be expressed in

figures. Not a pure passion, nothing to do

with the higher mathematics, which is the love

of the soul, but an affection sadly alloyed with

baser matter, with rods and perches, firkins and

hogsheads, and articles out of the grocer's

shop.

Among these objects Miss Quincey's imagina-
tion ran voluptuous riot. But upon such things

as history or poetry she had a somewhat blight-

ing influence. The flowers in the school An-

thology withered under her fingers, and the

flesh and blood of heroes crumbled into the

dust of dates. As for the philosopher under

the roofs, who he was, and what was his

philosophy, and how he ever came to be under
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the roofs at all, nobody in St. Sidwell's ever

knew or ever cared to know ; Miss Quincey had

made him eternally uninteresting. Yet Miss

Quincey's strength was in her limitations. It

was the strength of unreasoning but undying
conviction. Nothing could shake her belief in

the supreme importance of arithmetic and the

majesty of its elementary rules. Pale and per-

sistent and intolerably meek, she hammered hard

facts into the brain with a sort of muffled stroke,

hammered tiU the hardest stuck by reason of

their hardness, for she was a teacher of the old

school. Thus in her own way she made her

mark. Among the other cyphers, the irrelevant

and insignificant figure of Miss Quincey was

indelibly engraved on many an immortal soul.

There was a curious persistency about Miss

Quincey.
Miss Quincey was not exactly popular. The

younger teachers pronounced her cut and dried
;

for dryness, conscientiously acquired, passed for

her natural condition. Nobody knew that it

cost her much effort and industry to be so stiff

and starched; that the starch had to be put
on fresh every morning ; that it was quite a

business getting up her limp little personality
for the day. In five-and-twenty years, owing
to an incurable malady of shyness, she had
never made friends with any of her pupils.
Her one exception proved her rule. Miss
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Quincey seemed to have gone out of her way
to attract that odious little Laura Lazarus, who
was known at St. Sidwell's as the Mad Hatter.

At fourteen, being still incapable of adding two
and two together, the Mad Hatter had been

told off into an idiot's class by herself for

arithmetic
;
and Miss Quincey, because she was

so meek and patient and persistent, was told

off to teach her. The child, a queer, ugly little

pariah, half-Jew, half-Cockney, held all other

girls in abhorrence, arid was avoided by them
with an equal loathing. She seemed to have

attached herself to the unpopular teacher out

of sheer perversity and malignant contempt of

public opinion. Abandoned in their corner,

with their heads bent together over the sums,

the two outsiders clung to each other in a

common misery and isolation.

Miss Quincey was well aware that she was
of no account at St. Sidwell's. She supposed
that it was because she had never taken her

degree. To be sure she had never tried to take

it; but it was by no means certain that she

could have taken it if she had tried. She was
not clever ; Louisa had carried off all the brains

and the honours of the family. It had been

considered unnecessary for Juliana to develop

an individuality of her own ; enough for her

that she belonged to Louisa, and was known
as Louisa's sister. Louisa's sister was a part of
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Louisa

;
Louisa was a part of St. Sidwell's

College, Regent's Park ; and St. Sidwell's Col-

lege, Regent's Park, was a part no, St. Sid-

well's was the whole ; it was the glorious world.

Miss Quincey had never seen, or even desired to

see any other. That college was to her a place

of exquisite order and light. Light that was
filtered through the high tilted windows, and

reflected from a prevailing background of green
tiles and honey-white pine, from countless rows

of shining desks and from hundreds of young
faces. Light, the light of ideas, that streamed

from the platform in the great hall where three

times in the year Miss Cursiter gave her address

to the students and teachers of St. Sidwell's.

Now Miss Cursiter was a pioneer at war with

the past, a woman of vast ambitions, a woman
with a system and an end ; and she chose her

instruments finely, toiling early and late to

increase their brilliance and efficiency. She was
new to St. Sidwell's, and would have liked to

make a clean sweep of the old staff and to fill

their places with women like Rhoda Vivian,

young and magnificent and strong. As it was,
she had been weeding them out gradually, as

opportunity arose
;
and the new staff, modern

to its finger-tips, was all but complete and per-

fect now. Only Miss Quincey remained. St.

Sidwell's in the weeding time had not been a

bed of roses for Miss Cursiter, and Miss Quincey,
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blameless but incompetent, was a thorn in her

side, a thorn that stuck. Impossible to remove
Miss Quincey quickly, she was so very blame-

less and she worked so hard.

She worked from nine till one in the morning,
from two-thirty till four-thirty in the afternoon,

and from six-thirty in the evening till any hour

in the night. She worked with the desperate
zeal of the superseded who knows that she holds

her post on sufferance, the terrified tenacity
of the middle-aged who feels behind her the

swift-footed rivalry of youth. And the more
she worked the more she annoyed Miss Cur-

siter.

So now, above all the tramping and shuffling

and hissing, you heard the self-restrained and

slightly metallic utterance of the Head.
" Stand back, Miss Quincey, if you please."

And Miss Quincey stood back, flattening her-

self against the wall, and the procession passed
her by, rosy, resonant, exulting, a triumph of

life.
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HOUSEHOLD GODS

PUNCTUALLY
at four-thirty Miss Quincey

vanished from the light of St. Sidwell's,

Regent's Park, into the obscurity of Camden
Town. Camden Town is full of little houses

standing back in side streets, houses with por-

ticoed front doors monstrously disproportioned
to their size. Nobody ever knocks at those

front doors
; nobody ever passes down those

side streets if they can possibly help it. The
houses are all exactly alike ; they melt and

merge into each other in dingy perspective,

each with its slag-bordered six foot of garden

uttering a faint suburban protest against the

advances of the pavement. Miss Quincey lived

in half of one of them (number ninety, Camden
Street North) with her old aunt Mrs. Moon
and their old servant Martha. She had lived

there five-and-twenty years, ever since the

death of her uncle.

Tollington Moon had been what his family
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called unfortunate ; that is to say he had mis-

laid the greater portion of his wife's money
and the whole of Juliana's and Louisa's ; he,

poor fellow, had none of his own to lose. Uncle

Tollington, being the only male representative
of the family, had been appointed to drive the

family coach. He was a genial good-natured
fellow and he cheerfully agreed, declaring that

there was nothing in the world he liked better

than driving ; though indeed he had had but

little practice in the art. So they started with

a splendid flourishing of whips and blowing of

horns; Tollington driving at a furious break-

neck pace in a manner highly diverting and

exhilarating to the ladies inside. The girls

(they were girls in those days) sat tight and

felt no fear, while Mrs. Moon, with her teeth

shaking, explained to them the advantages of

having so expert a driver on the box seat. Of

course there came the inevitable smash at the

corner. The three climbed out of that coach

more dead than alive ; but they uttered no

complaints ; they had had their fun ; and in

accidents of this kind the poor driver generally

gets the worst of it.

Mrs. Moon at any rate found consolation in

disaster by steadily ignoring its most humili-

ating features. Secure in the new majesty of

her widowhood, she faced her nieces with an

unflinching air and demanded of them eternal
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belief in the wisdom and rectitude of their

uncle Tollington. She hoped that they would

never forget him, never forget what he had

to bear, never forget all he had done for them.

Her attitude reduced Juliana to tears ; in Louisa

it roused the instinct of revolt, and Louisa was
for separating from Mrs. Moon. It was then,

in her first difference from Louisa, that Miss

Quincey's tender and foolish little face acquired

its strangely persistent air. Hitherto the elder

had served the younger ; now she took her

stand. She said,
" Whatever we do, we must

keep together
"

; and she professed her willing-

ness to believe in her uncle Tollington and
remember him for ever.

To this Louisa, who prided herself on speak-

ing the truth or at any rate her mind, replied

that she wasn't likely to forget him in a hurry ;

that her uncle Tollington had ruined her life,

and she did not want to be reminded of him

any more than she could help. Moreover, she

found her aunt Moon's society depressing. She

meant to get on and be independent; and she

advised Juliana to do the same.

Juliana did not press the point, for it was
a delicate one, seeing that Louisa was earning
a hundred and twenty pounds a year and she

but eighty. So she added her eighty pounds
to her aunt's eighty and went to live with her

in Camden Street North, while Louisa shrugged
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her shoulders and carried herself and her salary

elsewhere.

There was very little room for Mrs. Moon
and Juliana at number ninety. The poor souls

had crowded themselves out with relics of their

past, a pathetic salvage, dragged hap-hazard
from the wreck in the first frenzy of preserva-
tion. Dreadful things in marble and gilt and
in papier-mach6 inlaid with mother-o'-pearl,

rickety work tables with pouches underneath

them, banner-screens in silk and footstools in

Berlin wool-work fought with each other and

with Juliana for standing-room. For Juliana,

with her genius for collision, was always knock-

ing up against them, always getting in their

way. In return, Juliana's place at an oblique

angle of the fireside was disputed by a truculent

cabinet with bandy legs. There was a never-

ending quarrel between Juliana and that piece

of furniture, in which Mrs. Moon took the part
of the furniture. Her own world had shrunk

to a square yard between the window and the

fire. There she sat and dreamed among her

household gods, smiling now and then under

the spell of the dream, or watched her com-

panion with critical disapproval. She had ac-

cepted Juliana's devotion as a proper sacrifice

to the gods ; but for Juliana, or Louisa for

the matter of that, she seemed to have but

little affection. If anything Louisa was her
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favourite. Louisa was better company, to begin

with ; and Louisa, with her cleverness and her

salary and her general air of indifference and

prosperity, raised no questions. Besides, Louisa

was married.

But Juliana, toiling from morning till night
for her eighty pounds a year ; Juliana, painful

and persistent, growing into middle-age without

a hope, Juliana was an incarnate reproach, a

perpetual monument to the folly of Tollington
Moon. Juliana disturbed her dream.

But nobody else disturbed it, for nobody ever

came to their half of the house in Camden
Street North. Louisa used to come and go in

a brief perfunctory manner ; but Louisa had

married the Greek professor and gone away
for good, and her friends at St. Sidwell's were

not likely to waste their time in cultivating

Juliana and Mrs. Moon. The thing had been

tried by one or two of the younger teachers

who went in for all-round self-development and
were getting up the minor virtues. But they
had met with no encouragement and they had
ceased to come. Then nobody came ; not even

the doctor or the clergyman. The two ladies

were of one mind on that point; it was con-

venient for them to ignore their trifling ail-

ments, spiritual or bodily. And as soon as

they saw that the world renounced them they

adopted a lofty tone and said to each other
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that they had renounced the world. For they
were proud, Mrs. Moon especially so. Tolling-
ton Moon had married slightly, ever so slightly

beneath him, the Moons again marking a faint

descent from the standing of the Quinceys.
But the old lady had completely identified her-

self, not only with the Moons, but with the

higher branch, which she always spoke of as
" my family." In fact she had worn her con-

nection with the Quinceys as a feather in her

cap so long that the feather had grown, as it

were, into an entire bird of paradise. And
once a bird of paradise, always a bird of

paradise, though it had turned on the world a

somewhat dilapidated tail.

So the two lived on together ; so they had

always lived. Mrs. Moon was an old woman
before she was five-and-fifty ; and before she was

five-and-twenty, Juliana's youth had withered

away in the sour and sordid atmosphere born

of perishing gentility and acrid personal re-

mark. And their household gods looked down
on them, miniatures and silhouettes of Moons
and Quinceys, calm and somewhat contempt-
uous presences. From the post of honour above

the mantelshelf, Tollington, attired as an Early
Victorian dandy, splendid in velvet waistcoat,

scarf and chain-pin, leaned on a broken column

symbolical of his fortunes, and smiled genially

on the ruin he had made.
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That was how Miss Quincey came to St.

Sidwell's. And now she was five-and-forty ;

she had always been five-and-forty ; that is to

say, she had never been young, for to be young

you must be happy. And this was so far an

advantage, that when middle-age came on her

she felt no difference.
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CHAPTER III

INAUGURAL ADDRESSES

IT
was evening, early in the winter term,

and Miss Cursiter was giving her usual in-

augural address to the staff. Their number
had increased so considerably that the little

class-room was packed to overflowing. Miss

Cursiter stood in the free space at the end,

facing six rows of eager faces arranged in the

form of a horse-shoe. She looked upon them
and smiled ; she joyed with the joy of the

creator who sees his idea incarnate before

him.

A striking figure, Miss Cursiter. Tall, aca-

demic and austere ; a keen eagle head crowned

with a mass of iron-grey hair ; grey-black eyes

burning under a brow of ashen grey ; an in-

telligence fervent with fire of the enthusiast,

cold with the renunciant's frost. Such was Miss

Cursiter. She was in splendid force to-day,

grappling like an athlete with her enormous

theme "The Educational Advantages of General

Culture." She delivered her address with an
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utterance rapid but distinct, keeping one eye
on the reporter and the other on Miss Rhoda

Vivian, M.A.

She might well look to Rhoda Vivian. If she

had needed a foil for her own commanding per-

sonality, she had found it there. But the new
Classical Mistress was something more than Miss

Cursiter's complement. Nature, usually so eco-

nomical, not to say parsimonious, seemed to

have made her for her own delight, in a fit

of reckless extravagance. She had given her

a brilliant and efficient mind in a still more
brilliant and efficient body, clothed her in all the

colours of life
; made her a creature of ardent

and elemental beauty. Rhoda Vivian had brown
hair with sparkles of gold in it and flakes of

red fire ; her eyes were liquid grey, the grey
of water ; her lips were full, and they pouted
a little proudly ; it was the pride of life. And
she had other gifts which did not yet appear
at St. Sidwell's. There was something about
her still plastic and unformed ; you could not

say whether it was the youth of genius, or only
the genius of youth. But at three-and-twenty
she had chosen her path, and gone far on it,

and it had been honours all the way. She went

up and down at St. Sidwell's, adored and un-

adoring, kindling the fire of a secret worship.
In any other place, with any other woman at

the head of it, such a vivid individuality might
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have proved fatal to her progress. But Miss

Cursiter was too original herself not to per-
ceive the fine uses of originality. All her hopes
for the future were centred in Rhoda Vivian.

She looked below that brilliant surface and saw
in her the ideal leader of young womanhood.
Rhoda was a force that could strike fire from
a stone ; what she wanted she was certain to

get; she seemed to compel work from the

laziest and intelligence from the dullest by the

mere word of her will. What was more, her

nature was too large for vanity ; she held her

worshippers at arm's length and consecrated

her power of personal seduction to strictly in-

tellectual ends. At the end of her first term
her position was second only to the Head. If

Miss Cursiter was the will and intelligence of

St. Sidwell's, Rhoda Vivian was its subtle poetry
and its soul. And Miss Cursiter meant to keep
her there

; being a woman who made all sacri-

fices and demanded them.

So now, while Miss Cursiter stood explaining,

ostensibly to the entire staff, the unique ad-

vantages of General Culture, it was to Rhoda
Vivian as to a supreme audience that she ad-

dressed her deeper thought and her finer

phrase. If Miss Cursiter had not had to con-

sult her notes now and again, she must have

seen that Rhoda Vivian's mind was wandering,
that the Classical Mistress was if anything
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more interested in her companions than in the

noble utterances of the Head. As her grey eyes

swept the tiers of faces, they lingered on that

corner where Miss Quincey seemed perpetually

striving to suppress, consume, and utterly

obliterate herself. And each time she smiled,

as she had smiled earlier in the day when first

she saw Miss Quincey.
For Miss Quincey was there, far back in the

ranks of the brilliant and efficient. Note-book

on desk, she followed the quick march of

thought with a fatigued and stumbling brain.

She was painfully, ludicrously out of step ; yet
to judge by the light that shone now and then

in her eyes, by the smile that played about the

corners of her weak, tender mouth, she too

had caught the sympathetic rapture, the in-

tellectual thrill. Ready to drop was Miss

Quincey, but she would not have missed that

illuminating hour, not if you had paid her

three times her salary. It was her one glimpse
of the larger life; her one point of contact

with the ideal. Her pencil staggered over her

note-book as Miss Cursiter flamed and lightened
in her peroration.

" We have looked at our subject in the light
of the ideals by which and for which we live.

Let us now turn to the practical side of the

matter, as it touches our business and our

bosoms. Do not say we have no room for
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poetry in our crowded days." A score of weary
heads looked up ; there was a vague inquiry
in all eyes. "You have your evenings all of

you. Much can be done with evenings ; if your

training has done nothing else for you it has

taught you the economy of time. You are tired

in the evenings, yes. But the poets, Shake-

speare, Tennyson, and Browning, are the great
healers and regenerators of worn-out humanity.
When you are faint and weary with your day's

work, the best thing you can do is to rise and
refresh yourselves at the living wells of litera-

ture."

Long before the closing sentence Miss

Quincey's MS. had become a sightless blur.

But she had managed to jot down in her

neat arithmetical way :
" Poets = healers and

regenerators."
The address was printed and a copy was

given to each member of the staff. Miss

Quincey treasured up hers as a priceless

scripture.

Miss Quincey was aware of her shortcomings
and had struggled hard to mend them, toiling

pantingly after those younger ones who had

attained the standard of brilliance and efficiency.

She joined the Teachers' Debating Society. Not

that she debated. She had once put some ele-

mentary questions in an inaudible voice, and

had been requested to speak a little louder,
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whereupon she sank into her seat and spoke
no more. But she heard a great deal. About
the emancipation of women ; about the women's

labour market ; about the doors that were now
thrown open to women. She was told that all

they wanted was a fair field and no favour.

(The speaker, a rosy-cheeked child of one-and-

twenty, was quite violent in her repudiation of

favour.) And Miss Quincey believed it all,

though she understood very little about it.

But it was illumination, a new gospel to her,

this doctrine of General Culture ; it was the

large easy-fitting formula which she had seemed
to need. With touching simplicity she deter-

mined to follow the course recommended by the

Head. Though by the time she had corrected

some seventy manuscripts in marble-backed

covers, and prepared her lesson for the next

day, she had nothing but the fag-end of her

brain to give to the healers and regenerators ;

as for rising, Miss Quincey felt much more like

going to bed, and it was as much as she could

do to drag her poor little body there. Still

Miss Quincey was nothing if not heroic ; night
after night twelve o'clock would find her pain-

fully trying to draw water from the wells of

literature. She had begun upon Browning ; set

herself to read through the whole of Sordello

from beginning to end. It is as easy as a sum
in arithmetic if you don't bother your head
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evening, fferer aajr mom, or y<m %ht
to deep and forget eH about it; aerer aay lew,

or you would tore tad erreanu Ac there are

exactly two hundred end thirteen faejea, die

ttilenliited that she would finish it in ten weeks
and a day. There was no place for Miss Quoeey
and her pile of marble-backed exercise-books in

the dim end dingy first floor drawing-room
(Mrs. Moon and the bandy-legged cabinet would
have had something to say to that). All this

terrific intellectual travail went on in a dimmer
and dingier dining-room beneath it.

Then one night, old Martha, disturbed by
sounds that came from Miss Juliana's bedroom,

groped her way fumblingly in and fonnd Miss

Juliana sitting up in her sleep and posing the

darkness with a problem.
"
If," said Miss Juliana,

" three men can finish

one hundred and nineteen hogsheads of Brown-

ing in eight weeks, how long will it take seven

women to finish a thousand and forty-five

forty-five forty-five, if one woman works twice

as hard as eleven men?"
Martha shook her head and went fumbling

hack to bed again; and being a conscientious

servant she said nothing about it for fear of

{Tightening the old lady.
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About M fortnight iMlrr. Rhod.-i Vivian, HM.il-

ing down Mu> corridor, r;im< upon Mm liMlo

arithmetic teacher all sick and tremulous, lean-

ing up against the hot -water pipe* l><>side a pile

of exercise-books. The sweat streamed from

her sallow forehead, and her face was white

and drawn. She could give no rational account

of herself, but offered two hypotheses as equally

satisfactory; either she had taken a bad chill,

or else the hot air from the water-pipes had

turned her faint. Rhoda picked up the pile

of exercise-books and led her into the dressing-

room, and Miss Quincey was docile and ridicu-

lously grateful. She was glad that Miss Vivian

was going to take her home. She even smiled

her little pinched smile and pressed Rhoda's

hand as she said,
" A friend in need is a friend

indeed." Rhoda would have given anything to

be able to return the pressure and the senti-

ment, but Rhoda was too desperately sincere.

She was sorry for Miss Quincey ; but all her

youth, unfettered and unfeeling, revolted from
the bond of friendship. So she only stooped
and laced up the shabby boots, and fastened

the thin cape by its solitary button. The
touch of Miss Quincey's clothes thrilled her
with a pang of pity, and she could have wept
over the unutterable pathos of her hat. In
form and substance it was a rock, beaten by
the weather; its limp ribbons clung to it liko
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seaweed washed up and abandoned by the tide.

When Miss Quincey's head was inside it the

hat seemed to become one with Miss Quincey ;

you could not conceive anything more melan-

choly and forlorn. Rhoda was beautifully at-

tired in pale grey cloth. Rhoda wore golden
sables about her throat, and a big black

Gainsborough hat on the top of her head,

a hat that Miss Quincey would have thought
a little daring and theatrical on anybody else

;

but Rhoda wore it and looked like a Puritan

princess. Rhoda's clothes were enough to show

that she was a woman for whom a profession

is a superfluity, a luxury.
Rhoda sent for a hansom, and having left

Miss Quincey at her home went off in search

of a doctor. She had insisted on a doctor, in

spite of Miss Quincey's protestations. After

exploring a dozen dingy streets and conceiving
a deep disgust for Camden Town, she walked

back to find her man in the neighbourhood of

St. Sidwell's.
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CHAPTER IV

BASTIAN CAUTLEY, M.D.

IT
was half-past five and Dr. Bastian Cautley
had put on his house jacket, loosened his

waistcoat, settled down by his library fire with

a pipe and i a book, and was thanking Heaven
that for once he had an hour to himself between

his afternoon round and his time for consulta-

tion. He had been working hard ever since

nine o'clock in the morning; but now nobody
could have looked more superlatively lazy than

Bastian Cautley as he stretched himself on two
armchairs in an attitude of reckless ease. His

very intellect (the most unrestful part of him)
was at rest; all his weary being merged in a

confused voluptuous sensation, a beatific state

in which smoking became a higher kind of

thinking, and thought betrayed an increasing

tendency to end in smoke. The room was
double-walled with book-shelves, and but for

the far away underground humming of a happy
maidservant the house was soundless. He
rejoiced to think that there was not a soul in it
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above stairs to disturb his deep tranquility. At
six o'clock he would have to take his legs off

that chair, and get into a frock-coat
;
once in

the frock-coat he would become another man,
all patience and politeness. After six there

would be no pipe and no peace for him, but the

knocking and ringing at his front door would

go on incessantly till seven-thirty. There was

flattery in every knock, for it meant that Dr.

Cautley was growing eminent, and that at the

ridiculously early age of nine-and-twenty.
There was a sharp ring now. He turned

wearily in his chairs.
" There's another damned patient," said Dr.

Cautley.
He was really so eminent that he could afford

to think blasphemously of patients ;
and he had

no love for those who came to consult him

before their time. He sat up with his irritable

nerves on edge. The servant was certainly

letting somebody in, and from the soft and

rustling sounds in the hall he gathered that

somebody was a woman ;
much patience and

much politeness would then be required of him,

and he was feeling anything but patient and

polite.
" Miss Rhoda Vivian

" was the name on the

card that was brought to him. He did not

know Miss Rhoda Vivian.

The gas-jets were turned low in the con-
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suiting-room ;
when he raised them he saw a

beautiful woman standing by the fire in an

attitude of impatience. He had kept her wait-

ing ;
and it seemed that this adorable person

knew the value of time. She was not going to

waste words either. As it was impossible to

associate her with the ordinary business of the

place, he was prepared for her terse and lucid

statement of somebody else's case. He said he

would look round early in the morning (Miss

Vivian looked dissatisfied) ; or perhaps that

evening (Miss Vivian was dubious) ; or possibly

at once (Miss Vivian smiled in hurried approval).

She was eager to be gone. And when she had

gone he stood deliberating. Miss Quincey was
a pathological abstraction, Miss Vivian was a

radiant reality ; it was clear that Miss Quincey
was not urgent, and that once safe in her bed

she could very well wait till to-morrow ; but

when he thought of Miss Vivian he became

impressed with the gravity and interest of Miss

Quincey's case.

While the doctor was making up his mind,
little Miss Quincey, in her shabby back bedroom,

lay waiting for him, trembling, fretting her

nerves into a fever, starting at imaginary foot-

steps, and entertaining all kinds of dismal

possibilities. She was convinced that she was

going to die, or worse still, to break down, to

be a perpetual invalid. She thought of several
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likely illnesses, beginning with general paralysis
and ending with anaemia of the brain. It might
be anaemia of the brain, but she rather thought
it would be general paralysis, because this

would be so much the more disagreeable of

the two. Anyhow Rhoda Vivian must have

thought she was pretty bad or she would not

have called in a doctor. To call in a doctor

seemed to Miss Quincey next door to invoking
Providence itself ; it was the final desperate

resort, implying catastrophe and the end of all

things. Oh, dear ! Miss Quincey wished he

would come up if he was coming, and get it

over.

After all he did not keep her waiting long,

and it was over in five minutes. And yet it

was amazing the amount of observation, and

insight, and solid concentrated thought the

young man contrived to pack into those five

minutes.

Well it seemed that it was not general

paralysis this time, nor yet anaemia of the

brain
; but he could tell her more about it in

the morning. Meanwhile she had nothing to

do but to do what he told her and stay where

she was till he saw her again. And he was

gone before she realized that he had been

there.

Again? So he was coming again, was he?

Miss Quincey did not know whether to be glad
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or sorry. His presence had given her a rare

and curiously agreeable sense of protection, but

she had to think of the expense. She had to

think too of what Mrs. Moon would say to it

of what she would say to him.

Mrs. Moon had a good deal to say to it. She

took Juliana's illness as a personal affront, as

a deliberate back-handed blow struck at the

memory of Tollington Moon. With all the

base implications of her daily acts, Juliana had

never attempted anything like this.

"Capers and nonsense," she said, "Juliana has

never had an illness in her life."

She said it to Rhoda Vivian, the bold young
person who had taken upon herself to bring the

doctor into the house. Mrs. Moon spoke of the

doctor as if he was a disease.

Fortunately Miss Vivian was by when he

endured the first terrifying encounter. Her
manner suggested that she took him under her

protection, stood between him and some un-

fathomable hostility.

He found the Old Lady disentangling herself

with immense dignity from her maze of furni-

ture. Mrs. Moon was a small woman shrunk

with her eighty years, shrunk almost to extinc-

tion in her black woollen gown and black

woollen mittens. Her very face seemed to be

vanishing under the immense shadow of her

black net cap. Spirals of thin grey hair stuck
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flat to her forehead
; she wore other and similar

spirals enclosed behind glass in an enormous

brooch
; it was the hair of her ancestors, that

is to say of the Quinceys. As the Old Lady
looked at Cautley her little black eyes burned

like pin-points pierced in a paste-board mask.
" I think you've been brought here on a

wild goose chase, doctor," said she, "there is

nothing the matter with my niece."

He replied (battling sternly with his desire

to laugh) that he would be delighted if it were

so
; adding that a wild goose chase was the

sport he preferred to any other.

Here he looked at Miss Vivian to the im-

minent peril of his self-control. Mrs. Moon's

gaze had embraced them in a common con-

demnation, and the subtle sympathy of their

youth linked them closer and made them one in

their intimate appreciation of her.
" Then you must be a very singular young

man. I thought you doctors were never happy
until you'd found some mare's nest in people's

constitutions? You'd much better let well

alone."

"Miss Quincey is very far from well," said

Cautley with recovered gravity
" and I rather

fancy she has been let alone too long."

Cautley thought that he had said quite enough
to alarm any old lady. And indeed Mrs. Moon
was slowly taking in the idea of disaster, and it
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sent her poor wits wandering in the past. Her

voice sank suddenly from grating antagonism to

pensive garrulity.

"I've no faith in medicine," she quavered,
" nor in medical men either. Though to be

sure my husband had a brother-in-law once on

his wife's side, Dr. Quincey, Dr. Arnold Quincey,

Juliana's father and Louisa's. He was a

medical man. He wrote a book, I daresay

you've heard of it
; Quincey on Diseases of the

Heart it was. But he's dead now, of one of

'em, poor man. We haven't seen a doctor for

five-and-twenty years."
" Then isn't it almost time that you should

see one now?" said he, cheerfully taking his

leave. " I shall look round again in the morn-

ing."

He looked round again in the morning and

sat half an hour with Miss Quincey ;
so she had

time to take a good look at him.

He was very nice to look at, this young man.

He was so clean-cut and tall and muscular ;
he

had such an intellectual forehead ; his mouth
was so firm, you could trust it to tell no secrets ;

and his eyes (they were dark and deep set)

looked as if they saw nothing but Miss Quincey.

Indeed, at the moment he had forgotten all

about Rhoda Vivian, and did see nothing but

the little figure in the bed looking more like a

rather worn and wizened child than a middle-
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aged woman. He was very gentle and sym-
pathetic ; but for that his youth would have
been terrible to her. As it was, Miss Quincey
felt a little bit in awe of this clever doctor, who
in spite of his cleverness looked so young, and
not only so young but so formidably fastidious

and refined. She had not expected him to look

like that. All the clever young men she had
met had displayed a noble contempt for appear-
ances. To be sure, Miss Quincey knew but little

of the world of men
; for at St. Sidwell's the

types were limited to three little eccentric pro-

fessors, and the plaster gods in the art studio.

But for the gods she might just as well have

lived in a nunnery, for whenever Miss Quincey

thought of a man she thought of something
like Louisa's husband, Andrew Mackinnon, who

spoke with a strong Scotch accent, and wore

flannel shirts with celluloid collars, and coats

that hung about him all anyhow. But Dr.

Cautley was not in the least like Andrew Mac-

kinnon. He had a distinguished voice ;
his

clothes fitted him to perfection ;
and his linen,

irreproachable itself, reproved her silently.

Her eyes left him suddenly and wandered

about the room. She was full of little tremors

and agitations ; she wished that the towels

wouldn't look so much like dish-cloths
;
she

credited him with powers of microscopic obser-

vation, and wondered if he had noticed the
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stain on the carpet and the dust on the book-

shelves, and if he would be likely to mistake the

quinine tabloids for vulgar liver pills, or her

bottle of hair-wash for hair-dye. Once released

from its unnatural labours, her mind returned

instinctively to the trivial as to its home. She

glanced at her hat, perched conspicuously on

the knob of the looking-glass, and a dim sense

of its imperfections came over her and vanished

as it came. Then she tried to compose herself

for the verdict.

It did not come all at once. First of all he asked

her a great many questions about herself and
her family, whereupon she gave him a complete

pathological story of the Moons and Quinceys.
And all the time he looked so hard at her that

it was quite embarrassing. His eyes seemed to

be taking her in (no other eyes had ever per-
formed that act of hospitality for Miss Quincey).
He pulled out a little book from his pocket
and made notes of everything she said ; Miss

Quincey's biography was written in that little

book (you may be sure nobody else had ever

thought of writing it). And when he had
finished the biography he talked to her about

her work (nobody else had ever been the least

interested in Miss Quincey's work). Then Miss

Quincey sat up in bed and became lyrical as she

described the delirious joy of decimals recur-

ring decimals and the rapture of cube-root.
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She herself had never got farther than cube-

root ; but it was enough. Beyond that, she

hinted, lay the infinite. And Dr. Cautley

laughed at her defence of the noble science.

Oh yes, he could understand its fascination, its

irresistible appeal to the emotions
;
he only

wished to remind her that it was the most

debilitating study in the world. He refused to

commit himself to any opinion as to the original

strength and magnitude of Miss Quincey's brain
;

he could only assure her that the most powerful
intellect in the world would break down if you
kept it perpetually doing sums in arithmetic.

It was the monotony of the thing, you see ; year
after year Miss Quincey had been ploughing up
the same little patch of brain. No, certainly
not she mustn't think of going back to St.

Sidwell's for another three months.

Three months ! Impossible ! It was a whole
term.

Dr. Cautley scowled horribly and said that if

she was ever to be fit for cube-root and decimals

again, she positively and absolutely must.

Whereupon Miss Quincey gave way to emotion.

To leave St. Sidwell's, abandon her post for

three months, she who had never been absent

for a day ! If she did that it would be all up
with Miss Quincey ; a hundred eager applicants
were ready to fill her empty place. It was as if

she heard the hungry, leaping pack behind her,
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the strong young animals trained for the chase ;

they came tearing on the scent, hunting her,

treading her down.

When Rhoda Vivian looked in after morning
school, she found a flushed and embarrassed

young man trying to soothe Miss Quincey, who

paid not the least attention to him ; she seemed

to have shrunk into her bed, and lay there

staring with dilated eyes like a hare crouched

flat and trembling in her form. From the

other side of the bed Dr. Cautley's helpless and

desperate smile claimed Rhoda as his ally. It

seemed to say,
" For God's sake take my part

against this unreasonable woman."
Now no one (not even Miss Quincey) could

realize the insecurity of Miss Quincey's position

better than Rhoda, who was fathoms deep in

the confidence of the Head. She happened to

know that Miss Cursiter was only waiting for

an opportunity like this to rid herself for ever

of the little obstructive. She knew too that

once they had ceased to fill their particular

notch in it, the world had no further use for

people like Miss Quincey ; that she, Rhoda
Vivian, belonged to the new race whose eternal

destiny was to precipitate their doom. It was
the first time that Rhoda had thought of it in

that light ; the first time indeed that she had

greatly concerned herself with any career beside

her own. She sat for a few minutes talking to
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Miss Quincey and thinking as she talked.

Perhaps she was wondering how she would like

to be forty-five and incompetent ; to be over-

taken oil the terrible middle-way ; to feel the

hurrying generations after her, their breath on

her shoulders, their feet on her heels
; to have

no hope ; to see Mrs. Moon sitting before her,

immovable and symbolic, the image of what she

must become. They were two very absurd and

diminutive figures, but they stood for a good
deal.

To Cautley, Rhoda herself as she revolved

these things looked significant enough. Leaning
forward, one elbow bent on her knee, her chin

propped on her hand, her lips pouting, her fore-

head knit, she might have been a young and

passionate Pallas, brooding tempestuously on the

world.
" Miss Vivian is on my side, I see. I'll leave

her to do the fighting."

And he left her.

Rhoda's first movement was to capture Miss

Quincey's hand as it wildly reconnoitred for a

pocket handkerchief among the pillows.
" Don't worry about it," she said,

"
I'll speak

to Miss Cursiter."

Dr. Cautley, enduring a perfunctory five

minutes with Mrs. Moon, could hear Miss Vivian

running downstairs and the front door opening
and closing upon her. With a little haste and
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discretion he managed to overtake her before

she had gone very far. He stopped to give his

verdict on her friend.

She had expected him.

"Well," she asked, "it is overwork, isn't

it?"
"
Very much overwork ;

and no wonder. I

knew she was a St. Sidwell's woman as soon as

I saw her."
" That was clever of you. And do you always

know a St. Sidwell's woman when you see

one?"
" I do ; they all go like this, more or less. It

seems to me that St. Sidwell's sacrifices its

women to its girls, and its girls to itself. I

don't imagine you've much to do with the place,

so you won't mind my saying so."

Rhoda smiled a little maliciously.
" You seem to take a great deal for granted.

As it happens I am Classical Mistress there."

Dr. Cautley looked at her and bit his lip. He
was annoyed with himself for his blunder and
with her for being anything but Rhoda Vivian

pure and simple.

Rhoda laughed frankly at his confusion.

"Never mind. Appearances are deceitful.

I'm glad I don't look like it."

" You certainly do not. Still, Miss Quincey is

a warning to anybody."
" She ? She was never fit for the life."
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" No. Your race is to the swift and your

battle to the strong."
He was still looking at her as he spoke. She

was looking straight before her, her nostrils

slightly distended, her grey eyes wide, as if she

sniffed the battle, saw the goal.
" We must make her strong," said she.

She had quickened her pace as if under a

renewed impulse of energy and will. Suddenly
at the door of the College she stopped and held

out her hand.
" You will look after her well, will you not ?

"

Her voice was resonant on the note of appeal.

Now you could withstand Rhoda in her

domineering mood if you were strong enough
and cool enough ; but when she looked straight

through your eyes in that way she was irresist-

ible. Cautley did not attempt to resist her.

He went on his way thinking how intolerable

the question might have been in some one

else's mouth ; how suggestive of impertinent

coquetry, the beautiful woman's assumption
that he would do for her what he would not do

for insignificant Miss Quincey. She had taken

it for granted that his interest in Miss Quincey
was supreme.
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HEALERS AND REGENERATORS

RHODA
had spoken to Miss Cursiter. No-

body ever knew what she said to her, but

the next day Miss Cursiter's secretary had the

pleasure to inform Miss Quincey that she would

have leave of absence for three months, and that

her place would be kept for her.

Miss Quincey had become a person of import-
ance. Old Martha fumbled about, unnaturally

attentive, even Mrs. Moon acknowledged Juli-

ana's right to be ill if her foolish mind were set on

it. There was nothing active or spontaneous in

the Old Lady's dislike of her niece, it was simply
a habit she had got.

An agreeable sense of her dignity stole in on

the little woman of no account. She knew and

everybody knew that hers was no vulgar illness.

It was brain exhaustion ; altogether a noble and
transcendental affair

; Miss Quincey was a victim

of the intellectual life. In all the five-and-twenty

years she had worked there St. SidwelTs had
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never heard so much about Miss Quincey's brain.

And on her part Miss Quincey was surprised to

find that she had so many friends. Day after

day the teachers left their cards and sympathy ;

the girls sent flowers with love ; there were even

messages of inquiry from Miss Cursiter. And
not only flowers and sympathy, but more solid

testimonials poured in from St. Sidwell's, parcels

which by some curious coincidence contained

everything that Dr. Cautley had suggested and

Miss Quincey refused on the grounds that she
" couldn't fancy it." For a long time Miss

Quincey was supremely happy in the belief that

these delicacies were sent by the Head
;
and she

said to herself that one had only to be laid aside

a little while for one's worth to be appreciated.

It was as if a veil of blessed illusion had been

spread between her and her world ; and nobody
knew whose fingers had been busy in weaving it

so close and fine.

Dr. Cautley came every day and always at the

same time. At first he was pretty sure to find

Miss Vivian s sitting with Miss Quincey or drink-

ing tea in perilous intimacy with Mrs. Moon.

Then came a long spell when, time it as he

would, he never saw her at all. Rhoda had

taken it into her head to choose six o'clock for

her visits, and at six he was bound to be at

home for consultations. But Rhoda or no Rhoda,

he kept his promise. He was looking well after
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Miss Quincey. He would have done that as a

matter of course
; for his worst enemies and

he had several could not say that Cautley ever

neglected his poorer patients. Only he concen-

trated or dissipated himself according to the

nature of the case, giving five minutes to one

and twenty to another. When he could he gave
half-hours to Miss Quincey. He was absorbed,

excited ; he battled by her bedside
;
his spirits

went up and down with every fluctuation of

her pulse ; you would have thought that Miss

Quincey's case was one of exquisite interest,

rarity and charm, and that Cautley had staked

his reputation on her recovery. When he said

to her in his emphatic way,
" We must get you

well Miss Quincey," his manner implied that it

would be a very serious thing for the universe if

Miss Quincey did not get well. When he looked

at her his eyes seemed to be taking her in,

taking her in, seeing nothing in all the world

but her.

As it happened, sooner than anybody expected
Miss Quincey did get well. Mrs. Moon was the

first to notice that. She hailed Juliana's recovery
as a sign of grace, of returning allegiance to the

memory of Tollington Moon.
"
Now," said the Old Lady,

" I hope we've seen

the last of Dr. Cautley."
" Of course we have," said Miss Quincey. She

said it irritably, but everybody knows that a
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little temper is the surest symptom of returning
health. " What should he come for ?

"

" To run up his little bill, my dear. You don't

imagine he comes for the pleasure of seeing

you?"
"I never imagine anything," said the little

arithmetic teacher with some truth.

But they had by no means seen the last of him.

If the Old Lady's theory was correct, Cautley must
have been the most grossly avaricious of young
men. The length of his visits was infamous,

their frequency appalling. He kept on coming

long after Miss Quincey was officially and ob-

viously well ;
and on the most trivial, the most

ridiculous pretexts. It was "
just to see how she

was getting on," or " because he happened to be

passing," or "to bring that book he told her

about." He had prescribed a course of light

literature for Miss Quincey and seemed to think

it necessary to supply his own drugs. To be sure

he brought a great many medicines that you
cannot get made up at the chemist's, insight,

understanding, sympathy, the tonic of his own
virile youth ; and Heaven only knows if these

things were not the most expensive.
All the time Miss Quincey was trying to keep

up with the new standard imposed on the staff.

Hitherto she had laboured under obvious dis-

advantages ; now, in her leisurely convalescence,

sated as she was with time, she wallowed openly
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and wantonly in General Culture. And it seemed

that the doctor had gone in for General Culture

too. He could talk to her for ever about Shake-

speare, Tennyson and Browning. Miss Quincey
was always dipping into those poets now, always

drawing water from the wells of literature. By
the way, she was head over heels in debt to

Sordello, and was working double time to pay
him off. She reported her progress with glee.

It was "
only a hundred and thirty-eight more

pages, Dr. Cautley. In forty-six days I shall

have finished Sordello."
" Then you will have done what I never did in

my whole life."

It amused Cautley to talk to Miss Quincey.
She wore such an air of adventure ; she was so

fresh and innocent in her excursions into the

realms of gold ; and when she sat handling her

little bits of Tennyson and Browning as if they
had been rare nuggets recently dug up there,

what could he do but feign astonishment and
interest? He had travelled extensively in the

realms of gold. He was acquainted with all the

poets and intimate with most ;
he knew some of

them so well as to be able to make jokes at their

expense. He was at home in their society. Be-

side his light-hearted intimacy Miss Cursiter's

academic manner showed like the punctilious
advances of an outsider. But he was terribly
modern this young man. He served strange
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gods, healers and regenerators whose names had

never penetrated to St. Sidwell's. Some days he

was really dreadful
;
he shook his head over the

Idylls of the King, made no secret of his unbelief

in The Princess, and shamelessly declared that a

great deal of In Memoriam would go where

Mendelssohn and the old crinolines have gone.
Then something very much worse than that

happened ;
Miss Quincey gave him a copy of the

" Address to the Students and Teachers of St.

Sidwell's," and it made him laugh. She pointed
out the bit about the healers and regenerators,
and refreshing yourself at the wells of literature.
" That is a beautiful passage," said Miss Quincey.
He laughed more than ever.
" Oh yes, beautiful, beautiful. They're to do

it in their evenings, are they ? And when they're

faint and weary with their day's work ?
" And

he laughed again quite loud, laughed till Mrs.

Moon woke out of a doze and started as if this

world had come to an end and another one had

begun. He was very sorry, and he begged a

thousand pardons ; but, really, that passage was

unspeakably funny. He didn't know that Miss

Cursiter had such a rich vein of humour in her.

For the life of her Miss Quincey could not see

what there was to laugh at, nor why she should

be teased about Tennyson and bantered on the

subject of Browning ; but she enjoyed it all the

same. He was so young ; he was like a big
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schoolboy throwing stones into the living wells

of literature and watching for the splash ; it did

her good to look at him. So she looked, smiling

her starved smile and snatching a fearful joy
from his profane conversation.

There were moments when she asked herself

how he came to be there at all ; he was so out-

of-place somehow. The Moons and Quinceys
denounced him as a stranger and intruder ; the

very chairs and tables had memories, associa-

tions that rejected him ; everything in the room

suggested the same mystic antagonism ; it was
as if Mrs. Moon and all her household gods were
in league against him. Oddly enough this

attitude of theirs heightened her sense of

intimacy with him, made him hers and no one

else's for the time. The pleasure she took in his

society had some of the peculiar private ecstasy
of sin.

And Mrs. Moon wondered what the young
man was going to charge for that little visit ;

and what the total of his account would be.

She said that if Juliana didn't give him a hint,

she would be obliged to speak to him herself ;

and at that Juliana looked frightened and begged
that Mrs. Moon would do nothing of the kind.
" There will be no charge for friendly visits,"

said she ; and she made a rapid calculation in

the top of her head. Nineteen visits at, say,

seven-and-six a visit, would come to exactly nine
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pounds nine and sixpence. And she smiled
; possi-

bly she thought it was worth it.

And really those friendly visits had sometimes

an ambiguous character ; he dragged his profes-

sion into them by the head and shoulders. He
had left off scribbling prescriptions, but he

would tell her what to take in a light and

literary way, as if it was just part of their very

interesting conversation. Browning was bitter

and bracing, he was like iron and quinine, and

by the way she had better take a little of both.

Then when he met her again he would ask,
" Have you been taking any more Browning,
Miss Quincey ?

" and while Miss Quincey owned
with a blush that she had, he would look at her

and say she wanted a change a little Tennyson
and a lighter tonic ; strychnine and arsenic was

the thing.

And Mrs. Moon still wondered. " I never saw

anything like the indelicacy of that young man,"
said she. " You're running up a pretty long bill,

I can tell you."

Oh, yes, a long, long bill
;
for we pay heavily

for our pleasures in this sad world, Juliana !
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SPRING FASHIONS

WINTER
had come and gone, and spring

found Miss Quincey back again at St.

Sidwell's, the place of illumination ;
a place that

knew rather less of her than it had known
before. After five-and-twenty years of con-

stant attendance she had only to be away three

months to be forgotten. The new staff was
not greatly concerned with Miss Quincey ; it

was always busy. As for the girls, they were

wholly given over to the new worship of Rhoda
Vivian ; impossible to rouse them to the faintest

interest in Miss Quincey.
Her place had been kept for her by Rhoda.

Rhoda had put out the strong young arm that

she was so proud of, and held back for a little

while Miss Quincey's fate
;
and now at all

costs she was determined to stand between her

and the truth. So Miss Quincey never knew
that it was Rhoda who was responsible for the

delicate attentions she had received during her

illness
; Rhoda who had bought and sent off
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the presents from St. Sidwell's ; Rhoda who had

conceived that pretty little idea of flowers
" with love

"
; and Rhoda who had inspired the

affectionate messages of the staff. (The Clas-

sical Mistress had to draw most extravagantly
on her popularity in order to work that fraud.)

Rhoda had taken her place, and it was not in

Rhoda's power to give it back to her. But
Miss Quincey never saw it; for a subtler web
than that of Rhoda's spinning was woven about

her eyes.

Possibly in some impassive and inapparent

way her unhappy little favourite Laura Lazarus

may have been glad to see her back again,

though the two queer creatures exchanged no

greeting more intimate than an embarrassed

smile. In this rapidly-advancing world the Mad
Hatter alone remained where Miss Quincey had

left her. She explained at some length how
the figures twisted themselves round in her head

and would never stay the same for a minute

together. Miss Quincey listened patiently to

this explanation ;
she was more indulgent, less

persistent than before.

Under that veil of illusion she herself had

become communicative. She went up and down
between the classes and poured out her soul

as to an audience all interest, all sympathy.
There was a certain monotony about her con-

ersvation since the epoch of her illness. It
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was,
" Oh yes, I am quite well now, thank you.

Dr. Cautley is so very clever. Dr. Cautley has

taken splendid care of me. Dr. Cautley has

been so very kind and attentive, I think it

would be ungrateful of me if I had not got
well. Dr. Cautley

"
Perhaps it was just

as well for Miss Quincey that the staff were

too busy to attend to her. The most they
noticed was that in the matter of obstruction

Miss Quincey was not quite so precipitate as

she had been. She offended less by violent

contact and rebound than by drifting absently
into the processions and getting mixed up with

them.

Rhoda saw a change in her ; Rhoda was
never too busy to spare a thought for Miss

Quincey.
"
Yes," she said,

"
you are better.

Your eyes are brighter."
"
That," said Miss Quincey, with simple pride,

"
is the arsenic. Dr. Cautley is giving me

arsenic."

Now arsenic (like happiness) has some curious

properties. It looks most innocently like sugar,
which it is not. A little of it goes a long way
and undoubtedly acts as a tonic ; a little more

may undermine the stoutest constitution, and
a little too much of it is a deadly poison and
kills you. As yet Miss Quincey had only taken

it in microscopic doses. Something had changed
her

; it may have been happiness, it may have
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been illusion; whatever it was Miss Quincey

thought it was the arsenic if it was not the

weather, the very remarkable weather. For

that year Spring came with a burst.

Indeed there is seldom anything shy and

tentative, anything obscure and gradual about

the approaches of the London Spring. Spring
is always in a hurry there, for she knows that

she has but a short time before her
;
she has

to make an impression and make it at once ;

so she works careless of delicacies and shades,

relying on broad telling strokes, on strong out-

lines and stinging contrasts. She is like a

clever artist handicapped with her materials.

Only a patch of grass, a few trees and the sky ;

but you wake one morning and the boughs are

drawn black and bold against the blue
;
and

leaves are sharp as emeralds against the black ;

and the grass in the squares and the shrubs in

the gardens repeat the same brilliant extrava-

ganza ; and it is all very eccentric and beautiful

and daring. That is the way of a Cockney

Spring, and when you are used to it the charm

is undeniable.

One day Miss Quincey walked in Camden
Town and noted the singular caprices of the

spring. Strange longings, freaks of the blood

and brain, stirred within her at this bursting

of the leaf. They led her into Camden Road,

into the High Street, to the great shops where
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the virginal young fashions and the artificial

flowers are. At this season Hunter's window
blooms out in blouses of every imaginable colour

and texture and form. There was one, a silk

one, of so discreet and modest a mauve that

you could have called it lavender. To say that

it caught Miss Quincey's eye would be to wrong
that maidenly garment. There was nothing

blatant, nothing importunate in its behaviour.

Gently, imperceptibly, it stole into the field of

vision and stood there, delicately alluring. It

could afford to wait. It had not even any
pattern to speak of, only an indefinable white

something, a dice, a diaper, a sprig. It was the

sprig that touched her, tempted her.

Amongst the poorer ranks of Miss Quincey's

profession the sumptuary laws are exceptionally
severe. It is a crime, a treachery, to spend

money on mere personal adornment. You are

clothed, not for beauty's sake, but because the

rigour of the climate and of custom equally

require it. Miss Quincey's conscience pricked
her all the time that she stood looking in at

Hunter's window. Never before had she suffered

so terrible a solicitation of the senses. It was
as if all those dim and germinal desires had
burst and blossomed in this sinful passion for

a blouse. She resisted, faltered, resisted ; turned

away and turned back again. The blouse sat

immovable on its wooden bust, absolute in its
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policy of reticence. Miss Quincey had just
decided that it had a thought too much mauve
in it, and was most successfully routing desire

by depreciation of its object when a shopman
stepped on to the stage, treading airily among
the gauzes and the flowers. There was no
artifice about the young man ; it was in the

dreamiest abstraction that he clasped that fair

form round the collar and turned it to the light.

It shuddered like a living thing ; its violent

mauve vanished in silver grey. The effect was
irresistible. Miss Quincey was tempted beyond
all endurance ; and she fell. Once in possession

of the blouse, its price, a guinea, paid over the

counter, Miss Quincey was all discretion. She

carried her treasure home in a pasteboard box

concealed under her cape ; lest its shameless

arrival in Hunter's van should excite scandal

and remark.

That night, behind a locked door, Miss Quincey
sat up wrestling and battling with her blouse.

To Miss Quincey in the watches of the night
it seemed that a spirit of obstinate malevolence

lurked in that deceitful garment. Like all the

things in Hunter's shop, it was designed for

conventional well-rounded womanhood. It re-

pudiated the very idea of Miss Quincey ;
in

every fold it expressed its contempt for her

person ; its collar was stiff with an invincible

repugnance. Miss Quincey had to take it in
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where it went out, and let it out where it went

in, to pinch, pull, humour and propitiate it

before it would consent to cling to her dimin-

ished figure. When all was done she wrapped
it in tissue paper and hid it away in a drawer

out of sight, for the very thought of it

frightened her. But when next she went to

look at it she hardly knew it again. The

malignity seemed all smoothed out of it ; it

lay there with its meek sleeves folded, the

very picture of injured innocence and reproach.
Miss Quincey thought she might get reconciled

to it in time. A day might even come when
she would be brave enough to wear it.

Not many days after, Miss Quincey might
have been seen coming out of St. Sidwell's with

a reserved and secret smile playing about her

face
;

so secret and so reserved, that nobody,
not even Miss Quincey, could tell what it was

playing at.

Miss Quincey was meditating an audacity.
That night she took pen and paper up to her

bedroom and sat down to write a little note.

Sat down to write it and got up again ; wrote
it and tore it up, and sat down to write another.

This she left open for such emendations and

improvements as should occur to her in the

night. Perhaps none did occur
; perhaps she

realized that a literary work loses its force and

spontaneity in conscious elaboration ; anyhow
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the note was put up just as it was and posted
first thing in the morning at the pillar-box

on her way to St. Sidwell's.

Old Martha was cleaning the steps as Miss

Quincey went out; but Miss Quincey carefully

avoided looking Martha's way. Like the ostrich

she supposed that if she did not see Martha,

Martha could not see her. But Martha had

seen her. She saw everything. She had seen

the note open on Miss Juliana's table by the

window in the bedroom when she was drawing

up the blind
;
she had seen the silk blouse lying

in its tissue paper when she was tidying Miss

Juliana's drawer ;
and that very afternoon she

discovered a certain cake deposited by Miss

Juliana in the dining-room cupboard with every
circumstance of secrecy and disguise.

And Martha shook her old head and put that

and that together, the blouse, the cake and

the letter ; though what connection there could

possibly be between the three was more than

Miss Juliana could have told her. Even to

Martha the association was so singular that it

pointed to some painful aberration of intellect

on Miss Juliana's part.

As in duty bound, Martha brought up her

latest discovery and laid it before Mrs. Moon.

Beyond that she said nothing, indeed there was

nothing to be said. The cake (it was of the

expensive pound variety, crowned with a sugar
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turret and surrounded with almond fortifica-

tions) spoke for itself, though in an unknown

language.
" What does that mean, Martha ?

"

" Miss Juliana m'm, I suppose."

Martha pursed up her lips, suppressing the

impertinence of her own private opinion and

awaiting her mistress's with respect.

No doubt she would have heard it but that

Miss Juliana happened to come in at that

moment, and Mrs. Moon's attention was dis-

tracted by the really amazing spectacle pre-

sented by her niece. And Miss Juliana, who
for five-and-twenty years had never appeared
in anything but frowsy drab or dingy grey,

Miss Juliana flaunting in silk at four o'clock in

the afternoon, Miss Juliana, all shining and

shimmering like a silver and mauve chameleon,
was a sight to take anybody's breath away.
Martha dearly loved a scene, for to be admitted

to a scene was to be admitted to her mistress's

confidence ; but the excellent woman knew her

place, and before that flagrant apparition she

withdrew as she would have withdrawn from
a family scandal.

Miss Quincey advanced timidly, for of course

she knew that she had to cross that room
under fire of criticism ; but on the whole she

was less abject than she might have been, for

at the moment she was thinking of Dr. Caut-
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ley. He had actually accepted her kind invi-

tation, and that fact explained and justified

her ; besides, she carried her Browning in her

hand, and it made her feel decidedly more
natural.

Mrs. Moon restrained her feelings until her

niece had moved about a bit, and sat down by
her enemy the cabinet, and presented herself

in every possible aspect. The Old Lady's eyes
lost no movement of the curious figure ;

when
she had taken it in, grasped it in all its details,

she began.
"
Well, I declare, Juliana

"
(five-and-twenty

years ago she used to call her "
Jooley," keep-

ing the full name to mark disapproval or dis-

pleasure. Now it was always Juliana, so that

Mrs. Moon seemed to be permanently displeased)

"whatever possessed you to make such an

exhibition of yourself? (And will you draw

your chair back you're incommoding the

cabinet.) I never saw anything so unsuitable

and unbecoming in my life at this hour of

the day too. Why, you're just like a whirligig

out of a pantomime. If you think you can

carry off that kind of thing you're very much
mistaken."

That did seem to be Miss Quincey's idea to

carry it off ; to brazen it out ;
to sit down and

read Browning as if there was nothing at all

remarkable in her personal appearance.
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"And to choose lilac of all things in the

world ! You never could stand that shade at

the best of times. Lilac ! Why, I declare if it

isn't mauve-pink."
"
Mauve-pink !

" She had given voice to the

fear that lay hidden in Miss Quincey's heart. A
sensitive culprit caught in humiliating guilt

could not look more cowed with self-conscious-

ness than Miss Quincey at that word. Criminal

and crime, Miss Quincey and her blouse, seemed

linked in an awful bond of mutual abhorrence.

The blouse shivered as Miss Quincey trembled in

nervous agitation ;
as she went red and yellow

by turns it paled and flushed its painful pink.

They were blushing for each other. For it was

mauve-pink ;
she could see that well enough

now.
" Turn round !

"

Miss Quincey turned round.
" Much too young for you ! Why, bless me, if

it doesn't throw up every bit of yellow in your
face ! If you don't believe me, look in the

glass."

Miss Quincey looked in the glass.

It did throw up the yellow tints. It threw

everything up to her. If she had owned to a

little fear of it before, it affected her now with

positive terror. The thing was young, much
too young ; and it was brutal and violent in its

youth. It was possessed by a perfect demon of
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juvenility ; it clashed and fought with every

object in the room ; it made them all look old,

ever so old, and shabby. And as Miss Quincey
stood with it before the looking glass, it flared

up and told her to her face that she was forty-

five forty-five, and looked fifty.
"
Louisa," murmured the Old Lady,

" was
the only one of our family who could stand

pink."
" I will give it to Louisa," cried Miss Quincey

with a touch of passion.
" Tehee tehee !

" At that idea the Old Lady
chuckled in supreme derision. "

Capers and
nonsense ! Louisa indeed ! Much good it'll do

Louisa when you've been and nipped all the

shape out of it to suit yourself. However you
came to be so skimpy and flat-chested is a

mystery to me. All the Quinceys were tall,

your uncle Tollington was tall, your father, he

was tall ; and your sister, well ; I will say this

for Louisa, she's as tall as any of 'em, and she

has a bust."
"
Yes, I daresay it would have been very be-

coming to Louisa," said Miss Quincey humbly.
"I I thought it was lavender."

"Lavender or no lavender, I'm surprised at

you throwing money away on a thing like

that."
" I can afford it," said Miss Quincey with the

pathetic dignity of the turning worm.
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Now it was not worm-like subtlety that

suggested that reply. It was positive inspira-

tion. By those simple words Juliana had done

something to remove the slur she was always

casting on a certain character. Tollington
Moon had not managed his nieces' affairs so

badly after all if one of them could afford

herself extravagances of that sort. The blouse

therefore might be taken as a sign and symbol
of his innermost integrity. So Mrs. Moon was

content with but one more parting shot.

"I don't say you can't afford the money, I

say you can't afford the colour not at your
time of life."

Two tears that had gathered in Miss Quin-

cey's eyes now fell on the silk, deepening the

mauve-pink to a hideous magenta.
" I was deceived iin the colour," she said as

she turned from her tormentor.

She toiled upstairs to the back bedroom and

took it off. She could never wear it. It was
waste sheer waste ; for no other woman could

wear it either ; certainly not Louisa ; she had
made it useless for Louisa by paring it down to

her own ridiculous dimensions. Louisa was and

always had been a head and shoulders taller

than she was ;
and she had a bust.

So Miss Quincey came down meek and meagre
in the old dress that had served her for so many
seasons, and she looked for peace. But that
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terrible old lady had not done with her yet,

and the worst was still to come.

No longer having any grievance against the

blouse, Mrs. Moon was concentrating her atten-

tion on that more mysterious witness to

Juliana's foolishness the Cake.
" And now," said she, pointing as she might

have pointed to a monument, " will you kindly
tell me the meaning of this ?

"

" I expect perhaps it is very likely that

Dr. Cautley will come in to tea this afternoon."

The Old Lady peered at Miss Quincey and

her eyes were sharp as needles, needles that

carried the thread of her thought pretty plainly

too, but it was too fine a thread for Miss Quin-

cey to see. Besides she was looking at the cake

and almost regretting that she had bought it,

lest he should think that it was eating too

many of such things that had made her ill.

" And what put that notion into your head,

I should like to know ?
"

" He has written to say so."

" Juliana you don't mean to tell me that he

invited himself ?
"

"
Well, no. That is it was an answer to my

invitation."
" Your invitation ? You were not content to

have that man poking his nose in here at all

hours of the day and night, but you must go
out of your way to send him invitations ?

"
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" Dr. Cautley has been most kind and at-

tentive, and I thought it was time we paid
him some little attention."

" Attention indeed ! I should be very sorry
to let any young man suppose that I paid any
attention to him. I should have thought you'd
have had a little more maidenly reserve. Be-

sides, you know perfectly well that I don't enjoy

my tea unless we have it by ourselves."

Oh yes, she knew ; they had been having it

that way for five-and-twenty years.
" As for that cake," continued the Old Lady,

"
it's ridiculous. Look at it. Why, you might

just as well have ordered wedding-cake at once.

I tell you what it is, Juliana, you're getting

quite flighty."

Flighty ? No mind but a feminine one, grown
up and trained under the shadow of St. Sid-

well's, could conceive the nature of Miss Quin-

cey's feelings on being told that she was flighty.

She herself made no attempt to express them.

She sat down and gasped, clutching her Brown-

ing to give herself a sense of moral support.
All the rest was intelligible, she had understood
and accepted it

; but to be told that she, a

teacher in St. Sidwell's, was flighty the charge
was simply confusing to the intellect, and it left

her dumb.

Flighty ? When Martha came in with the tea-

tray and she had to order a knife for the cake
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and an extra cup for Dr. Cautley, she saw Mrs.

Moon looking at Martha, and Martha looking at

Mrs. Moon, and they seemed to be saying to

each other,
" How nighty Miss Juliana is get-

ting."

Flighty? The idea afflicted her to such a

degree that when Dr. Cautley came she had not

a word to say to him.

For a whole week she had looked forward to

this tea-drinking with tremors of joyous expect-

ancy and palpitations of alarm. It was to have

been one of those rare and solitary occasions

that can only come once in a blue moon. The

lump sum of pleasure that other people get

spread for them more or less thickly over the

surface of the years, she meant to take once for

all, packed and pressed into one rapturous hour,

one Saturday afternoon from four-thirty to

five-thirty, the memory of it to be stored up
and economised so as to last her life-time, thus

justifying the original expense. She knew that

success was doubtful, because of the uncertainty
of things in general and of the Old Lady's

temper in particular. And then she had to

stake everything on his coming ; and the

chances, allowing for the inevitable claims 011 a

doctor's time, were a thousand to one against
it. She had nothing to go upon but the delicate

incalculable balance of events. And now, when
the blue moon had risen, the impossible thing
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happened, and the man had come, he might
just as well, in fact a great deal better,

have stayed away. The whole thing was a

waste and failure from beginning to end. The
tea was a waste and a failure, for Martha would

bring it in a quarter of an hour too soon
; the

cake was a waste and a failure, for nobody ate

any of it ; and she was a waste and a failure

she hardly knew why. She cut her cake with

trembling fingers and offered it, blushing as

the gash in its side revealed the thoroughly
unwholesome nature of its interior. She felt

ashamed of its sugary artifice, its treacherously
festive air, and its embarrassing affinity to

bride's-cake. No wonder that he had no appetite
for cake, and that Miss Quincey had no appetite
for conversation. He tried to tempt her with
bits of Browning, but she refused them all.

She had lost her interest in Browning.
He thought,

" She is too tired to talk," and
left half an hour sooner than he had intended.

She thought, "He is offended. Or else he
thinks me flighty."

And that was all.
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UNDER A BLUB MOON

IT
was early on another Saturday evening, a

fortnight after that disastrous one, and Miss

Quincey was taking the air in Primrose Hill

Park. She was walking to keep herself warm,
for the breeze was brisk and cool. There was a

little stir and flutter in the trees and a little stir

and flutter in her heart, for she had caught

sight of Dr. Cautley in the distance. He was

coming round the corner of one of the intersect-

ing walks, coming at a frantic pace, with the

tails of his frock-coat waving in the wind.

He pulled himself up as he neared her and

held out a friendly hand.
" That's right, Miss Quincey. I'm delighted

to see you out. You really are getting strong

again, aren't you ?
"

" Yes thank you very well, very strong."

Was it her fancy, or did his manner imply that

he wanted to sink that humiliating episode of

the tea-party and begin again where they had
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left off ? It might be so
;
his courtesy was so

infinitely subtle. He had actually turned and

was walking her way now.
" And how is Sordello ?

" he asked, the tone of

his inquiry suggesting that there was some-

thing seriously the matter with Sordello.
"
Getting on. Only fifty-six pages more."

"You are advancing, Miss Quincey gaining
on him by leaps and bounds. You're not over-

doing it, I hope ?
"

" Oh no, I read a little in the evenings I

have to keep up to the standard of the staff.

Indeed," she added, turning with a sudden

suicidal panic,
" I ought to be at home and

working now."

"What? On a half-holiday ? It is a half-

holiday?"
" For some people not for me."

His eyes she could not be mistaken were

taking her in as they had done before.
" And why not for you ? Do you know, you're

looking horribly tired. Suppose we sit down a

bit."

Miss Quincey admitted that it would be very
nice.

"Hadn't you better put your cape on the

wind's changing."
She obeyed him.
" That's hardly a thick enough wrap for this

weather, is it ?
"
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She assured him it was very warm, very
comfortable.

" Do you know what I would like to do with

you, Miss Quincey ?
"

"No."
" I should like to pack you off somewhere

anywhere for another three months' holiday."
" Another three months ! What would my

pupils do, and what would Miss Cursiter say ?
"

It was part of the illusion that she conceived

herself to be indispensable to Miss Cursiter.
" Confound Miss Cursiter !

"

Evidently he felt strongly on the subject of

Miss Cursiter. He confounded her with such

energy that the seat provided for them by the

London County Council vibrated under it. He
stared sulkily out over the park a moment ; he

gave his cuffs a hitch as if he were going to

fight somebody, and then he let himself go.

At a blind headlong pace, lashing himself up
as he went, falling furiously on civilization, the

social order, women's education and women's

labour, the system that threw open all doors to

them, and let them be squeezed and trampled
down together in the crush. He was ready to

take the nineteenth century by the throat and

strangle it; he squared himself against the

universe.
" What," said Miss Quincey,

" do you not be-

lieve in equal chances for men and women?"
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She was eager to redeem herself from the

charge of flightiness.

"Equal chances? I daresay. But not un-

equal work. The work must be unequal if the

conditions are unequal. It's not the same
machine. To turn a woman on to a man's work
is like trying to run an express train by clock-

work, with a pendulum for a piston, and a hair-

spring for steam."

Miss Quincey timidly hinted that the question
was a large one, that there was another side

to it.

" Of course there is ; there are fifty sides to

it; but there are too many people looking at

the other forty-nine for my taste. I loathe a

crowd."

Stirred by a faint esprit de corps Miss Quincey
asked him if he did not believe in the open door

for women ?

He said, "It would be kinder to shut it in

their faces."

She threw in a word about the women's
labour market the enormous demand.
He said that only meant that women's labour

could be bought cheap and sold dear.

She sighed.
" But women must do something surely you

see the necessity ?
"

He groaned.
"Oh yes. It's just the necessity that I do
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see the damnable necessity. I only protest

against the preventible evil. If you must turn

women into so many machines, for Heaven's

sake treat them like machines. You don't work
an engine when it's undergoing structural alter-

ations because, you know, you can't. Your

precious system recognises no differences. It

sets up the same absurd standard for every

woman, the brilliant genius and the average
imbecile. Which is not only morally odious but

physiologically fatuous. There must be one of

two results either the average imbeciles are

sacrificed by thousands to a dozen or so

of brilliant geniuses, or it's the other way
about."

"Whichever way it is," said Miss Quincey,
with her back, so to speak, to the wall,

"
it's

all part of civilization, of our intellectual

progress."

"They're not the same thing. And it isn't

civilization, it's intellectual savagery. It isn't

progress either, it's a blind rush, an inhuman

scrimmage the very worst form of the struggle
for existence. It doesn't even mean survival of

the intellectually fittest. It develops monstro-

sities. It defeats its own ends by brutalising

the intellect itself. And the worst enemies of

women are women. I swear, if I were a

woman, I'd rather do without an education

than get it at that price. Or I'd educate myself.
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After all, that's the way of the fittest the one

in a thousand."

"Do you not approve of educated women
then ?

"
Miss Quincey was quite shaken by this

cataclysmal outbreak, this overturning and

shattering of the old beacons and landmarks.

He stared into the distance.
" Oh yes, I approve of them when they are

really educated not when they are like that.

You won't get the flower of womanhood out of

a forcing-house like St. Sidwell's ; though I

daresay it produces pumpkins to perfection."

What did he say to Miss Vivian then ? Miss

Quincey could not think badly of a system that

could produce women like Miss Vivian.

A cloud came over his angry eyes as they
stared into the distance.

" That's it. It hasn't produced them. They
have produced it."

Miss Quincey smiled. Evidently consistency
was not to be expected of this young man. He
was so young, and so irresponsible and passion-
ate. She admired him for it ; and not only for

that ; she admired him she could not say

exactly why, but she thought it was because he

had such a beautiful, bumpy, intellectual fore-

head. And as she sat beside him and shook to

that vibrating passion of his, she felt as if the

blue moon had risen again and was shining

through the trees of the park ; and she was
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happy, absolutely, indubitably happy and safe ;

for she felt that he was her friend and her

protector and the defender of her cause. It

was for her that he raged and maddened and
behaved himself altogether so unreasonably.
Now as it happened, Cautley did champion

certain theories which Miss Cursiter, when she

met them, denounced as physiologist's fads. But
it was not they, nor yet Miss Quincey, that

accounted for his display of feeling. He was

angry because he wanted to come to a certain

understanding with the Classical Mistress ; to

come to it at once ; and the system kept him

waiting. It was robbing him of Rhoda, and

Rhoda of her youth. Meanwhile Rhoda was

superbly happy at St. Sidwell's, playing at being
Pallas Athene ; as for checking her midway in

her brilliant career, that was not to be thought
of for an instant.

The flower of womanhood it was the flower

of life. He had never seen a woman so in-

vincibly and superlatively alive. Cautley deified

life ;
and in his creed, which was simplicity

itself, life and health were one ; health the sole

source of strength, intelligence and beauty, of

all divine and perfect possibilities. At least

that was how he began. But three years'

practice in London had somewhat strained the

faith of the young devotee. He soon found

himself in the painful position of a priest who
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no longer believes in his deity ; overheard him-

self asking whether health was not an unattain-

able ideal ; then declaring that life itself was all

a matter of compromise ; finally coming to the

conclusion that the soul of things was Neurosis.

Beyond that he refused to commit himself to

any theory of the universe. He even made
himself unpleasant. A clerical patient would

approach him with conciliatory breadth, and

say : "I envy you, Cautley ;
I envy your mar-

vellous experience. Your opportunities are

greater than mine. And sometimes, do you
know, I think you see deeper into the work of

the Maker." And Cautley would shrug his

shoulders and smile in the good man's face, and

say,
" The Maker ! I can only tell you I'm tired

of mending the work of the Maker." Yet the

more he doubted the harder he worked
; though

his world spun round and round, shrieking like a

clock running down, and he had persuaded him-

self that all he could do was to wind up the

crazy wheels for another year or so. Which all

meant that Cautley was working a little too

hard and running down himself. He had begun
to specialize in gynaecology and it increased his

scepticism.

Then suddenly, one evening, when he least

looked for it, least wanted it, he saw his divinity
incarnate. Rhoda had appealed to him as the

supreme expression of Nature's will to live.
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That was the instantaneous and visible effect of

her. Rhoda was the red flower on the tree of life.

At St. Sidwell's, that great forcing-house, they

might grow some vegetables to perfection ;

whether it was orchids or pumpkins he neither

knew nor cared ; but he defied them to produce

anything like that. He was sorry for the vege-

tables, the orchids and the pumpkins ; and he

was sorry for Miss Quincey, who was neither a

pumpkin nor an orchid, but only a harmless

little withered leaf. Not a pleasant leaf, the

sort that goes dancing along, all crisp and curly,

in the arms of the rollicking wind ; but the sort

that the same wind kicks into a corner, to lie

there till it rots and comes in handy as leaf

mould for the forcing-house. Rhoda's friend

was not like Rhoda ; yet because the leaf may
distantly suggest the rose, he liked to sit and

talk to her and think about the most beautiful

woman in the world. To any other man con-

versation with Miss Quincey would have been

impossible ;
for Miss Quincey in normal health

was uninteresting when she was not absurd.

But to Cautley at all times she was simply

heart-rending.

For this young man with the irritable nerves

and blasphemous temper had after all a divine

patience at the service of women, even the

foolish and hysterical ; because like their Maker

he knew whereof they were made. This very
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minute the queer metaphysical thought had come
to him that somehow, in the infinite entangle-
ment of things, such women as Miss Quincey
were perpetually being sacrificed to such women
as Rhoda Vivian. It struck him that Nature
had made up for any little extra outlay in one

direction by cruel pinching in another. It was

part of her rigid economy. She was not going
to have any bills running up against her at the

other end of the universe. Nature had indulged
in Rhoda Vivian and she was making Miss

Quincey pay.
He wondered if that notion had struck Rhoda

Vivian too, and if she were trying to make up
for it. He had noticed that Miss Quincey had
the power (if you could predicate power of such

a person), a power denied to him, of drawing
out the womanhood of the most beautiful

woman in the world ; some infinite tenderness

in Rhoda answered to the infinite absurdity in

her. He was not sure that her attitude to

Miss Quincey was not the most beautiful thing
about her. He had begun by thinking about
the colour of Rhoda's eyes. He could not for

the life of him remember whether they were
blue or green, till something (Miss Quincey's

eyes perhaps) reminded him that they were

grey, pure grey, without a taint of green or a

shadow of blue in them. That was what his

mind was running on as he looked into the
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distance and Miss Quincey imagined that his

bumpy intellectual forehead was bulging with

great thoughts. And now Miss Quincey supplied

a convenient pivot for the wild gyrations of his

wrath. He got up ;
and with his hands behind

his back he seemed to be lashing himself into a

fury with his coat-tail.

"The whole thing is one-sided and artificial

and absurd. Bad enough for men, but fatal for

women. Any system that unfits them for their

proper functions
"

"And do we know have we decided yet
what they are ?

"
Miss Quincey was anxious to

sustain her part in the dialogue with credit.

He stared, not at the distance but at her.

"Why surely," he said more gently, "to be

women first to be wives and mothers."

She drew her cape a little closer round her

and turned from him with half-shut eyes. She

seemed at once to be protecting herself against
his theory and blinding her sight to her own

perishing and thwarted womanhood.
" All Nature is against it," he said.

" Nature ?
"
she repeated feebly.

"
Yes, Nature ; and she'll go her own way in

spite of all the systems that ever were. Don't

you know you are a teacher, so you ought to

know that overstrain of the higher faculties

is sometimes followed by astonishing demon-

strations on the part of Nature?"
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Miss Quincey replied that no cases of the

kind had come under her notice.
" Well your profession ought to go hand-in-

hand with mine. If you only saw the half of

what we see But you only see the process ;

we get the results. By the way I must go and

look at some of them."

His words echoed madly in a feverish little

brain,
"
Ought to go hand-in-hand hand-in-

hand with mine."
" Nature can be very cruel," said she.

Something in her tone recalled him from his

flight. He stood looking down at her, thought-
ful and pitiful.

" And Nature can be very kind ;

kinder than we are. You are a case in point.

Nature is trying to make you well against your
will. A little more rest a little more exercise

a little more air
"

She smiled. Yes, a little more of all the

things she wanted and had never had. That
was what her smile said in its soft and depre-

cating bitterness.

He held out his hand, and she too rose,

shivering a little in her thin dress.

She was the first to hurry away.
He looked after her small figure, noted her

nervous gait and the agitated movement of her
hand as the streamers on her poor cape flapped
and fluttered, the sport of the unfeeling wind.
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A PAINFUL MISUNDERSTANDING

AND now, on early evenings and Saturday
afternoons when the weather was fine,

Miss Quincey was to be found in Primrose Hill

Park. Not that anybody ever came to look

for Miss Quincey. Nevertheless, whether she

was walking up and down the paths or sitting

on a bench, Miss Quincey had a certain ex-

pectant air, as if at any moment Dr. Cautley

might come tearing round the corner with his

coat-tails flying, or as if she might look up
and find him sitting beside her and talking to

her. But he did not come. There are some
histories that never repeat themselves.

And he had never called since that day Miss

Quincey remembered it well ; it was Saturday
the thirteenth of March. April and May went

by ; she had not seen him now for more than

two months
; and she began to think there must

be a reason for it.

At last she saw him ; she saw him twice

running. Once in the park where they had
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sat together, and once in the forked road that

leads past that part of St. Sidwell's where Miss

Cursiter and Miss Vivian lived in state. Each

time he was walking very fast as usual, and

he looked at her, but he never raised his hat ;

she spoke, but he passed her without a word.

And yet he had recognised her ; there could be

no possible doubt of it.

Depend upon it there was a reason for that.

Miss Quincey was one of those innocent people
who believe that every variety of human be-

haviour must have a reason (as if only two
months ago she had not been favoured with

the spectacle of an absolutely unreasonable

young man). To be sure it was not easy to

find one for conduct so strange and unpre-

cedented, and in any case Miss Quincey's know-

ledge of masculine motives was but small.

Taken by itself it might have passed without

any reason, as an oversight, a momentary lapse ;

but coupled with his complete abandonment of

Camden Street North it looked ominous indeed.

Not that her faith in Bastian Cautley wavered
for an instant. Because Bastian Cautley was
what he was, he could never be guilty of spon-
taneous discourtesy ;

on the other hand, she

had seen that he could be fierce enough on

provocation ; therefore, she argued, he had some
obscure ground of offence against her.

Miss Quincey passed a sleepless night reason-
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ing about the reason, a palpitating never-

ending night, without a doze or a dream in it

or so much as the winking of an eyelid. She

reasoned about it for a week between the

classes, and in her spare time (when she had

any) in the evenings (thus running into debt to

Sordello again). At the end of the week Miss

Quincey's mind seemed to have become remark-

ably lucid ; every thought in it ground to ex-

cessive subtlety in the mill of her logic. She

saw it all clearly. There had been some mis-

understanding, some terrible mistake. She had

forfeited his friendship through a blunder name-

less but irrevocable. Once or twice she won-

dered if Mrs. Moon could be at the bottom of

it or Martha. Had her aunt carried out her

dreadful threat of giving him a hint to send

in his account ? And had the hint implied that

for the future all accounts with him were

closed? Had he called on Mrs. Moon and

been received with crushing hostility? Or had

Martha permitted herself to say that she, Miss

Quincey, was out when perhaps he knew for

a positive fact that she was in ? But she soon

dismissed these conjectures as inadequate and

fell back on her original hypothesis.

And all the time the Old Lady's eyes, and her

voice too, were sharper than ever ; from the

corner where she dreamed she watched Miss

Quincey incessantly between the dreams. At
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times the Old Lady was shaken with terrible

and mysterious mirth. Bastian Cautley began
to figure fantastically in her conversation. Her
ideas travelled by slow trains of association

that started from nowhere but always arrived

at Bastian Cautley as a terminus. If Juliana

had a headache Mrs. Moon supposed that she

wanted that young man to be dancing attend-

ance on her again ;
if Juliana sighed she de-

clared that Dr. Cautley was a faithless swain

who had forsaken Juliana; if Martha brought
in the tea-tray she wondered when Dr. Cautley
was coming back for another slice of Juliana's

wedding-cake. Mrs. Moon referred to a certain

abominable piece of confectionery now crumb-

ling away on a shelf in the sideboard, where,
with a breach in its side and its sugar turret

in ruins, it seemed to nod at Miss Quincey with

all sorts of satirical suggestions. And when
Louisa sent her accounts of Teenie who lisped

in German, Alexander who wrote Latin letters

to his father, and Mildred who refused to read

the New Testament in anything but Greek, and
Miss Quincey remarked that if she had children

she wouldn't bring them up so, the Old Lady
laughed

" Tehee Tehee ! We all know about

old maids' children." Miss Quincey said nothing
to that ; but she hardened her heart against
Louisa's children, and against Louisa's husband

and Louisa. She couldn't think how Louisa
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could have married such a dreadful little man
as Andrew Mackinnon, with his unmistakable

accent and problematical linen. The gentle
creature who had never said a harsh word to

anybody in her life became mysteriously cross

and captious. She hardened her heart even to

little Laura Lazarus.

And one morning when she came upon the

Mad Hatter in her corner of the class-room,

and found her adding two familiar columns of

figures together and adding them all wrong,
Miss Quincey was very cross and very captious

indeed. The Mad Hatter explained at more

length than ever that the figures twisted them-

selves about ; they wouldn't stay still a minute

so that she could hold them ; they were always

going on and on, turning over and over, and

growing, growing, till there were millions,

billions, trillions of them ; oh, they were won-

derful things those figures, you could go 011

watching them for ever if you were sharp

enough ; you could even here Laura lowered

her voice in awe of her own conception, for

Laura was a mystic, a seer, a metaphysician,
what you will you could even think with them,

if you knew how ; in short you could do any-

thing with them but turn them into sums. And
as all this was very confusing to the intellect

Miss Quincey became crosser than ever. And
while Miss Quincey quivered all over with
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irritability, and scored great writhing, indignant
Ws over every sum, the Mad Hatter paid no

heed whatever to her instructions, but thrust

forward a small yellow face that was all nose

and eyes, and gazed at Miss Quincey like one

possessed by a spirit of divination.

"Have you got a headache Miss Quincey?"
she inquired on hearing herself addressed for

the third time as "
Stupid child !

"

Miss Quincey replied tartly that no, she had

not got a headache. The Mad Hatter appeared
to be absorbed in tracing rude verses on her

rough notebook with a paralytic pencil.
" I'm sorry ; because then you must be un-

happy. When people are cross," she continued,
"

it means one of two things. Either their heads

ache or they are unhappy. You must be very

unhappy. I know all about it." The paralytic

pencil wavered and came to a full stop.
" You

like somebody, and so somebody has made you
unhappy."
But for the shame of it, Miss Quincey could

have put her head down on the desk and cried

as she had seen the Mad Hatter cry over her

sums, and for the same reason
; because she

could not put two and two together.
And what Mrs. Moon saw, what Martha saw,

what the Mad Hatter divined with her feverish,

precocious brain, Rhoda Vivian could not fail

to see. It was Dr. Cautley's business to look
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after Miss Quincey in her illness, and it was

Rhoda's to keep an eye on her in her recovery,

and instantly report the slightest threatening
of a break-down. Miss Quincey's somewhat
eccentric behaviour filled her with misgivings ;

and in order to investigate her case at leisure,

she chose the first afternoon when Miss Cursiter

was not at home to ask the little arithmetic

teacher to lunch.

After Rhoda's lunch, soothed with her sym-

pathy and hidden, not to say extinguished, in

an enormous chair, Miss Quincey was easily

worked into the right mood for confidences ;

indeed she was in that state of mind when

they rush out of their own accord in the utter

exhaustion of the will.

" Are you sure you are perfectly well ?
"

so

Rhoda began her inquiry.

"Perfectly, perfectly in myself," said Miss

Quincey,
" I think, perhaps that is, sometimes

I'm a little afraid that taking so much arsenic

may have disagreed with me. You know it is

a deadly poison. But I've left it off lately, so

I ought to be better unless perhaps I'm feeling

the want of it."

" You are not worrying about St. Sidwell's

about your work ?
"

"
It's not that not that. But to tell you the

truth, I am worried, Rhoda. For some reason

or other, my own fault, no doubt, I have lost
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a friend. It's a hard thing," said Miss Quincey,
" to lose a friend."

"
Oh, lam sure Do you mean Miss Cursiter?"

"
No, I do not mean Miss Cursiter."

" Do you mean me then ? Not me ?
"

"
You, dear child ? Never. To be plain this

is in confidence, Rhoda I am speaking of Dr.

Cautley."

"Dr. Cautley?"
"Yes. I do not know what I have done, or

how I have offended him, but he has not been

near me for over two months."
"
Perhaps he has been busy in fact, I know

he has."
" He has always been busy. It is not that.

It is something well, I hardly care to speak
of it, it has been so very painful. My dear

"

Miss Quincey's voice sank to an awful whisper
" he has cut me in the street."

"
Oh, I know he will do it ; he has done it

to all his patients. He is so dreadfully absent-

minded."

If Miss Quincey had not been as guileless as

the little old maid she was, she would have

recognised these indications of intimacy ; as it

was, she said with superior conviction, "My
dear, I know Dr. Cautley. He has never cut

me before, and he would not do it now without
a reason. There has been some awful mistake.

If I only knew what I had done !

"
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" You've done nothing. I wouldn't worry if I

were you."
" I can't help worrying. You don't know,

Rhoda. The bitter and terrible part of this

friendship is, and always has been, that I am
under obligations to Dr. Cautley. I owe every-

thing to him
; I cannot tell you what he has

done for me, and here I am, not allowed, and I

never shall be allowed, to do anything for him."

A sob struggled in Miss Quincey's throat.

Rhoda was silent. Did she know? Very
dimly, with a mere intellectual perception, but

still a great deal better than the little arith-

metic teacher could have told her, she under-

stood the desire of that innocent person, not for

love, not for happiness, but just for leave to lay

down her life for this friend, this deity of hers,

to be consumed in sacrifice. And the bitter and

terrible thing was that she was not allowed to

do it. The friend had no use for the life, the

deity no appetite for the sacrifice.

" Don't think about it," she said ; it seemed

the best thing to say in the singular circum-

stances. "It will all come right."

By this time Miss Quincey had got the better

of the sob in her throat. " It may," she replied

with dignity ;

" but I shall not be the first to

make advances."
" Advances? Rather not. But if I thought

he was thinking things he isn't, you know, he's
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not that sort ; still, if I thought it I should have

it out with him."
" How could you have it

* out with him '

?
"

" Oh I should just ask him what he thought
of me

;
or better still, tell him what I thought

of him."

Miss Quincey shrank visibly from the bold

suggestion.
" Would you ? Oh, that would never do. You

won't mind my saying so, but I think it would
look a little indelicate. Of course it would be

very different if it were a woman ; if it were

you for instance."
" I should do it any way. It's the straightest

thing."

"I daresay, dear, in your friendships it is.

But I think you can hardly judge of this. You
do not know Dr. Cautley as I do."

"No," said Rhoda meekly, "perhaps I don't."

Not for worlds would she have destroyed that

beautiful illusion.

" It has been," continued Miss Quincey,
" a

very peculiar, a very interesting relationship.

Strange too considering. If you had asked me
six months ago I should have told you that the

thing was impossible, or rather, that in nine

cases out of ten I mean I should have said it

was highly improbable that Dr. Cautley would
take the faintest interest in me, let alone like

me."
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" He does like you, dear Miss Quincey, I know

he does."
" How do you know ?

"

" He told me so." (Miss Quincey quivered and
a faint flush worked up through the sallow of

her cheek.)
" And I'm sure he would be most

distressed to think you were unhappy."
" It is not unhappiness ; certainly not unhappi-

ness. On the contrary I have been happy, quite

happy lately. And I think it has been bad for

me. I wasn't used to it. Perhaps, if it had

happened five-and-twenty years ago Do not

misunderstand me, I am merely speaking of

friendship, dear ; but it might I mean I

might
"

Far back in the chair and favoured by
Rhoda's silence, Miss Quincey dropped into a

dream. Presently she woke up as it were with

a start.

" What am I thinking of ? Let us be reason-

able ; let us reduce it to figures. Forty-five

thirty he is thirty. Take twenty-five from

thirty and five remain. Why Rhoda, he would

have been
"

They looked at each other, but neither said :

" He would have been five years old."

Miss Quincey seemed quite prostrated by the

result of her calculations. To everything that

Rhoda could urge to soothe her she answered

steadily :
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" You do not know him as I do."

The voice was not Miss Quincey's voice ; it

was the monotonous, melancholy voice of the

Fixed Idea.

Her knowledge of him. After all, nothing
could take from her the exquisite privacy of

that possession.

" Eros anikate machan" said Rhoda.

Miss Quincey was gone and the Classical

Mistress was in school again, coaching a back-

ward student through the "
Antigone."

" Oh Love, unconquered in fight. Love who
Love who fliest, who fliest about among

things," said the student. And the teacher

laughed.

Laughed, for the entertaining blunder called

up a vivid image of the god in Miss Quincey's

drawing-room, fluttering about among the

furniture and doing terrific damage with his

wings.
" What's wrong ?

"
asked the student.

" Oh nothing ; only a slight confusion be-

tween flying about and falling upon.
' Oh

Love who fallest on the prey
'

; please go on."

"Oh Love who fallest on the prey." The
chorus mumbled and stumbled, and the student

sighed heavily, for the Greek was hard. "He
who has he who has Oh dear, I can't see
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any sense in these old choruses ; I do hate

them."
"

Still," said Bhoda sweetly,
"
you mustn't

murder them. ' He who has love has madness.'
"

The chorus limped to its end and the student

left the coach to some curious reflections.
" Eros anikate machan !

"

" Oh Love, unconquered in fight !

"
It sang in

her ears persistently, joyously, ironically a

wedding-song, a battle-song, a song of victory.

Bastian Cautley was right when he said that

the race was to the swift and the battle to the

strong. How eager she had been for the fight,

how mad for the crowded course ! She had
rushed on, heat after heat, outstripping all

competitors and carrying off all the crowns and

the judges' compliments at the end of the day.
She loved the race for its own sake, this young
athlete ; and though she took the crowns and

the compliments very much as a matter of

course, she had come to look on life as nothing
but an endless round of Olympic games. And

just as she forgot each successive event in the

excitement of the next, she also had forgotten

the losers and those who were tumbled in the

dust. Until she had seen Miss Quincey.
Miss Quincey so they had let her come to this

among them all ? They had left her so bare of

happiness that the first man (it happened to be

her doctor) who spoke two kind words to her
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became necessary to her existence. No, that

was hardly the way to put it ; it was under-

rating Bastian Cautley. He was the sort of

man that any woman But who would have

thought it of Miss Quincey? And the really

sad thing was that she did not think it of her-

self
; it showed how empty of humanity her

life had been. It was odd how these things

happened. Miss Quincey was neither brilliant

nor efficient, but she had made the most of

herself ; at least she had lived a life of grinding
intellectual toil ; the whole woman had seemed

absorbed in her miserable arithmetical function.

And yet at fifty (she looked fifty) she had con-

trived to develop that particular form of foolish-

ness which it was Miss Cursiter's business to

exterminate. There were some of them who
talked as if the thing was done ; as if competi-
tive examinations had superseded the primitive

rivalry of sex.

Bastian Cautley was right. You may go on

building as high as you please, but you will

never alter the original ground-plan of human
nature. And how she had scoffed at his " man's

view
"

; how indignantly she had repulsed his

suggestion that there was a side to the subject

that her friends the idealists were much too

ideal to see.

Were they really, as Bastian Cautley put

it, so engrossed in producing a new type that
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they had lost sight of the individual ? Was the

system so far in accordance with Nature that

it was careless of the single life? Which was
the only life open to most of them, poor things.

And she had blundered more grossly than the

system itself. What, after all, had she done for

that innocent whom she had made her friend ?

She had taken everything from her. She had

promised to keep her place for her at St. Sid-

well's and was monopolising it herself. Worse
than that, she had given her a friend with one

hand and snatched him from her with the other.

(If you came to think of it, it was hard that she

who had so much already could have Bastian

Cautley too, any day, to play with, or to keep
for her very own. There was not a bit of him

that could by any possibility belong to Miss

Quincey.) She had tried to stand between her

and her Fate, and she had become her Fate.

Worse than all, she had kept from her the

knowledge of the truth the truth that might
have cured her. Of course she had done that

out of consideration for Bastian Cautley.

There it seemed that Rhoda's regard for his

feelings ended. Though she admitted ten times

over that he was right, she was by no means

more disposed to come to an understanding with

him on that account. On the contrary, when
she saw him the very next evening (poor Bastian

had chosen his moment indiscreetly) she en-
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deavoured to repair her blunders by visiting

them on his irreproachable head, dealing to him
a certain painful, but not wholly unexpected
back-hander in the face.

She had done all she could for Miss Quincey.
At any rate, she said to herself, she had spared
her the final blow.
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CHAPTER IX

THROUGH THE STETHOSCOPE

ONE morning the Mad Hatter was madder
than ever. It was impossible to hold her

attention. The black eyes blazed as they wan-

dered, the paralytic pencil was hot in her burn-

ing fingers. When she laid it down towards the

end of the morning and rested her head on her

hands, Miss Quincey had not the heart to urge
her to the loathsome toil. She let her talk.

" Miss Quincey," said the Mad Hatter in a

solemn whisper,
" I'm going to tell you a secret.

Do you see her?" She indicated Miss Khoda
Vivian with the point of her pencil.

It was evident that Laura Lazarus did not

adore the Classical Mistress, and Rhoda, sick of

her worshippers, had found this attitude refresh-

ing. Even now she bestowed a smile and a nod

on the Mad Hatter that would have kept any
other St. Sidwellite in a fortnight's ecstasy.

"
Laura, that is not the way to speak of your

teachers."

The child raised the Semitic arch of her eye-
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brows. Her face belonged to the type formed

from all eternity for the expression of con-

tempt.
" She's not my teacher, thank goodness. Do

you know what I'm going to be some day, when
she's married and gone away ? I'm going to be

what she is Classical Mistress. I shan't have

to do any sums for that, you know. I shall only
have to know Greek, and isn't it a shame, Miss

Quincey, they won't let me learn it till I'm in

the Fourth, and I never shall be. But don't

tell any one they've stuck me here, behind her

now, and when she's coaching that young idiot

Susie Parker "

"
Laura, that is not the way to speak of your

school-fellows.
"

" I know it isn't, but she is, you know. I've

bought the books, and I get behind them and I

listen hard, and I can read now. What's more,
I've done a bit of a chorus. Look " The

pariah took a dirty bit of paper from the breast

of her gown.
"
It goes,

' Oh Love unconquered
in battle,' and it's simply splendiferous. Miss

Quincey when you like anything very much
or anybody it doesn't matter which do you
turn red all over ? Do you have creeps all down
your back ? And do you feel it just here ?

" The
child clapped her yellow claw to Miss Quincey's
heart. " You do, you do, Miss Quincey ;

I can

see it go thump, I can feel it go thud !

"
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She gazed into the teacher's face, and again
the power of divination was upon her.

" Laura !

"
Miss Quincey gasped ;

for the Head
had been looming in their neighbourhood, a

deadly peril, and now she was sweeping down
on them, smiling a dangerous smile.

" Miss Quincey, I hope you've been making
that child work," said she and passed on.

" I say ! She didn't see my verses, did she ?

You won't let on that I wrote them?"
" You'll never write verses," said Miss Quincey,

deftly improving a bad occasion, "if you don't

understand arithmetic. Why, it's the science of

numbers. Come now, if ninety hogsheads
"

" Oh-h ! I'm so tired of hogsheads ; mayn't it

be firkins this time ?
"

And, for fancy's sake, firkins Miss Quincey

permitted it to be.

Now Rhoda was responsible for much, but for

what followed the Mad Hatter must, strictly

speaking, be held accountable.

Miss Quincey had never been greatly inter-

ested in the movements of her heart ; but now
that her attention had been drawn to them she

admitted that it was beating in a very extra-

ordinary way ; there was a decided palpitation,

a flutter.

That night she lay awake and listened to it.

It was going diddledy, diddledy, like the

triplets in a Beethoven sonata (only that it had
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no idea of time) ; then it suddenly left off till

she put her hand over it, when it gave a terri-

fying succession of runaway knocks. Then it

pretended that it was going to stop altogether,

and Miss Quincey implicitly believed it and

prepared to die. Then its tactics changed ; it

seemed to have shifted its habitation ; to be

rising and rising, to be entangled with her

collar-bone and struggling in her throat. Then
it sank suddenly and lay like a lump of lead,

dragging her down through the mattress, and

through the bedstead, and through the floor,

down to the bottom of all things. Miss Quincey
did not mind much ; she had been so unhappy.
And then it gave an alarming double-knock at

her ribs, and Miss Quincey came to life again
as unhappy as ever.

And of what it all meant Miss Quincey had
no more idea than the man in the moon, though
even the Mad Hatter could have told her. Her
heart went through the same performance a

second and a third night, and Miss Quincey said

to herself that if it happened again she would
have to send for Dr. Cautley. Nothing would
have induced her to see him for a mere trifle,

but pride was one thing and prudence was
another.

It did happen again, and she sent.

She may have hoped that he would discover

something wrong, being dimly conscious that
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her chance lay there, that suffering constituted

the incontestable claim on his sympathy ; most

distinctly she felt the desire (monstrous of

course in a woman of no account) to wear the

aureole of pain for its own sake
; to walk for a

little while in the glory and glamour of death.

She did not want or mean to give any trouble,

to be a source of expense ; she had saved a little

money for the supreme luxury. But she had

hardly entertained the idea for a moment when
she dismissed it as selfish. It was her duty to

live, for the sake of St. Sidwell's and of Mrs.

Moon ; and she was only calling Dr. Cautley in

to help her to do it. But through it all the

feeling uppermost was joy in the certainty that

she would see him on an honourable pretext,

and would be able to set right that terrible

misunderstanding.
She hardly expected him till late in the day ;

so she was a little startled, when she came in

after morning school, to find Mrs. Moon waiting
for her at the stairs, quivering with indignation
that could have but one cause.

He had lost no time in answering her sum-

mons.

The drawing-room door was ajar ; the Old

Lady closed it mysteriously, and pushed her

niece into the bedroom behind.
" Will you tell me the meaning of this ? That

man has been cooling his heels in there for the
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last ten minutes, and he says you sent for him.

Is that the case ?
"

Miss Quincey meekly admitted that it was,

and entered upon a vague description of her

trouble.

"It's all capers and nonsense," said the Old

Lady, "there's nothing the matter with your
heart. You're just hysterical, and you just

want "

" I want to knoiv, and Dr. Cautley will tell

me."
" Oh ho ! I daresay he'll find some mare's

nest fast enough, if you tell him where to

look."

Miss Quincey took off her hat and cape and

laid them down with a sigh. She gave a terri-

fied glance at the looking-glass and smoothed

her thin hair with her hand.
" Aunt I must go. I can't keep him waiting

any longer."
" Go then I won't stop you."
She went trembling, followed so closely by

Mrs. Moon that she looked like a prisoner con-

ducted to the dock.
" How will he receive me ?

"
she wondered.

He received her coldly and curtly. There was
a hurry and abstraction in his manner utterly
unlike his former leisurely sympathy. Many
causes contributed to this effect ;

he was still all

bruised and bleeding from the blow dealt to
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him by Rhoda's strong young arm ; an epidemic
had kept him on his legs all day and a great

part of the night ;
his time had never been so

valuable, and he had been obliged to waste ten

minutes of it contemplating the furniture in

that detestable drawing-room. He was worried

and overworked, and Miss Quincey thought he

was still offended ;
his very appearance made

her argue the worst. No hope to-day of clear-

ing up that terrible misunderstanding.
She tremulously obeyed his first brief order,

one by one undoing the buttons of her dress,

laying bare her poor chest, all flat and formless

as a child's. A momentary gentleness came

over him as he adjusted the tubes of his stetho-

scope and began the sounding, backwards and

forwards from heart to lungs, and from lungs
to heart again ; while the Old Lady looked on as

merry as Destiny, and nodded her head and

smiled, as much to say, "Tehee-tehee, what a

farce it is !

"

He put up the stethoscope with a click.

" There is nothing the matter with you."
Mrs. Moon gave out a subdued ironical chuckle.

Miss Quincey looked anxiously into his face.

"Do you not think the heart the heart is a

little ?"

He smiled and at the same time he sighed.
" Heart's all right. But you've left off your
tonic."
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She had, she was afraid that so much

poison
" Poison ?

"
(He was not in the least offended.)

"Do you mean the arsenic? There are some

poisons you can't live without ; but you must
take them in moderation."

" Will you will you want to see me again ?
"

"
It will not be necessary."

At that Mrs. Moon's chuckle broke all bounds

and burst into a triumphant
" Tchee-tchee-

chee !

" He went away under cover of it. It

was her way of putting a pleasant face on the

matter.

She hardly waited till his back was turned

before she delivered herself of that which was

working within her.
" I tell you what it is, Juliana ; you're a silly

woman."
Miss Quincey looked up with a faint pre-

monitory fear. Her fingers began nervously

buttoning and unbuttoning her dress bodice ;

while half-dressed and shivering she waited

the attack.

"And a pretty exhibition you've made of

yourself this day. Anybody might have thought
you wanted to let that young man see what was
the matter with you."
"So I did. He says there is nothing the

matter with me."
"
Nothing the matter with you, indeed ! He
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knows well enough what's the matter with

you."
The victim was staring now, with terror in

her tired eyes. Her mouth dropped open with

the question her tongue refused to utter.
" If you," continued Mrs. Moon, " had wanted

to tell him plainly that you were in love with

him, you couldn't have set about it better. I

should have thought you'd have been ashamed
to look him in the face at your age. You're a

disgrace to my family !

"

The poor fingers ceased their labour of

buttoning and unbuttoning ; Miss Quincey sat

with her shoulders naked as it were to the lash.

" There !

"
said Mrs. Moon with an air of

drawing back the whip and putting it by for

the present.
" If I were you I'd cover myself up,

and not sit there catching cold with my dress-

body off."
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CHAPTER X

MISS QUINCEY STANDS BACK

AS
it happened on a Saturday morning she

had plenty of time to think about it.

All the afternoon and the evening and the

night lay before her ; she was powerless to cope
with Sunday and the night beyond that.

The remarkable revelation made to her by
Mrs. Moon was so great a shock that her mind
refused to realize it all at once. It was an

outrage to all the meek reticences and chastities

of her spirit. But she owned its truth ; she saw
it now, the thing they all had seen, that she

only could not see.

She had sinned the sin of sins, the sin of

youth in middle-age.
Now it was not imagination in Miss Quincey,

so much as the tradition of St. Sidwell's, that

gave her innocent affection the proportions of a
crime. Miss Quincey had lived all her life in

ignorance of her own nature, having spent the

best part of five-and-forty years in acquiring
other knowledge. She had nothing to go upon,
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for she had never been young ; or rather she

had treated her youth unkindly, she had fed it

on saw-dust and given it nothing but arithmetic

books to play with, so that its experiences were
of no earthly use to her.

And now, if they had only let her alone, she

might have been none the wiser
;

her folly

might have put on many quaint disguises,

friendship, literary sympathy, intellectual esteem

there were a thousand delicate subterfuges
and innocent hypocrisies, and under any one of

them it might have crept about unchallenged
in the shadows and blind alleys of thought. As
love pure and simple, if it came to that, there

was no harm in it. Many an old maid, older

than she, has just such a secret folded up and

put away all sweet and pure ; the poor lady does

not call it love, but remembrance, which is so

to speak love laid in lavender ; and she who
knows ? She might have contrived a little shrine

for it somewhere ; she had always understood

that love was a holy thing.

Unfortunately, when a holy thing has been

pulled about and dragged in the mud, it may be

as holy as ever but it will never look the same.

In Miss Quincey's case mortal passion had been

shaken out of its sleep and forced to look at

itself before it had time to put on a shred

of immortality. In the sudden glare it stood

out monstrous, naked and ashamed ;
she her-
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self had helped to deprive it of all the delicacies

and amenities that made it tolerable to thought.

With her own hands she had delivered it up to

the stethoscope.

He knew, he knew. In the mad rush of her

ideas one sentence detached itself from the

torrent. " He knows well enough what's the

matter with you."
The nature of the crime was such that there

was no possibility of explanation or defence

against the accuser whose condemnation

weighed heaviest on her soul. He loomed

before her, hovered over her, with the tubes

of the heart-probing stethoscope in his ears (as

a matter of fact they gave him a somewhat

grotesque appearance, remotely suggestive of

a Hindoo idol ; but Miss Quincey had not noticed

that) ; his bumpy forehead was terrible with

intelligence ;
his eyes were cold and compre-

hensive ; the smile of a foregone conclusion

flickered on his lips.

He must have known it all the time. There

never had been any misunderstanding. That
was the clue to his conduct ; that was the

reason why he had left off coming to the house ;

for he was the soul of delicacy and honour.

And yet she had never said a word that might
be interpreted He must have seen it in her

face, then, that day when she allowed herself

to sit with him in the park. She remembered
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things that he had said to her did they mean
that he had seen ? She saw it all as he had

seen it. "Delicacy" and "honour" indeed! Dis-

gust and contempt would be more likely feel-

ings.

She lay awake all Saturday night and all

Sunday night, until four o'clock on Monday
morning ; always reviewing the situation,

always going over the same patch of ground
in the desperate hope of finding some place

where her self-respect could rest, and dis-

covering nothing but the traces of her guilty

feet. A subtler woman would have flourished

lightly over the territory, till she had whisked

away every vestige of her trail ; another would
have seen the humour of the situation and

blown the whole thing into the inane with a

burst of healthy laughter ; but subtlety and
humour were not Miss Quincey's strong points.

She could do nothing but creep shivering to

bed and lie there, face to face with her own

enormity.
On Monday morning and on many mornings

after she crept out into the street stealthily,

like a criminal seeking some shelter where she

could hide her head. She acquired a habit odd

enough to the casual onlooker of slinking

cautiously round every turning and rushing

every crossing in her abject terror of meeting
Bastian Cautley.
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There was nobody to tell her that it would
not matter if she did meet him; no cheerful

woman of the world to smile in her frightened
face and say : "My dear Miss Quincey, there is

nothing remarkable in this. We all do it,

sooner or later. Too late ? Not a bit of it ;

better too late than never, and if it's that Caut-

ley man I'm sure I don't wonder. I'm in love

with him myself. Lost your self-respect, have

you? Self-respect, indeed, why bless your soul,

you are all the nicer for it. As for hiding your
head I never heard such rubbish in my life.

Nobody is looking at you certainly not the

Cautley man. In fact, to tell you the truth, at

this moment he is particularly engaged in look-

ing the other way."
But Miss Quincey did not know that lady.

She knew no one but Rhoda and Mrs. Moon ;

and if Mrs. Moon was too old, Rhoda was too

young to take that view ; besides, Mrs. Moon
was not a woman of the world and no ridicu-

lous delicacy prompted her to look the other

way. In any case Juliana's state of mind,
advertised as it was by her complexion and

many eccentricities of behaviour, could not

have escaped her notice.

The Old Lady had reverted to her former

humorous attitude and was trying whether
Juliana's state of mind would not yield to

skilfully directed banter. In these tactics she
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was not left unsupported. Louisa had written

a long letter about her husband and her child-

ren, with a postscript.

"P.S. I don't half like what you tell me
about Juliana and Dr. C . For goodness'
sake don't encourage her in any of that non-

sense. Sit on it. Laugh her out of it. I

agree with you that it would be better if she

cultivated her mind a little more.
" P.P.S. Andrew has just come in. He says

we oughtn't to call her Juliana, but Fooliana."

So laughed Louisa, the married woman.
And Fooliana she was called. The joke was

quite unworthy of the Greek Professor's reputa-

tion, but for Mrs. Moon's purposes he could

hardly have made a better one.

Louisa had put a terrible weapon into the

Old Lady's hands. It was many weapons in one.

It could be turned on in all its broad robust

humour "Fooliana!" Or refined away into

a playful or delicate suggestion, pointed with

an uplifted finger
" Fooli !

" Or cut down
and compressed into its essential meaning
"Fool!"
But whichever missive came handy, the effect

was much the same. Juliana's complexion

grew redder or greyer, but her state of mind
remained unchanged. Sometimes the Old Lady
tried a graver method.
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"If you would cultivate your mind a little

in the evenings you would have no time for all

this nonsense."

But Juliana had abandoned the cultivation of

her mind. She made no attempt to pay off

that small outstanding debt to Sordello. There

was an end of the intellectual life ; for the

living wells of literature were tainted ;
Brown-

ing had become a bitter memory and Tennyson
a shame.

But if Miss Quincey had no heart for General

Culture, she was busier than ever in the dis-

charge of her regular duties. At the end of

the midsummer term the pressure on the staff

was heavy. Her work had grown with the

growth of St. Sidwell's, and the pile of marble

and granite copy-books rose higher than ever ;

it was monumental, and Miss Quincey was glad

enough to bury her grief under it for a time.

Indeed it looked as if in St. Sidwell's she had

found the shelter where she could hide her

head ;
and a very desirable shelter too, as long

as Mrs. Moon continued in that lively temper.

Gradually she began to realize that of all those

five hundred pairs of eyes there was none that

had discovered her secret ; that not one of

those busy brains was occupied with her affairs.

It was a relief to lose herself among them all

and be of no account again. In the corner

behind Rhoda Vivian she and the Mad Hatter
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seemed to be clinging together more than ever

in an ecstasy of isolation.

After all, above the turmoil of emotion a

little tremulous, attenuated ideal was trying
to raise its head. Her duty. She dimly dis-

cerned a possibility of deliverance, of purifi-

cation from her sin. Therefore she clung more

desperately than ever to her post. Seeing that

she had served the system for five-and-twenty

years, it was hard if she could not get from it a

little protection against her own weakness, if

she could not claim the intellectual support it

professed to give. It was the first time she had
ever put it to the test. If she could only stay
on another year or two
And now at the very end of the midsummer

term it really looked as if St. Sidwell's was
anxious to keep her. Everybody was curiously
kind ; the staff cast friendly glances on her as

she sat in her corner ; Rhoda was almost pas-

sionate in her tenderness. Even Miss Cursiter

seemed softened. She had left off saying
" Stand back, Miss Quincey, if you please

"
; and

Miss Quincey began to wonder what it all meant.

She was soon to know.

One night, the last of the term, the Classical

Mistress was closeted with the Head. Rhoda,

elbow-deep in examination papers, had been

critically considering seventy variously ingeni-

ous renderings of a certain chorus, when the
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sudden rapping of a pen on the table roused

her from her labours.
" You must see for yourself, Rhoda, how we

are placed. We must keep up to a certain

standard of efficiency in the staff. Miss Quin-

cey is getting past her work."

(Rhoda became instantly absorbed in sharpen-

ing a pencil.)
" For the last two terms she has been con-

stantly breaking down ; and now I'm very
much afraid she is breaking up."

The Head remained solemnly unconscious of

her own epigram.
" No wonder," said Rhoda to herself,

"
first

love at fifty is new wine in old bottles
; every-

body knows what happens to the bottles."

The flush and the frown on the Classical

Mistress's face might have been accounted for

by the sudden snapping of the pencil.

"You see," continued Miss Cursiter, as if

defending herself from some accusation con-

veyed by the frown, "as it is we have kept
her on a long while for her sister's sake."

(A murmur from the Classical Mistress.)
" Of course we must put it to her prettily,

wrap it up in tissue paper."

(The Classical Mistress still inarticulate.)
" You are not giving me your opinion."
" It seems to me I've said a great deal more

than I've any right to say."
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" Oh you. We know all about that. I asked

for your opinion."
" And when I gave it you told me I was under

an influence."
" What if I did ? And what if it were so ?

"

"What indeed? You would get the benefit

of two opinions instead of one."

Now if Miss Cursiter were thinking of Dr.

Cautley there was some point in what Rhoda
said ; for in the back of her mind the Head had

a curious respect for masculine judgment.
"There can be no two opinions about Miss

Quincey."
" I don't know. Miss Quincey," said Rhoda

thoughtfully to her pencil,
"

is a large subject."
" Yes ;

if you mean that Miss Quincey is a

terrible legacy from the past. The question

for me is how long am I to let her hamper
our future ?

"

"The future? It strikes me that we're not

within shouting distance of the future. We
talk as if we could see the end ;

and we're

nowhere near it ; we're in all the muddle of

the middle that's why we're hampered with

Miss Quincey and other interesting relics of the

past."
" We are slowly getting rid of them."

At that Rhoda blazed up. She was young,
and she was reckless, and she had too many
careers open to her to care much about conse-
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quences. Miss Cursiter had asked for her

opinion and she should have it with a ven-

geance.
"

It's not enough to get rid of them. We
ought to provide for them. Who or what do

we provide for, if it comes to that? We're

always talking about specialisation, and the

fact is we haven't specialised enough. Don't we

give the same test papers to everybody ?
"

"I shall be happy to set separate papers for

each girl if you'll undertake to correct them."

The more Rhoda fired the more Miss Cursiter

remained cold.
" That's just it we couldn't if we tried. We

know nothing about each girl. That's where
we shall have to specialise in the future if

we're to do any good. We've specialised enough
with our teachers and our subjects ; chipped
and chopped till we can't divide them any more ;

and we've taken our girls in the lump. We
know less about them than they do themselves.

As for the teachers
"

" Which by the way brings us back to Miss

Quincey."
"
Everything brings us back to Miss Quincey.

Miss Quincey will be always with us."
" We must put younger women in her place."

Rhoda winced as though Miss Cursiter had
struck her.

"
They will soon grow old. Our profession is
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a cruel one. It uses up the finest and most

perishable parts of a woman's nature. It takes

the best years of her life and throws the rest

away."
" Yet thousands of women are willing to take

it up, and leave comfortable homes to do it too."
"
Yes," sighed Rhoda,

"
it's the rush for the

open door."
" My dear Rhoda, the women's labour market

is the same as every other. The best policy is

the policy of the open door. Don't you see

that the remedy is to open it wider wider !

"

" And when we've opened all the doors as

wide as ever they'll go, what then ? Where are

we going to ?
"

" I can't tell you." Miss Cursiter looked

keenly at her. "Do you mean that you'll go
no further unless you know?"
Rhoda was silent.

"There are faults in the system. I can see

that as well as you, perhaps better. I am
growing old too, Rhoda. But you are youth
itself. It is women like you we want to save

us. Are you going to turn your back on us ?
"

Miss Cursiter bore down on her with her

steady gaze, a gaze that was a menace and an

appeal, and Rhoda gave a little gasp as if for

breath.
" I can't go any farther."
" Do you realize what this means ? You are
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not a deserter from the ranks. It is the second

in command going over to the enemy."
The words were cold, but there was a fiery

court-martial in Miss Cursiter's eyes that

accused and condemned her. If Ehoda had
been dashing her head against the barrack

walls her deliverance was at hand. It seemed
that she could never strike a blow for Miss

Quincey without winning the battle for her-

self.

" I can't help it," said she. " I hate it I hate

the system."
" The system ? Suppose you do away with

it do away with every woman's college in the

kingdom have you anything to put in its

place ?
"

"No. I have nothing to put in its place."
"
Ah," said Miss Cursiter,

"
you are older than

I thought."
Rhoda smiled. By this time, wrong or right,

she was perfectly reckless. If everybody was

right in rejecting Miss Quincey, there was

rapture in being wildly and wilfully in the

wrong. She had flung up the game.
Miss Cursiter saw it. "I was right," said she.

" You are under an influence, and a dangerous
one."

"
Perhaps but, influence for influence

"
(here

Rhoda returned Miss Cursiter's gaze intrepidly),

"I'm not far wrong. I honestly think that if
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we persist in turning out these intellectual

monstrosities we shall hand over worse incom-

petents than Miss Quincey to the next genera-
tion."

Bhoda was intrepid ;
all the same she red-

dened as she realized what a mouthpiece she

had become for Bastian Cautley's theories and

temper.
" My dear Rhoda, you're an intellectual mon-

strosity yourself."

"I know. And in another twenty years'

time they'll want to get rid of me."
" Of me too," thought the Head. Miss Cursi-

ter felt curiously old and worn. She had

invoked Rhoda's youth and it had risen up

against her. Influence for influence, her power
was dead.

Rhoda had talked at length in the hope of

postponing judgment in Miss Quincey's case ;

now she was anxious to get back to Miss Quin-

cey, to escape judgment in her own.
" And how about Miss Quincey ?

"
she asked.

Miss Cursiter had nothing to say about Miss

Quincey. She had done with that section of

her subject. She understood that Rhoda had

said in effect,
" If Miss Quincey goes, I go too."

Nevertheless her mind was made up ; in tissue

paper, all ready for Miss Quincey.

Unfortunately tissue paper is more or less

transparent, and Miss Quincey had no difficulty
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in perceiving the grounds of her dismissal when

presented to her in this neat way. Not even

when Miss Cursiter said to her, at the close of

the interview they had early the next morning,
" For your own sake, dear Miss Quincey, I feel

we must forego your valuable most valuable

services."

Miss Cursiter hesitated, warned by something
in the aspect of the tiny woman who had been

a thorn in her side so long. Somehow, for this

occasion, the most incompetent, most insignifi-

cant member of her staff had contrived to clothe

herself with a certain nobility. She was un-

deniably the more dignified of the two.

The Head, usually so eloquent at great

moments, found actual difficulty in getting to

the end of her next sentence.

"What I was thinking of really again

entirely for your own sake was whether it

would not be better for you to take a little

longer holiday. I do feel in your case the

imperative necessity for rest. Indeed if you
found that you ivished to retire at the end of

the holidays of course receiving your salary
for the term

"

Try as she would to speak as though she were

conferring a benefit, the Head had the unmis-

takable air of asking a favour from her sub-

ordinate, of imploring her help in a delicate

situation, of putting it to her honour.
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Miss Quincey's honour was more than equal
to the demand made on it. She had sunk so

low in her own eyes lately that she was glad to

gain some little foothold for her poor pride.

She faced Miss Cursiter bravely with her inno-

cent dim eyes as she answered : "I am ready to

go, Miss Cursiter, whenever it is most convenient

to you ; but I cannot think of taking payment
for work I have not done."

" My dear Miss Quincey, the rule is always a

term's notice or if if any other arrangement
is agreed upon, a term's salary. There can be

110 question you must really allow me "

There Miss Cursiter's address failed her and

her voice faltered. She had extracted the thorn ;

but it had worked its way deeper than she

knew, and the operation was a painful one. A
few compliments on the part of the Head, and

the hope that St. Sidwell's would not lose sight

of Miss Quincey altogether, and the interview

was closed.

It was understood by the end of the morning
that Miss Quincey had sent in her resignation.

The news spread from class to class "Miss

Quincey is going
" and was received by pupils

and teachers with cries of incredulity. After

all, Miss Quincey belonged to St. Sidwell's ; she

was part and parcel of the place ;
her blood and

bones had been built into its very walls, and her

removal was not to be contemplated without
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dismay. Why, what would a procession be like

without Miss Quincey to enliven it?

And so, as she went her last round, a score of

hands that had never clasped hers in friendship

were stretched out over the desks in a wild

leave-taking ; three girls had tears in their eyes ;

one, more emotional than the rest, sobbed

audibly without shame. The staff were unani-

mous in their sympathy and regret. Rhoda
withdrew hastily from the painful scene. Only
the Mad Hatter in her corner made no sign.

She seemed to take the news of Miss Quincey's

departure with a resigned philosophy.
"
Well, little Classical Mistress," said Miss

Quincey, "we must say good-bye. You know
I'm going."
The child nodded her small head. "Of

course you're going. I might have known it.

I did know it all along. You were booked to

go."
" Why Laura ?

"
Miss Quincey was mystified

and a little hurt.
" Because

"
a sinister convulsion passed over

the ugly little pariah face " because
"

the Mad
Hatter had learnt the force of under-statement

"because I like you."
At that Miss Quincey broke down. " My dear

little girl I am going because I am too old to

stay."
" Write to me dear," she said at the last
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moment, "
let me know how you are getting

on."

But she never knew. The Mad Hatter did

not write. In fact she never wrote anything
again, not even verses. She was handed over

next term to Miss Quincey's brilliant and effi-

cient successor, who made her work hard, with

the result that the Mad Hatter got ill of a brain

fever just before the Christmas holidays and
was never fit for any more work ; and never

became Classical Mistress or anything else in

the least distinguished. But this is by the way.
As the College clock struck one, Miss Quincey

walked home as usual and went up into her

bedroom without a word. She opened a drawer

and took from it her Post Office Savings Bank
book and looked over her account. There stood

to her credit the considerable sum of twenty-
seven pounds four shillings and eight pence.

No, not quite that, for the blouse, the abomin-

able blouse, had been paid for out of her

savings and it had cost a guinea. Twenty-six

pounds three shillings and eight pence was all

that she had saved in five-and-twenty years.

This, with the term's salary which Miss Cursiter

had insisted on, was enough to keep her going
for a year. And a year is a long time. She

came slowly downstairs to the drawing-room
where her aunt was dozing and dreaming in her

chair. There still hung about her figure the
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indefinable dignity that had awed Miss Cursiter.

If she was afraid of Mrs. Moon she was too

proud to show her fear.
" This morning," she said simply,

" I received

my dismissal."

The old lady looked up dazed, not with the

news but with her dream. Miss Quincey re-

peated her statement.
" Do you mean you are not going back to

that place there ?
"
she asked mildly.

" I am never going back."

Still with dignity she waited for the burst of

feeling she felt to be justifiable in the circum-

stances. None came ; neither anger, nor indig-

nation, nor contempt, not even surprise. In

fact the Old Lady was smiling placidly, as she

was wont to smile under the spell of the dream.

Slowly, very slowly, it was dawning upon her

that the reproach had been taken away from
the memory of Tollington Moon. Henceforth

his niece Miss Quincey would be a gentlewoman
at large. At the same time it struck her that

after all poor Juliana did not look so very old.
"
Very well then," said she,

"
if I were you I

should put on that nice silk blouse in the even-

ings."
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CHAPTER XI

DOCTOR CAUTLEY SENDS IN HIS BILL

" T WONDER," Mrs. Moon observed suddenly
JL one morning,

"
if that man is going to let

his hill run on to the day of judgment ?
"

The Old Lady had not even distantly alluded to

Dr. Cautley for as many as ten months. After

the great day of what she called Juliana's
"
resignation

"
she seemed to have tacitly agreed

that since Juliana had spared her dream she

would spare Juliana's. Did she not know, she

too, that the dream is the reality? As Miss

Quincey, gentlewoman at large, Juliana had a

perfect right to set up a dream of her own ; as

to whether she was able to afford the luxury,
Juliana was the best judge. Her present won-

der, then, had no malignant reference ; it was

simply wrung from her by inexorable economy.
Juliana's supplies were calculated to last a year ;

as it was the winter season that they had lately

weathered, she was rather more than three-

quarters of the way through her slender re-

sources, and it behoved them to look out for
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bills ahead. And Mrs. Moon had always sus-

pected that young man, not only of a passion

for mare's-nesting, but of deliberately and sys-

tematically keeping back his accounts that he

might revel in a larger haul.

The remark, falling with a shock all the

greater for a silence of ten months, had the

effect of driving Juliana out of the room. Out

of the room and out of the house, down High
Street, where Hunter's shop was already blos-

soming in another spring ; up Park Street and

past the long wall of St. Sidwell's, till she found

herself alone in Primrose Hill Park.

The young day was so glorious that Miss

Quincey had some thoughts of climbing Prim-

rose Hill and sitting on the top ; but after

twenty yards or so of it she abandoned the

attempt. For the last few months her heart

had been the seat of certain curious sensations,

so remarkably like those she had experienced in

the summer that she took them for the same,

and sternly resolved to suppress their existence

by ignoring it. That, she understood, was the

right treatment for hysteria.

But this morning Miss Quincey's heart pro-

tested so violently against her notion of ascend-

ing Primrose Hill, threatening indeed to strangle

her if she persisted in it, that Miss Quincey un-

willingly gave in and contented herself with a

seat in one of the lower walks of the park.
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There she leaned back and looked about her,

but with no permanent interest in one thing
more than another.

Presently, as she settled down to quieter

breathing, there came to her a strange sensa-

tion, that grew till it became an unusually vivid

perception of the outer world ; a perception

mingled with a still stranger double vision, a

sense that seemed to be born in the dark of the

brain and to be moving there to a foregone
conclusion. And all the time her eyes were

busy, now with a bush of May in crimson blos-

som, now with the many-pointed leaves of a

sycamore pricked against the blue ; now with

the straight rectangular paths that made the

park an immense mathematical diagram. From
where she sat her eyes swept the length of the

wide walk that cuts the green from east to

west. Far down at the west end was a seat,

and she could see two people, a man and a

woman, sitting on it; they must have been

there a quarter of an hour or more ; she had
noticed them ever since she came into the park.

They had risen, and her gaze left everything
else to follow them ; or rather, it went to meet

them, for they had turned and were coming

slowly eastwards now. They had stopped ; they
were facing each other, and her gaze rested

with them, fascinated yet uncertain. And now
she could see nothing else ; the park, with the
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regions beyond it and the sky above it, had

become merely a setting for one man and one

woman
; the avenue, fresh strewn with red

golden gravel, led up to them and ended there

at their feet ; a young poplar trembled in the

wind and shook its silver green fans above

them in delicate confusion. The next minute
a light went up in that obscure and prophetic

background of her brain
;
and she saw Rhoda

Vivian and Bastian Cautley coming towards

her, greeting her, with their kind faces shining.

She rose, turned from them, and went slowly
home.

It was the last rent in the veil of illusion that

Rhoda had spun so well. Up till then Miss

Quincey had seen only half the truth. Now
she had seen the whole, with all that Rhoda
had disguised and kept hidden from her; the

truth that kills or cures.

Miss Quincey did not go out again that day,
but sat all afternoon silent in her chair. To-

wards evening she became talkative and stayed

up later than had been her wont since she

recovered her freedom. She seemed to be trying
to make up to her aunt for a want of sociability

in the past.

At eleven she got up and stood before the Old

Lady in the attitude of a penitent. Apparently
she had been seized with a mysterious impulse
of confession.
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"
Aunt," she said,

" there's something I want
to say to you."
She paused, casting about in her mind for

the sins she had committed. They were three

in all.

" I am afraid I have been very extravagant
"

she was thinking of the blouse " and and

very foolish" she was thinking of Bastian

Cautley
" and very selfish

"
she was thinking

of her momentary desire to die.
"
Juliana, if you're worrying about that

money
"

the Old Lady was thinking of nothing
else "

don't. I've plenty for us both. As long
as we can keep together I don't care what I eat,

nor what I drink, nor what I put on my poor
back. And if the worst comes to the worst I'll

sell the furniture."

It seemed to Miss Quincey that she had never

known her aunt in all those five-and-twenty

years ; never known her until this minute. For

perhaps, after all, being angry with Juliana was

only Mrs. Moon's way of being sorry for her.

But how was Juliana to know that ?

"
Only," continued the Old Lady,

" I won't part
with your uncle's picture. Don't ask me to part
with your uncle's picture."

" You won't have to part with anything. I'll

I'll get something to do. I'm not worrying.
There's nothing to worry about."

She stooped down and tenderly kissed the

wrinkled forehead.
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A vague fear clutched at the Old Lady's heart.

"Then, Juliana, you are not well. Hadn't

you better see
"

she hesitated pausing with

unwonted delicacy for her words " a doctor ?
"

"I don't want to see a doctor. There is

nothing the matter with me." And still insist-

ing that there was nothing the matter with her

she went to bed.

And old Martha had come with her early

morning croak to call Miss Juliana ; she had

dumped down the hot-water can in the basin

with a clash, pulled up the blind with a jerk,

and drawn back the curtains with a clatter,

before she noticed that Miss Juliana was up all

the time. Up and dressed, and sitting in her

chair by the hearth, warming her feet at an

imaginary fire.

She had been sitting up all night, for her bed
was as Martha had left it the night before.

Martha approached cautiously, still feeling her

way, though there was no need for it, the room

being full of light.

She groped like a blind woman for Miss

Juliana's forehead, laying her hand there before

she looked into her face.

After some fumbling futile experiments with

brandy, a looking-glass and a feather, old

Martha hid these things carefully out of sight ;

she disarranged the bed, turning back the

clothes as they might have been left by one
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newly wakened and risen out of it ; drew a
shawl over the head and shoulders of the figure
in the chair

; pulled down the blind and closed

the curtains till the room was dark again.
Then she groped her way out and down the

stairs to her mistress's door. There she stayed
a moment, gathering her feeble wits together
for the part she meant to play. She had made
up her mind what she would do.

So she called the Old Lady as usual ; said she

was afraid there was something the matter

with Miss Juliana ; thought she might have got

up a bit too early, and turned faint like.

The Old Lady answered that she would come
and see ; and the two crept up the stairs, and

went groping their way in the dark of the cur-

tained room. Old Martha fumbled a long time

with the blind ; she drew back the curtains little

by little, with infinite precaution letting in the

light upon the fearful thing.

But the Old Lady approached it boldly.
" Don't you know me, Jooley dear ?

"
she said,

peering into the strange eyes. There was no

recognition in them for all their staring.

"Don't know me, m'm," said Martha sooth-

ingly ;

" seems all of a white swoon, don't she ?
"

Martha was warming to her part. She made
herself busy ; she brought hot water bottles and

eau de cologne ; she spent twenty minutes

chafing the hands and forehead and laying
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warmth to the feet, that the Old Lady might
have the comfort of knowing that everything
had been done that could be done. She shuffled

off to find brandy, as if she had only thought
of it that instant ; and she played out the play
with the looking-glass and the feather.

The feather fluttered to the floor, and Martha
ceased bending and peering, and looked at her

mistress.
" She's gone, m'm, I do believe."

The Old Lady sank by the chair, her arms

clinging to those rigid knees.

"Jooley Jooley don't you know me?" she

cried, as if in a passion of affront
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CHAPTER XII

EPILOGUE.-THE MAN AND THE WOMAN

BY day-light there is neither glamour nor

beauty in the great burying-ground of

North London ; you must go to it at evening, in

the first fall of the summer dusk, to feel the

fascination of that labyrinth of low graves,
crosses and headstones, urns and sarcophagi,
crowded in the black-green of the grass ; of

marble columns, granite pyramids and obelisks,

massed and reared and piled in the grey of the

air. It is nothing if not fantastic. Even by
day that same mad grouping and jostling of

monumental devices, gathered together from
the ends of the world, gives to the place a

cheerful half-pagan character ; now, in its con-

fusion and immensity, it might be some city of

dreams, tossed up in cloud and foam and frozen

into marble ;
some aerial half-way limbo where

life slips a little from the living and death from

the dead.

For these have their own way here. No

priest interferes with them, and whatever

secular power ordains these matters is indulgent
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to its children. If one of them would have his

horse or his dog carved on his tomb instead of

an angel, or a pair of compasses instead of a

cross, there is no one to thwart his fancy. He

may even be humorous if he will. It is as if he

implored us to laugh with him a little while

though the jest be feeble, and not to chill him
with so many tears.

At twilight a man and a woman were thread-

ing their way through this cemetery, and as

they went they smiled faintly at the memorial

caprices of the living and the still quainter

originalities of the dead. But on the whole

they seemed to be trying not to look too happy.

They said nothing to each other till they came
to a mound raised somewhere in the borderland

that divides the graves of the rich from the

paupers' ground. There was just room for

them to stand together on the boards that

roofed in the narrow pit dug ready for the next

comer.
" If I believed in a Creator

"
(it was the man

who spoke), "I should want to know what

pleasure he found in creating that poor little

woman."
The woman did not answer as she looked at

him.
"
Yet," he went on,

" I'm selfish enough to be

glad that she lived. If I had not known Miss

Quincey I should not have known you."
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"And I," said the woman, and her face was

rosy under the touch of grief, "if I had not
loved Miss Quincey I could not have loved you."

They seemed to think Miss Quincey had

justified her existence. Perhaps she had.

And the woman took the roses that she wore
in her belt and laid them on the breast of the

grave. She stood for a minute studying the

effect with a shame-faced look, as if she had
mocked the dead woman with flowers flung
from her wedding-wreath of youth and joy.

Then she turned to the man
;
the closing bell

tolled, and they passed through the iron gates
into the ways of the living.

END.
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